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Skylanders academy cynder fanfiction

Welcome to my very first fanfic on quotev. If someone enjoys my Fics or finds a mistake or can think of future ideas, then I will gladly accept your support. Anyway, so ive saw Skylanders Academy recently and I love the whole story. Lots of plot spins. Let us move on and stop wasting time. Episode 1Fire, Water, Technique, Undead, Dark,
Light, Life, Earth, Magic, Air. All the different elements of the Skylander come and go to the academy. There is the main team that is the strongest team of Master Eon, consisting of Spyro, Eruptor, Stealth Elf, Pop Fizz and Jet Vac. There are also the main cadets who step to be actual Skylovers: Cynder, Roller Brawl, Hex, Chill and Wind-
up. On this blessed day with all the darkness swept away and reunited with the Academy, rogues are still lurking. Today was the day of the cadets who chose their superior of the day... Eon: future Skylovers, today you will select your manager and follow them whatever they need to visit. However, it seems that we are a cadet depth today.
Cynder cannot participate, I fear. Spyro: Cynder! Where is she? Eon: I wish I could get the whole reason, but... Hex informed me that Cynder can't make it because she's full of cold. Spyro: full of cold?! Oh no. She needs to feel lonely. Master Eon, if you allow it, I will give her company and make sure she is okay. To make it even and fair.
Eon: I understand Spyro. That would give us 4 Skylovers and 4 cadets, so feel free. Spyro: Thanks to Master Eon. Where is it now? Hex: She said she's with you for some reason. Spyro: hmm, that's weird. At least it's easier for me. Before I leave, we're all glad you're back. I still can't believe what you had to do to get back to us. Eon: Yes.
I was upset to leave you, but now that I am back, we can move on to our future. Stealth Elf: You did it right. So glad to have you back with us Eon. Eon: Yes. I am proud of what I have heard from Kaossandra all the time. They all did remarkably well. Let us now move on to the important matters. You walk along Spyro and I'll let you know
when we need you. Spyro: Thank you Eon. Take care of guys. Stealth Elf: later. He flies off and wishes the others luck, including himself. (Introduction: Harmony) At Spyro, Cynder is on a couch in the living room. Even with her cold, tearful tears steamed and rolled out of her eyes. She could hear fluttering. Spyro flies past her and falls
behind her. Cynder: SPYRO! She screams anxiously that Spyro might be injured. Cynder: *gasp* Spyro, are you ok? Spyro: *gibberish* I'm fine. But... *Gibbers, the head* I worry more about you. I got worried, so I came for you. Cynder: I'm so glad you did Spyro. I couldn't imagine being alone all day. Spyro: That's what friends are for?
Cynder: yes... You are right. I don't know what I was thinking. Spyro: You don't sound so good. Here I have something that will encourage you and... Hopefully it makes you feel better. Cynder: I don't know if there is anything that can help me. You are here that's all I need. Spyro: because I am your friend. Probably her closest friend is I
right? Cynder: *sigh* *whisper* you're more than that for me. Spyro: What was that for Cynder? Cynder: nothing, I just said, I... That I'm glad I have you as a friend, if I wasn't here, I wouldn't be here on the way to skylander. Spyro: I'm glad you think so. He says how he brings mutton. Cynder: Spyro, have you only... Spyro: Get sheep feed
for you? Yes, I did. Cynder: oh Spyro, thank you. She thanks him as she squeals at his chest and wipes her tears. Spyro accepted the love she showed him and blinded her head. Over in the Academy... The Skylovers and cadets went their own way: Stealth Elf with Hex, Eruptor with Chill, Jet Vac with Roller Brawl and Pop Fizz with
Wind-up. From The Stealth Elf... Hex: So Eleven, what are you going to teach me and skull? Eleven: Well, trust is trust. I've been with someone else since the last time And I've made them trust me if we ever got into trouble, so I thought I'd start with that. We go to the training ground. Eruptor's perspective... Chill: I had fun the last time we
worked together. Eruptor: Technically, we all worked together, but yes, I think it was fun. Chill: Good thing Bad Breath isn't right here? Eruptor: To be honest, I have to agree with you guys who argue a lot, it ignited me too much, so I hope we don't get into any arguments today. Chill: all right Eruptor, cool down. Eruptor: hey, what about
what triggers us the most and what doesn't, maybe we could use it together in our future fights? Chill: I like it. Eruptor: Then follow me to a place That I like when I want to train alone. Jet Vac's Perspective... Roller Brawl sang to himself. Jet Vac: What do you sing there Roller Brawl? Roller Brawl: a song I sing to myself when I'm happy. Jet
Vac: So you like that I'm your manager? Roller Brawl: If I had never said that the moon would destroy the world, how would you take it? Jet Vac: I take it the way we both have similar heads. So you're glad you're with me. I'm glad to hear it. What do you say that we go to the training ground and get our skills ready for everything. Roller
Brawl: Time to destroy the world. It rolls towards the training ground. Jet Vac: that Roller Brawl is in such a good mood. Pop Fizzs Perspective... Pop Fizz: So wind-up, how do you feel today? Wind-up: hmm... What do you say about the events between magic and technology? Pop Fizz: I never thought about it, then I just thought about the
same thing again. I think we're going to have to figure out what's really going on But I don't know where to go. I saw Eleven head of the training ground, so we don't interrupt them, Spyro is occupied in our house with Cynder. I wonder how they are doing. I hope that they can join us when we need them. Wind-up: I think I know a place. Pop
fizz: lead the way. They go in their directions. Over at Kaos' lair... Kaos: I am You Glumshanks, there's nothing I can do. Mother still locks me up in my own hiding place and apparently makes sure I don't do anything stupid. My father is this boring portal master Eon, and it's still disgusting. Why Glumshanks? Why does my mother have to
be so protective? Glumshanks: well, sir, she is your mother and it is her job to make sure you are safe from harm. Kaos: Whatever Glumshanks. If only there was one way for my mother not to lock me up here forever and trust me to do what I want. Glumshanks: technically there are some windows open so you can easily escape through
them without your mother knowing. Kaos: Eu-reka, I have it Glumshanks. I'm just going to escape through a window without my mother knowing anything nice to make her feel happy, and I'll go wherever I want, whenever I want. Glumshanks: Yes, I knew you would. His evil plan began with the help of Glumshanks to get out of an open
window and then apparently get Help from Glumshanks himself. Back at Spyro, in Cynder's dream... There was no color around her, just pure white, until she noticed Dreamcatcher laughing behind her. Cynder: What are you laughing at? Dreamcatcher: stupid dragon. This is the dream kingdom, if you wouldn't be around, let me show you
something. It reveals Malefor's realm. Cynder expected to see Malefor herself, her father, but instead she saw Spyro, he looked unusual. Cynder: Spyro! He heard them screaming at him, but unlike him, he used his wings to fend off a strong wind that threw Cynder back. Cynder moaned in pain while Dreamcatcher laughed. Cynder: ow!
Spyro, what did you do that for? I am your friend Cynder. Spyro: I don't have any friends, I don't need anyone. Cynder: What are you talking about? You have me, you have the Skylanders.Spyro: These Skylanders are my enemies. Cynder: What? Dreamcatcher laughed again. Dreamcatcher: stupid dragon. Don't you know? Cynder: You
know what? Dreamcatcher: This is Dark Spyro. His heart belongs to no one, only to darkness. He only takes care of himself and governs the Skylands only for his own sake. Good luck getting him back. Cynder: What? No... You're welcome... Spyro, please don't hurt me. *Tears high* I love you. Spyro: What did she say clearly? They
should listen. I don't love anyone, I just take care of myself. They deserve nothing but death. Cynder: Spyro no! It came too late. Spyro struck. She screams loudly enough to wake up from her dream, and Spyro. But he fell off the bed. Cynder: Spyro! I'm sorry, are you ok? Spyro: I think so. What happened? Cynder: Sorry, I just... Had a
bad dream. *Tears up* Spyro: hey. Everything will be fine. I will never leave your page, How are you doing? Cynder: a bit better, but I get there. Spyro: That's good. I will keep you in company for as long as you need. Cynder: Thanks to Spyro. I... Eon interrupted in the middle of Cynder's set. Eon: Spyro! We need them immediately in
Malefor's realm. Spyro: on it Eon. Sorry about this Cynder. Cynder. let me go with you. Spyro: no. I'm sorry, but you need some rest to get rid of this cold. I don't want to risk losing you. I am sorry about that, too. He flies off Cynder without a word to reject him. She felt so alone. The only thing she had in mind was him... And the troubling
task he accepted. She worried about him, she loved him, more than a friend. She loves him as someone she can stay with for the rest of her life, as a true couple, all she wanted was to go and help everyone, but with the state she was in, she felt weak but... Cynder: I can't just sit around and do nothing, they need me. I'm going to try to
keep out of sight so they can't figure out I'm there. She flies out of the open window like Spyro and followed a mile away from Spyro so he couldn't hear or see her coming. They arrived in the realm, Spyro met with the gang, while Cynder found the next big rock to hide from the eyes. Eon: We are glad that you are bistden spyro here. How
does Cynder feel? Spyro: She's starting to get better, but she's still got to rest. Malefor: *laughing insane* Cynder is full of a cold, is she? My poor daughter. Oh wait, I would never call a future Skylander my daughter. Spyro: ok Malefor. They laughed. What's next? A fight? Because we will give you one. Malefor: ha! You're not keeping up
with Skyloners. They may have taken me over the last time, but this time will be different. Prepare. Eon: Skylander! Let's do this thing. So the fight continues. Although Cynder hid behind the rock, she revealed to almost everyone that she was there when she had her full intention not to give herself away. Eon almost saw her and wondered
if he had actually seen Cynder or not. She hid again and made sure no one could see her. Eon stepped just a few steps until the gang was brought to the ground moaning. Cynder gave gas, almost to reveal again. Eon: Skylander! Are you all ok? Spyro: I think so. He has become strong Master Eon. Eon: He has. It seems that we will need
more strength than we currently have to fight such an adversary. Spyro: It's probably my mistake master. Cynder asked me if she could come with me and help everyone defeat Malefor. Eon: no Spyro, you made the right choice, with Cynder in her condition she can't do much. Until it is fully recovered, we must... A grin could be heard and
Cynder was the one who flew and forced an electric breath against her father. Malefor recovered quickly and quickly swung his big paw at her, causing her to collapse and rolled along, and ended up in a state of pain and suffering for Spyro as she did not do what he told her. However, she fell unconscious and could only hear heavy
breathing. Spyro: Cynder! Cynder: I am... I'm sorry... Spyro. Her voices fade as she loses her strength and ability... And life, but slowly. Spyro: Cynder? Cynder! Wake up! You're welcome!? His mood went straight from grief to how he saw his close friend in this state. Spyro growls towards Malefor, as he was the cause of his best friend's
pain and scratches, his body raised the temperature when his mouth began to burn with fire. Everyone else was preparing for what could happen, leaving them behind. Eruptor: Eon, is he...? Eon: yes... It is said that they can get really angry for his dragon species if they lose someone or see someone they worship. The fire burns in him
and he prepares for the strongest fire he has ever used. Prepare to be warm guys. Eruptor: Well, I'm already hot, so I don't need to worry. But it's pretty scary to see Spyro like that. Malefor: hahahahahahaha, little spyro, as I thought you had feelings for Cynder. She's a dragon, she's your friend since you first met. You helped her become
a Skylander she will never be. His anger came to him and could not control himself. Spyro: Close the mouth Malefor. She's a perfect dragon, you'd know that if you raised her, even if you tried to use her for evil. She didn't deserve that. She deserves friends, love and a happy life with those she can trust the most. I didn't let her brag about
her life in a way that she didn't want to be controlled. In fact, you can't control her, she's herself, she can decide for herself what she wants most and no one can tell her not to say it. Not even if it's a family. I learned this myself when I was raised by Eon himself. I can't have that anymore, prepare to leave this world for good. With his
temperature at its highest, there he goes out of the strongest fire, a flamethrower, from such a small teenage dragon spirit you. Even Malefor himself could not take the heat and was protected with completely burned wings and most of his body while being burned alive. Malefor screamed because he had no power to fly and fell into the
abyss (not literally) finally out of sight and now no longer separated from this world. After the defeat, Spyro felt defeated himself, as he put all his anger and strength to bring down Malefor, then he collapsed on the ground, but still managed to make a difference. Stealth Elf: Spyro! Spyro: No! I am fine. Cynder! He tried to move as fast as
possible with the help of the Stealth Elf and came to Cynder's side. Spyro: Cynder... *Sniffs, tears up* I'm so sorry. I told you to stay behind because I didn't want to risk losing you. He only stares at her eyes in the that she would wake up at any time. But there was no sign of that. Spyro: Cynder? Cynder No! His tears turn to tears, crying
loudly. Even the other Skylians and cadets broke up, even Eon for God's sake. Eon: She was a good kadettin, her future as a Skylander in life. Cynder breathes a little... Cynder: I wouldn't... Say that. Spyro: Cynder?! She used the power she currently has to rise so that she could see her love or dream love in front of her. Cynder: Spyro,
i... I am sorry for I did. I am sorry for what I caused. I blame myself. Spyro: Don't say that Cynder. If there was someone to blame, if I was, because I didn't let you come to help. Cynder: no Spyro. You were right. I should have stayed behind, but I didn't want to get out and feel worried about you... I mean, you guys. I am sorry for everyone.
Eon: We accept your apology, we all know that you have tried to help, but with this coldness that you may still have, you have still tried your best and felt courageous to take over your own father. Cynder: That's the least I could do for all my friends. Eon: Yes, yes. I understand how you feel. Spyro, we all heard that you were considering
love, when you put down this vile Malefor, there is something else you want to say. Spyro: well... I do, but... Cynder: What is wrong Spyro? Swallowed the tongue? Spyro: No, it is... Cynder, have you heard something I said with Malefor before? Cynder: most of it yes. Why? Is there anything important that you have to ask me? Spyro: I...
Cynder... You... Will you... Do you go out with me? He spurred on. Cynder was surprised by the sudden question. Cynder: Spyro... do... Really... feel like this... for me? He hesitated a little, but nodded. Cynder: Spyro... You... You don't have to be nervous. You showed me love as a friend back in your place, but you actually showed love
for me? Spyro: Actually, I thought, you zeibe steines, that I love, but... Yes... I was. Cynder: Spyro... I... I don't know what to say. I mean... To answer your question, I have shown you love in the past. I accept your proposal. I love you Spyro. You saved me. Spyro: No, you saved me. I thought I was done until you came. Thank you. I love
you. Cynder: I love you too. Spyro: the fact that a... Cynder: Yes Spyro. I will go out with you. Everyone was cheering. Eon: Sweet devotion takes everything. Should we go back? Eleven: over time. I need some rest. Eon: I think we all do. Spyro, Cynder, what I'm going to say may surprise you, but if you choose Cynder, I will allow you
both to live together from now on, there may be times when we have to separate you for good reason, not by ending the relationship, but only by borrowing one of you at any given time. , but I will allow that if you agree? Cynder: Are you ok with this Spyro? Spyro: Of course I am. Who do I think I don't let a beautiful dragon sleep with me?
Everyone was amazed. She blushed. Cynder: aw! you are so sweet Spyro. And so the Skylers and the cadets return to the academy and rest for the day to To free evils that they had to fight for, and as for Spyro and Cynder, who are now official, they pinch each other and kiss each other before they sleep the day off. Kaos' Castle...
Kaossandra: You did something?! Kaos: I'm sorry, mother, I couldn't help myself, I just want to be treated as a normal son that you would rust with everything I can. So I fled out the window and brought you something beautiful. Kaossandra: I don't want to... Wait... What? You... Did I have anything? Glumshanks: Yes, he missed it. He
wanted to show, to show, how much he loves you and hoped if you would accept him to do what he wants. Kaos revealed a bunch of black, purple and pink colors. Kaossandra: oh my... Kaos. They are beautiful. Thank you, my son. I don't know how I could ever pay you back. Kaos: Maybe by not being in the sender. Kaossandra: *laughs*
oh Kaos why should I do something so terrible to such a good son? I have you as my right hand, you can now explore this castle, but do nothing stupid. Kaos: I understand mother. I will not let you down. Glumshanks: Come, Lord, I'll let you do what you have to do to me. Kaos: Yes! As happiness comes to an end on this day, Kaos is
happy to be reunited. The Skylands are still standing, and Spyro and Cynder are now officially a couple. Who knew? Xlxlxl Also, It would be very helpful if I send them guys to me ideas for future series that I can work on, future chapters, you name it. Thanks guys again and see you in the next chapter. Page 2Tag 2 of Spyro and Cynder
together. No one will ever know what could happen together in their future. As the morning rises, Cynder wakes up and wakes up Spyro. Spyro: Cynder. *Yawns* you're up. Cynder: I'm sure. I am sorry if I woke you up. Spyro: It's okay. Maybe Eon wants to see us as soon as possible. Cynder: I didn't say anything like that. But don't you
think Master Eon wants us at the academy as soon as possible? Spyro: maybe. But I'm still tired. Cynder: I know you're Spyro. But Eon might be worried if he sees me without you. Spyro: all right. I get up. By the way, how do you feel? Cynder: much better now thank you for the question. He just slips from his bed to the floor. Cynder:
Spyro! She said angrily. Someone knocks on the door of Spyro's room. Stealth Elf: Spyro you up? Spyro: I get up. Stealth Elf: Me and Eruptor are on our way to the academy, we'll catch you later. Spyro: K! Cynder: Shouldn't we go? Spyro: Yes. Could too. You are sure that you do not want the breakfast before we do? Cynder: Oh sounds
good! Spyro: What do you have lacklustre? Cynder: everything you have. Spyro: Pancakes? Cynder: mmm... Sounds nice. I can smell it even now. Spyro: the same actually. Both went to the kitchen, two plates of pancakes were already on the table. Cynder: Did the Eleven think in advance? Spyro: I think so. We will thank her the next
time we see her. Cynder: Eruptor too. Spyro: Yes. True.Eon interrupts both. Eon: Spyro! Cynder! Oh, I see you have breakfast. Spyro: Eon! I thought you were at the academy. Eon: I decided to come by to see how you both are doing, but it seems that you both just got up. Cynder: I woke him up Eon.Eon: No wonder, you still see tired
spyro. In any case, this is not important. *Clear throat * we will greet another Skylanders to join our cause... Or in her case, rock rock Place. Spyro: sounds like someone who is a fan of music. I can't wait to meet them. Cynder: I can already say that she will be a good friend to everyone. Eon: not only that. She wants to join the Skylanders
here to thwart evil. Spyro: Or, in this case, Kaos. Eon: There may be more evil to thwart than just him, but you never know. Well, I'm sorry to interrupt your breakfast, I'll see you both in the academy. Hugo! Ready my machine! As he makes his exit, both dragons stared at each other in agreement. (Introduction) So at the academy... The
cadets who are ready to continue their career as a real Skylander are with Stealth Elf, Eruptor, Pop Fizz and Jet Vac.Stealth Elf: that's how Eon told you? Hex: he did. This gal sounds cool when I say it myself. Roller Brawl: I hope she loves to destroy the moon. Jet Vac: I don't think that would be possible. Eon said she was a music fan.
Who knows what it is like. Spyro: What are you talking about? Stealth Elf: Spyro! Hex: Cynder! Feeling better? Cynder: I'm now. Who would have thought Spyro would be my friend? Stealth Elf: To be honest, I think you both deserve each other. Who agrees? Everyone threw their hands up. Cynder: wow! I'm glad everyone thinks that way.
Spyro: Yes. Thank you guys. Really, what would we do without you here? Stealth Elf: maybe... Be ruthless and earn nothing. Spyro: Eleven! Stealth Elf: What? I was just... Suddenly she got wet. Spyro laughed. Stealth Elf: not funny Spyro! Then Spyro got wet. Spyro: all right! Who did that? Stealth Elf laughed, as did everyone else.
Cynder has not... A kind of... Spyro: haha, very funny guys. Stealth Elf: Come on Spyro. You have to admit, water fights are funny. Spyro: ALL right. You got me. But why only me and Eleven? Eruptor: I'm not getting wet. Spyro: good of course. You hate to shoot your fire out. Hex: That's weird. No one here is a water Skylander.Eon goes
on scene. Eon: oh, students, there you are, hm? Direct aid? A meeting in some form? Stealth Elf: We just talked about this new Skylover coming to us. Eon: ah! I understand. She has to be here somewhere if she looks like that. Eruptor: What do you mean by Eon? Eon: Now that both Spyro and Stealth Elf are wet. It must be nearby.
Where could it be now? Suddenly...???: Wave of power! The Sonic Slam, which was used, landed in the middle of the Skylander circle. However, it has thrown everyone out of the game. Not Eon.Eon: hmm... It seems that your Sonic Slam is strong Echo.Echo: I pritte. But I'm here now, you like my sound input? Eon: Yes, I think you can
call it a sound of victory. Echo: Damn right Ere. Music is my jam. Anyone who gets in my way is inspired by the music Eon: I know I can rely on you. I have to take a leave of absence. You can imagine anyone... as soon as they become aware after this strike. Echo sees that everyone was slightly unconscious when they attacked. Echo: oh
wow! Maybe I'll be strong indeed. Well, it's a melody to be reckoned with. Eon: Don't waste too much of it Performance Echo. You need it to thwart evil. Echo: eugh, nasty a bad melody. Such music will defeat them. It's bad enough that I had to settle down with some bad people in my kingdom before I left to become a super Sound
Skylander. Eon: Yes. You deserve it. With this promotion from you, you will have a job that will help everyone in the academy. Echo: Thanks to Master Eon. You can go back and do what you need, I can wait for these guys to be healthy enough. As he does, Echo first approaches Spyro, with her face in his. Echo: good hello beautiful.
Spyro wakes up slightly and sees eyes. Spyro: woah! Too close. He fell backwards. Echo: *giggles* What's so scary about me? I'm just a water-clean dragon that just makes some noise. Spyro raised and shook his head as he watched the female water dragon right in front of him. Spyro: woah! You look so cool and... Nice. He admired.
Echo: Thank you. You're pretty cool and pretty yourself. Spyro: Was it that you used such a step? Echo: oh! You mean my Sonic Slam? It's pretty healthy, isn't it? Spyro: Sound? You mean awesome. Oh my God, you're amazing! He flattered. Echo: oh stop. You flatter me. I know that my performances are always off the hook. Spyro:
Everyone will love you. But he sees for himself that everyone was moaning with pain. Spyro: Oh my God! Is everything all right? Stealth Elf? Cynder? Cynder: Spyro? What was that? It was... So... Cool! Spyro: I know right, I'm right for a great entrance? Pop Fizz: I don't know about you, but being a music fan myself was awesome. Spyro:
right?! Hex picks up and sees skulls only to her left. Hex: Skull, you ok? Skull: yes. I am fine. Are everyone else? Stealth Elf: We are now. What happened? Echo: I happened! Stealth Elf: woah! A water dragon? Echo: Sound of victory. Stealth Elf: What? Spyro: I think it's their way of saying right or if someone is right about something.
Stealth Elf: oh! Well, it's nice to meet you. I'm Stealth Elf. These are all our friendsHex: I am Hex. This is Skull.Skull: wow! A water dragon? Here at the Skylander Academy? Cool! Wind-up: I'm wind-up. Nice to meet you. Roller Brawl: Roller beats my name. I hope to destroy the world. Echo: Sounds to me like an undead. Spyro: I am
Spyro. The ingenious. Cynder: We get it Spyro. My name is Cynder, and... Sorry about Roller Brawl.Echo: Don't be, you all have different tastes and I like that. Jet Vac: *clarifies throat* apologies for the interruption, but I'm Jet Vac, the leader of Skylanders.Echo: I thought Eon is. Jet Vac: *laughs nervously* Eon can assign us the
missions, but I am one who takes the lead between the Skylanders. Echo: Say this only because you are the oldest are here? That's what it sounds like to me. Jet Vac: hey! No need to feist with me y. Echo: hm! She mocks and turns to Jet Vac with nasty looks, those of cat eyes. Echo: No one talks to me like that! I am a lonely water
dragon who lives with my own reason, so just because you are the so-called leader does not mean that you can control everyone's life. Jet Jet You know, I wonder why people get tired of me. Echo: hmm... Oh, I don't know because you're boring!? He snaps and falls backwards. Spyro: Let it go Jet Vac. She's amazing, you should be
happy that she's working with us. Jet Vac: *sighs* all right. I'm sorry to be angry with you, I never got your name. Echo: right. I never said I'm Echo. The one who makes melodies fun. Pop Fizz: Don't forget me! Pop Fizz never gets time, does he? Echo: You just did it. I feel like I know you from somewhere, as I would know. Jet Vac: Pop,
I've never heard you talk in a third person. Pop Fizz: I think there's a first time right for everything? Stealth Elf: He makes a good point. Jet Vac: So now that we're all known, what should we do now? Pop Fizz: I don't know, but I thought Echo is a music lover here, why don't we have a concert? Stealth Elf: That would be nice. Spyro: It's
going to be amazing! Cynder: I'm in favour of it echoing with you. Echo is fine: safe. But what about Eon? Spyro: It's cool. I am sure he will not mind. Time jumps into the one-size-fits-all room with Eon.Eon: I'm afraid we can't do that at the moment. Spyro: oh come. It's going to be amazing, I just know. Eon: That's not why Spyro. I am
afraid we have problems in the city of Mabu. Evil has overflowed, Wolfgang attacks. Echo gassed and her eyes turned again to the evil cat's gaze, which swayed greatly. Eon: I need you all to stop this disaster. Echo: Wait, I have to go. Wolfgang... *Growls* my old friend. He betrayed me. Eon, let me go and lead that. I have to pay
Wolfgang and old services. Eon: I say everyone, including you Echo. Now we're off! Echo: Let's go! She screams loudly. Spyro: You don't know where you're going. Let me take you there. Echo: Let's do this quickly. Spyro takes the lead for everyone to follow. Cynder: What happened between you and him who caused this rebellion? Echo:
We will talk about it later. I have to pay Wolfgang a benefit. When they made it to the city of Mabu... They hid behind a bush just before the entrance to the village. Echo: I know what we need to do. Wolfgang should know me. Spyro: He knows us too. Echo: ah! That will make this plan worthwhile. Listen to me, I want you all to distract him
as I sneak onto the stage with this podium, whatever concerns him. Spyro: You have it Echo. Echo's plan was arranged and implemented in Spyro, which distracted Wolfgang. Echo begins to creep by crawling and lying low. Meanwhile... Spyro: hey! Wolfie! Wolfgang: Spyro? He gasped when he turned to Spyro. Stealth Elf: not only We
all. Wolfgang: Skylander?! Ha! So what? None of you fit me. Not when I have my Rockin' harp. Spyro: You may have your instrument, but we have something better. Wolfgang: ha! Nothing can best do my music. Stealth Elf: Don't doubt it. It could be a day when someone comes by and steals the show. Wolfgang: There is no such thing.
Only I am the real star of the show. Spyro: If you think so. Wolfgang: I don't think so. I know that. Pop Fizz: I don't What's worse, the fact that Wolfgang takes over the city or that he thinks he's the best rock star in the world? Wolfgang growls and tramples on his bone harp and stuns everyone a little. Pop Fizz: wow! What was that on
earth? From key I'm right? Everyone laughs. Echo herself laughs, but she still tries to remain silent. Echo: That's it. Keep it going guys. Wolfgang: I've had it with all of you. I'll show you who's boss. I show everyone the best rock star in the world. Skull: Boring, let's bring him down. Spyro: Keep up there. I have way too much fun with it.
Cynder: That's how I am. What do you think Spyro is? Undead or completely dead? Everyone laughed again. So did Echo, just a little louder than before. Spyro: ha! That's a good cynder. I knew I loved you. Wolfgang: Oh God, please not in front of me. Spyro: What was that? Do you make yourself out? You have asked for it. Wolfgang:
No! But they did, and Wolfgang was outraged. For everyone else it was a cute sight to see. For Echo, she gave gas. She thought it was cute, but her heart felt broken. She moved on to try to get the sight out of her head. Until she made it onto the stage. The microphone from the stage made a noise that normally everyone hates, but it has
caught everyone's attention. Echo did it. Wolfgang saw for himself who it really was that was on stage. Wolfgang: Well, well... If it's not Echo. What brings you here? There was no movement and noise came from her and she had also closed her eyes. That's not something she does. Wolfgang: haha! Give me the silent treatment eh? Well,
two can play this game. Get ready for the action. Or should I say an encore for anyone but me? He howls and tramples again on his bone harp. This time it was stopped by something unusual. When he turned out to be echoed, the cause broke a string from his harp. Wolfgang: grr, I don't know what you want, but you will never beat me.
Nothing was said about her... But it was sung. Rewrite the stars played. (Originally from The Greatest Showman, but she sings of the time Zendaya begins.) The voice was beautiful for everyone else and they cheered. Wolfgang had had enough and tried to get out of the crowd, the Skylovers, who were free, surrounded him, so that he
could not leave. The high notes she sang, a siren scream was used, which was directed at Wolfgang. He screamed when he accidentally landed in front of Eon, in the academy where he used his powered beard, and golfed him with the other Doom Raiders to his base. Golden Queen: Wolfgang? What are you doing here so early?
Wolfgang: Sorry, my wife. The Skylon had another ally who sent me to admit defeat. Golden Queen: one Ally? Wolfgang: Yes, my queen. It was Echo, my old friend, who probably came back out of revenge when I betrayed her. Golden Queen: hmm... Echo huh? I have an idea for you... when you are willing to beg. I'll give you a treat
when you get the job done. Wolfgang swung like a dog begging for the treat. Golden Queen: perfect. Well, how about you finding out where this Echo Echo Sleeps tonight and kidnaps her. The other Skylians will come for them and try to save them. Do this and you will get your treat. Wolfgang: everything my queen. Time skips after the
concert Echo performed for all and it started to get dark. Echo: How did you like it? Spyro: You rocked the place safely. Jet Vac: gorgeous indeed. However, it seems that it is getting dark. Eon: Wouldn't you say that was the best concert so far? Spyro: You told Eon.Cynder: The best thing was when we took care of Wolfgang and all had
intensive performances. Echo: You all flatter me. This was my first concert in years. I'm glad you all enjoyed it. Pop Fizz: You're kidding? Best gig ever! Echo: Thank you pop. *Yawns* Man, what a day. Now I'm starting to sound. Eon: Tired are you? Echo: Yes. But... I have no accommodation in do i? Eon: maybe. Or you can stay with the
Skylanders, as you have taken good care of Wolfgang. I think you deserve to stay here as long as you wish. Echo: Thanks Eon. I don't know what to think anymore. Do you have a place where I can sleep Spyro? Spyro: We can make some space in the living room. I think. Stealth Elf: We have some blankets that we can use for curtains
and you can sleep in this area if you want. Echo: Thank you guys. What could I really do without you? Pop Fizz: I don't know. You might think that your family or people in your kingdom would worry about you and... He brags about family and kingdoms, while Echo didn't want to hear about it. She lowered her head and slowly tried her best
to hear nothing from Pop Fizz. She also began to cry. Spyro and Cynder first noticed until the others saw them get behind Spyro.Jet Vac: Pop? Pop Fizz: Keep me at the end. If you have never left your family, then you could... Everyone: Pop! Pop Fizz: What? What have I done? Jet vac: You made Echo cry. Pop Fizz: That's what I did.
What did I say? Was it family or kingdom? Echo just rolled around Spyro her eyes scream out. Echo: Please stop? Pop Fizz: Stop what? Speaking of family? Echo: Stop it! She used siren screams on Pop Fizz and ran to hide in a bush and hid most of her body in the bush. Jet vac: Pop Fizz! Look what you've done. Pop Fizz: I'm sorry. I
thought she wanted someone to respond. Jet Vac: Pop, that's called a rhetorical question for good reason. Pop Fizz: What is a rhetorical question? Eon: It's when someone asks a question that doesn't need an answer. Pop Fizz: oh, I should apologize. Echo! She looked at him first, but turned away. Pop Fizz: Echo, hear me out. I am sorry
that I mentioned it. You have to have some horrible have gone through. I apologise. It's my fault that I didn't know what a rhetorical question was. Echo stopped crying, but pondered whether or not to accept his apology. She had some thoughts in her head that made the choice of acceptance. So she crawls out of the bush. Echo: it... It is
ok. It happens. It's just... I lost my family. Cynder: oh, I'm so sorry for your loss. Echo: Not to be. It's for the best. They risked their lives and saved my life. Stealth Elf: Why don't we think when we have a good night's sleep? Echo: Yes. Thank you Eleven. I think it's time for us all to sound. Night guys! The cadets, with the exception of
Cynder, as she now sleeps with Spyro, go back to their own places to sleep. The Golden Queen, Wolfgang and Dreamcatcher stood behind a building that was listening. As for the Skylovers in their place... Stealth Elf: and... There. You can sleep here Echo. We put these curtains here to make it more space for you. She set up some
ceilings using them as curtains to separate the room from the living room. Echo: Thank you Eleven. You are a good friend. Stealth Elf: I'm trying. I better get some sleep. Save my energy for our next fight. Echo: I see what you mean. Good night Elf.Stealth Elf: Night Echo. Sweet dreams. Stealth Elf goes to bed himself, Echo also closes its
eyes, in Spyro's room... Spyro: You're not tired? Cynder: not really. I'm going to stay up a little bit. Spyro: Don't stay long. Cynder: I know. Love you Spyro.Spyro: Love you too. So while Spyro was asleep, Cynder walked around thinking about what she could do. Golden Queen, with Wolfgang and Dreamcatcher arrived at the crime scene
in front of the house. Golden Queen: then Wolfie. Do your worst. Wolfgang: This time it won't be easy. Dreamcatcher: I don't get it. Why is he so with this Skylover? Golden Queen: He will explain later. For the time being, we want to have fun. Apple? Wolfgang walks in because the doors were not locked. Cynder heard the doors open and
looked through the door to Spyro's room to see what was happening. She snaps as soon as she has seen Wolfgang. Cynder: What is he doing here? I thought he was done with her. What is his problem? She thought of herself. Wolfgang slowly and quietly sneaked to Echo's side of the room, Aka her small bedroom. Not all bedrooms
have to be large. Wolfgang: Watchguard. Sweet little EchoEcho: mm... Not now. She said in her sleep. Wolfgang: Come. Don't let me wake you up. Echo: ugh... She opens her eyes at first only for a fraction of a second, but when she got her vision to be that of meaning. She gasped when she saw Wolfgang's face in her face. She tried to



scream, but it was subdued when he only temporarily covered her mouth with his paws so that he could cover her mouth with a ball gag large enough for her not to speak or breathe out of her mouth. Wolfgang: Do you keep it down will ya? It only takes a minute... Or longer. He whispered in her ears. Echo gassed in fear and tore. Cynder
gasped and when Wolfgang left the door, Echo saw that Cynder had got up and she was glad that one witness was Told. Cynder sneaked in constantly and tried not to be seen. Cynder: *gasp* Golden Queen too? She whispered to herself. Golden Queen: ah! Perfect. Hello, there are little Skylovers. Bind them up. Now we want to go
before anyone catches us. Echo tried to scream at Cynder, but when she was there she was tied up in thick rope that looked hard to tear through Golden Queen used a golden beam to turn the rope into gold. Dreamcatcher zoomed in without paying attention to anyone who saw her. Cynder decided that the best thing to do was chase.
Golden Queen heard fluttering behind her. Golden Queen: Dang it! We witnessed. She radiated a golden beam towards Cynder. Cynder dodged the most until her speed slowed when Golden Queen found the perfect timing to land a hit that landed Cynder in the academy. Echo tried to scream again. Cynder: Echo ... Ugh.She fainted.
Golden Queen laughed and Dreamcatcher jumped up so they could return to her base, while Echo screamed as loudly as she could. Cynder: not... Like... The. She fell unconscious and ended up there maybe all night. What will Spyro think? At Doom Raiders Base, or Forest.... Echo was thrown to the ground, she was able to rise, the ball
gag was taken from her so she could talk and breathe. Echo: *Cough, cough* I don't know what you want from me, but you'll never beat anything like me. Golden Queen: mine, so brave. We have captured you and yet you still make it difficult for us. Echo: You never get away with it. Golden Queen: oh *bad giggly* I already have. You're
so-called friends don't know you're here. No one will come and save you. Wolfgang: and doesn't even think about fleeing. These ropes are gold and nothing can melt it. Also, this is for displaying against the star of all ages. He hits her hard and she falls to her side, Wolfgang also claws on her right hind leg so she can't walk. The pain was
too much for her and it made her fall asleep to try to end the pain. Golden Queen: *laughs* good job Wolfgang. I think we deserve a nice long break and a treat. Wolfgang was happily fed and they slip (not literally) into their tents and sleep. Echo remembered what Wolfgang said about the melting of the gold ropes. Eruptor! She has an
idea. The next morning... At Spyro... Spyro: *yawns* tomorrow Cynder.Er feels around and wakes up to the sight of... No Cynder by his side. Spyro: Cynder? Cynder! Stealth Elf: Spyro! What is going on? Suddenly she opens the door to hear Spyro screaming for Cynder. Spyro: Cynder is gone! What if something terrible had happened to
her? Stealth Elf: Calm Spyro. I'm sure she just went to probably get you something nice. Spyro: I hope so. I am so concerned. Stealth Elf: I know you're Spyro. I'm sure Echo will know where she went. But as soon as she sees that the curtains have been torn down... Stealth Elf: Echo is gone! Spyro: they too?! Eruptor: Guys, what about all
the bat? Spyro and Stealth Elf: Cynder and Echo are gone! Eruptor: Hmm... Maybe you're just overreacting. Eon emerges as a ghostly blue head. Eon: Skylander! Come to the academy right away! Eruptor: ok. Now you can overreact. Spyro, Stealth Elf and Eruptor run or fly in the case of Spyro as fast as they could to get there. Stealth Elf
is obviously the first to make it thanks to their skills. She lands Library/Room. (Not sure about the actual name of the room) Stealth Elf: Master Eon! What does the problem seem to be? Eon: I'm stealth elf here. Cynder is injured. Stealth Elf: Cynder!? Cynder: ugh... Ow! Eon: Cynder, are you okay? Cynder: I... I feel... Spyro: Eon! Spyro
appears on stage and sees Cynder in Eon's arms. Spyro: *gasp* Cynder! Oh no! All ok with you? Cynder: Spyro... I... I tried to stop them. Spyro: Stop whom? Cynder: the... Ow!... Golden Queen and Wolfgang. You... They kidnapped Echo. I don't know why they want them, but we have to save them. Eruptor: Guys! *Pants. Pant. Pants*
only... Give me... One moment. He had time to hold his breath. Eruptor: What did I miss? Spyro: Echo was kidnapped by Wolfgang and Golden Queen! He spurred on. Eruptor: How dare they?! Why would they do such a thing to such a nice person? I'm so mad I could wipe out. Spyro: I know how you feel. She is an amazing person with
amazing talent. Cynder: Spyro... I am sorry. Spyro: Don't be Cynder. Stay ok here. You did what you could. Have you seen where they went? Cynder: After the Golden Queen had beaten me with a Golden Beam, I saw only a blur of them that disappeared towards the forest. Stealth Elf: That's where they made their base. Spyro: all right.
You stay here and rest on ok? Cynder: no! I have to help save Echo. She deserves to be one of us. Eruptor: You did it right. Spyro: all right, well, come on! Who knows what they will do with her. In the forest where the Doom Raiders camp... Echo was up and sang a beautiful tune, heal by Ellie Goulding was sung. Golden Queen woke up
bright and happy. Golden Queen: wow! What is this beautiful voice? She was fascinated, but also curious, from whom the voice came. Golden Queen: wow! You have a good voice. Echo: huh? Oh, you are. Golden Queen: Aren't you grateful? Echo: Not after you kidnapped me and took me to this forest. What is the idea anyway? Golden
Queen: Actually, it wasn't my idea to bring you here. It was Wolfgang. I think he became jealous and wanted to take revenge on you for stealing the show from him. Echo: hm! Just as he deserves to be in a show. He does this not only for this reason, only is he? Or are you just trying to plan something to make him a forever star he will
never be? Golden Queen: mine, you catch up quickly. But your voice, oh! It's so beautiful. I would like to hear more. Echo: The only thing you'll hear more is the sound of pain when I claw you. Golden Queen: *evil laughter * silly Skylander. You are trapped here with us and there is nothing you can do, no one knows where you are. Who
knows may take days for Skyloners to find them. Echo: hm! She mocked. Golden Queen: Indeed, let me tell you something. It was I who destroyed your family. Echo gasped and couldn't stare away from the Eyes of the Golden Queen. Golden Queen: So what now? What are you going to do about it? There is no way to melt these ropes.
She says this while scratching under Echo's chin. She moved her head around the Echo: You will never leave me alive. As soon as I get out of this, I will get rid of you forever and you will earn nothing but death! Golden Queen: Excuse me? Don't be like that with me. Or I will make you gold, and nothing will bring you back to life. She says
as she got closer to the Echo. Echo was shocked by the statement and gasped. Golden Queen: Actually, this sounds like a good idea. Adopt! As soon as a golden beam was charged by the Golden Queen, Echo lowered her head, enough to see the Skylers through the bushes between two tents. Their idea, which they were thinking about
last night, may now be in progress. To distract them and strike them at the right time and send the signal to everyone. Echo: Wait! Golden Queen: What now? Echo: You said you like my singing right? Golden Queen: oh yes, I do. It's like swimming with beautiful butterflies in the air. Echo: then... How about I sing more for you? Golden
Queen: *gasp* will you do that? Echo: Of course, there can be times when even bad people have to show respect and help each other. So that's a little song I wrote. Golden Queen: oh! Let's hear it. Echo: ok. This feels strange to do this protocol like this caught, but I think it will do. So she starts singing Your Song, originally by Ellie
Goulding, but halfway, so it didn't take too long. On the part where there is a long-held note instead of doing a soft, soft tone, she releases a siren scream instead, and the Skyloners emerge behind the bushes and represent their fighting positions. Golden Queen: Skylander?! How did you find this place? Spyro: It was all thanks to Cynder.
She gave persecution to you if you remember. Golden Queen: Cynder huh? She used to be Malefor's daughter, now she wants to be A Skylander and I'll also suspect that you and she are one thing, aren't they? Spyro: What if we are? They wouldn't care less. Golden Queen: oh yes. I forgot. She said sarcastically. Golden Queen: Say
goodbye now! Gold beams emitted in their direction. Wolfgang helped from behind by strumming his bone harp. Golden Queen: We make a good team, don't we? Wolfgang: *howling* yes. Doom Raiders unite! Now let's crush these punks. Echo: Eruptor! Eruptor: What's going on? Echo: How hot can you get? Eruptor: depends on my
mood. But at the moment I'm super crazy! Echo: Do you think you could use the fire deep within you to melt this golden rope? Eruptor: How did the rope become gold in the first place? Echo: from this Goldie lady obvious. Eruptor: oh, right. Stay there. Try not to move. He spurs a ton of heat from his lava hands and melts the gold rope.
Echo could feel the heat. Slowly and safely, until Eruptor got the hottest temperature he could ever reach, the rope melted and Echo was finally free. The claw mark she had on her hind paw was still there and it hurt to have to take a step. Echo: This is going to be a bad idea. What was the bad idea? Well... Let's say... Echo: Wave of
power! She screams as she lands the Sonic But it was a bad idea, she landed on her foot and moaned with agony. Cynder: Echo! All ok with you? Echo: No. Last night, when they first brought me here, they punished me. Clapping and stealing me. Cynder: Why should they do this? Where did they claw you? Echo: Well, Wolfgang has
clawed me on my paw when you see. Cynder gasped and growled. Cynder: They will pay for hurting my friend. She immediately zoomed off and unleashed a powerful electric breath against Golden Queen and Wolfgang. Chompy Mage: All right, you guys, what about all this racket? Golden Queen and Wolfgang landed and slipped with
themselves into The Tent of Chompy Mage. Chompy Puppet: I think the Skylovers are magicians here. Chompy Mage: yep, you can... Be right. Cynder fell and swayed heavily as she tried to catch her breath. Spyro: Cynder?! Cynder: That's what they deserve when they hurt our friend like that. Echo: Yes, thank you Cynder. Now soothe
And be the beautiful, beautiful dragon that you are. Cynder breathed deeply. Echo: I'm sorry that I put everyone in this situation. If I could have done something earlier, we would not have this problem. Stealth Elf: It's part of our work. We make sure that everyone is safe and doesn't get anything bad. Pop Fizz: Can I ask only one thing?
What do you mean by hurting Echo, Cynder? What have they done? Echo: See for yourself. She showed everyone the cut on her back foot and everyone was shocked. Stealth Elf: We need to treat you immediately. Skipping time... At the Academy... Echo: ow! It... Stings.Eon: It will sting for a moment, but this is the best way to treat it.
Everyone was back in the academy and Echo was on a couch treated with wet towels. Echo: hnng, it hurts so much! Eon: If you don't squirt much, it would hurt less. Echo: ok! Ok... I'm calm... I think. She said when she started getting used to the amount of the sting. Eon: Run Skylander now. I'll make sure Echo is back in business when
it's ready. Echo: Wait! She stopped everyone. Echo: Actually, I feel safer with everyone nearby. I have never been able to thank everyone for saving me. I don't know what I would have done if Cynder had never noticed the situation. Cynder: I wouldn't be able to get up the way I said. Echo: It's a good thing that you've done. If you hadn't,
no one would have known where I was going. Thank you for this Cynder. Thank you all. I'm glad I have friends I can rely on. Spyro: I'm glad you decided to stay here. You're amazing. You are breathing attack is to watch. He's over-the-handed. Echo: You mean my siren scream? It's pretty healthy, isn't it? She admires herself as she stares
at her claws. Spyro: I hope you decide to stay with us forever. Echo: What are you talking about? I will stay here as long as I wish, whatever could be forever. Oh wait, that's forever. Spyro: haha! Yes! You hear that guys? Stealth Elf: Yes! It's great that you're part of our team. Echo: oh please. It is the least I could do for you who saved me.
And who when a random performance appears and steals something they need? Eruptor: She makes a good point. Eon: Come now Skylander! We must celebrate in this celebration. Eruptor: Food on us. Everyone cheered, not Eon he smiled and accepted. Eon holds Echo while she is still recovering from the ordeal. Eon, of course, uses
his podium to get to Spyro's place. The echo is placed on the top next to the microphone that is currently turned off. Echo: sweet podium. I bet you're rocking your heart. Eon: actually Echo, I use this podium to make announcements and speeches, not to sing as you would. Echo: hm! You did it right! Eon: I am surprised that you are in
seventh heaven, even though you are in agony. Echo: It's hard for me not to think about it. I mean, I'm happy about what happened in front of me, but... She begins to feel the stinging torment again and as brave as she is, and since this is something that never happened to her, she actually cries a bit. She didn't want anyone to see her
like that. Eon did it only because she was right in front of him. Echo: I'm sorry I cried Eon in front of you. Eon: Just don't try to think about it. Just have fun with this celebration of you and hopefully everything will be fine. Echo: right. Again, Sorry Eon.Eon: There is no reason to feel sorry for yourself. It happens to everyone. Random times in
random places. Echo: right... Yes... I don't know what I was thinking. They all returned to Spyro. Eon put Echo back in his arms and made sure that the towel covered her right back foot to heal the cut. As soon as Spyro opened the doors to his seat, Echo first noticed where she was sleeping. The curtains were torn down. Echo: Who tore
off the curtains? Stealth Elf: probably Wolfgang. I would see those tears everywhere. It must be when Wolfgang kidnapped you for the first time. Echo: Where else will you get more? Stealth Elf: I look around. I will also feel it more like your own room. Echo: Thank you Eleven. Eruptor: I'm starting to make the food. Will you help Spyro?
Spyro: Sure. So Stealth Elf is looking for something to replace the curtains. While this was happening, Kocher and Spyro cooked dishes for all, Cynder decided to help Echo with what she wanted. However... Cynder: You need something else? Echo: I'm good. That is good enough. ???: Are you sure? Kaos appeared at the scene. Eon:
Kaos? What do you think you are doing here? Kaos: I heard about this celebration when I was hiding behind a bush and I just had to come. Echo: Who is this bale? Kaos: Who do you call bald? Me, KAOS! Will you regret calling me bald in such tones. Echo: Wow, why so serious? Kaos: serious!? I'm showing them seriously! He unleashes
his dark power towards the Echo, Cynder uses a lightning breath to protect them. Echo: What a weakling. I'll show you what Stark is. With Siren Scream, the reach was out of the house. It almost knocks out Kaos when he used his dark magic just in time to and win the game, who is stronger. It brought echoes of Eon's arm to the other
side of the room and landed on a pipe of the fireplace. The towel fell from her foot and she was afraid to be high up and Eon seemed to be on the floor. Echo: How did I get up here? Someone helps! Eon: Cynder! Get them down. Kaos: not on my watch. Another dark magic ball was thrown in Echo's direction. Cynder came to her first and
brought her to the ground before the ball hit the wall, fortunately for those who didn't destroy the pipe. Cynder: You ok? Echo: Yes, I'm fine. Does this guy always do that? Eon: We'll explain it in a minute. Be away Kaos. His power beard struck Kaos, hitting and curling for a blow that ended Kaos. Glumshanks saw the situation, brought
Kaos to the machine on which they came in, and rushed back to their Lair. Eon: We're sorry you witnessed that. That was Kaos, the evil mastermind who doesn't care about anyone except perhaps his mother and the Doom Raiders. Echo: Whoever he is, it looks like bad news. Eon: Yes, bad news indeed. He says Ashe wraps the towel
around her foot again. Stealth Elf dived in again and had some new curtains around her body. Stealth Elf: hey guys! I'm back, have I missed a lot? Eon: *clarifies throat* nothing at all Elf.Stealth Elf: that's good. Here Echo, I found this and thought I would design it according to your wishes. The front had a picture of Echo even then there
were also many small silhouettes of Echo covered the rest. Echo: wow! It shows, of course, the sound of victory. Thank you very much. Stealth Elf: You are welcome. Now Cynder do you mind helping me? Cynder took a corner of the curtains and cut it on the slider to do the same with the other side. Cut in with all the Clippers. The split
part to get in was right in the middle, where the Echo main image is located. Echo: Looks perfect. She was fascinated. Spyro flew through the door to the kitchen. Spyro: Food ready. Stealth Elf: just in time. Spyro then sees the new curtains that have been raised. Spyro: woah! The... Looks... Amazing! Echo: I know right. It's like an
abundance of riches. Eruptor: Come on guys. The food gets cold. So the Skylovers and Eon have a feast. Since Echo was the last in eon, she was surprised by what she experienced. Echo: All this is for this reason? Spyro: We wanted to make it special for you, so we decided to do what we can so that you can try what you want. Echo:
wow. It feels like Thanksgiving, but with friends. They all didn't have to. Eruptor: What are you talking about? You will stay with us from here, you are a great friend, we had to do something to make it happen Can. Echo: good... I'm glad you're all happy that I'm staying, and I'm happy to be here. I promise you everything I will not let anyone
down. Spyro: and we promise to protect you and help you as we can. Stealth Elf: That's what we do. Eon: all. Let's give a moment to praise. Everyone closed their eyes and held hands. Eon: Eon: are proud to have a new Skylander among us to protect the Skylands. This blessing will spread in the skylands, for we will try our hardest as
always. We thank the gods above. Amen.Everyone: Amen.And so everyone digs in. Skipping time... To approach the end of the power grid... Echo: Oh, man, I love that. Eruptor: Only they wait until the desert. Echo: Desert?! It is always the best part of any meal. Eruptor: You could be right there. Spyro, does that bother? Spyro: ah! I'm
right back. He goes to the kitchen to check the cake they made for Echo. The icing on top says We love you Echo. Some of the icing on the page say we hope you enjoy your time in Skylands. It was done. Spyro: All ready? Eruptor: Bring it to Spyro. Spyro: vilé! Echo felt loved and surprised by how much they supported her. Echo: my...
Uh... This is... Very nice guys. Really. I love you all. Stealth Elf: aw! Come on, bring it in. Why don't we all get a picture together? Eon accepted and took the time to find something to take a photo with for the whole gang. The picture was taken. Everyone wanted to see the picture, but for Echo she was just happy to have friends she could
rely on. The rest of the day was just a good time and a good laugh. (Credits) Page 3After what happened to Echo yesterday because of the Doom Raiders, she was shaking in her sleep. If it's a bad dream she has, well... Let's find out. Echo's dream... There was nothing but lava and cave walls. She ran and lost her breath. The end is
approaching and it slips to a halt. The character she was pursuing happened to be Wolfgang. Wolfgang: You don't have a place where you can go. Echo was lured into terror. Wolfgang: What are you going to do now? Oh wait, you can't do anything. Wolfgang clasyou cheeks. As close to the edge as it was, the vibration that made her
tremble and hang over the edge. Wolfgang: *laughs* long live the star of the world. He says how he tramples his bone harp. Echo screams out her lungs as she falls to her downfall. End of the dream... Echo snaps and suddenly awakens to the sound of... Machines? First, she looks through the curtains with her head to see what was
going on. She was confused. Spyro: It must be the blue wire. Echo was more confused. Stealth Elf: but what if it's the one that detonates it. Echo steps out of her area to see what really happened. Echo: What are you doing? Stealth Elf: not echo now. Echo saw what they were doing. Play time bomb. A game in which someone mixes
three sides and the contenders have to figure out, and that's the one that stops the explosion before time runs out. Echo thought it was stupid play the way she played it herself. You annoyed and simply put off the blue wire, which was plugged from the lower middle to the top right. Stealth Elf: What the...? How did you do that? Eruptor:
Yes, the game is just over and you won. Echo: because it's easy. How long do you play this game? Spyro: Spyro: I became a Skylander for the first time. Why? Echo: This game is as simple as an old dog trick. I'll give you an indication, which wire is inserted into the lower middle, is the one that can be prevented. Stealth Elf: You must
have played this game a lot. Echo: I used to get bored. Anyway, I didn't get a nice warm good morning from anyone. Stealth Elf: Sorry Echo. We started playing the game without even thinking about you. Echo: hm! I thought you would do it now. Any food from? Eruptor: I made you breakfast, but you never woke up. It should still be on the
table. Echo: Thank you. Stealth Elf: What's your foot like? Echo: better. It hurts to walk on it easily, but it is almost completely recovered. Stealth Elf: That's good to hear. Echo: I'm definitely hungry. She walked over into the kitchen, but she didn't look her usual self. She seemed to have her head low as she walked past everyone. Stealth
Elf: You ok? They don't seem like your usual self this morning. Echo: I'm fine. I just have to eat, I think. Spyro: Keep up there. I know you have to eat, but there's something in your head. I know that there is. You can tell us. Echo looked at the floorboards with his eyes narrowing. Echo: I... I had a bad dream. Stealth Elf: A bad dream? How
about? Eruptor: I get them sometimes and they never let me sleep again. Echo: That's it. I've never had a bad dream. But this is probably the worst I've ever had. Since yesterday I had this strange dream with Wolfgang that he chased me into a volcano and... He threw me into the lava and burned me alive. Stealth Elf: That's horrible.
Echo: The worst is... he... *Tears on* he threatened me and... *Sniffles* Stealth Elf: there. We fully understand that you did not want to talk about it. Come on, you go for your food and we'll see what we can do after that. Echo: ok. She sets off for her food. Stealth Elf: All right Spyro. I understand that not everyone can keep everything to
themselves, but it is not worth it. Spyro: ok ok! I am sorry. Stealth Elf: Don't apologize to me! Excuse me. You almost made her cry just to talk about it. Spyro: I know.... I apologize better. Eon emerges as a blue-headed ghost. Eon: Skylander! Can I have at least two or three of you in the library as soon as you like it? Stealth Elf: On the
way Eon. Me and Eruptor will come. What about you Cynder? Cynder: um... You know what? I'll give you some privacy to apologize to Spyro. When I come back, I expect you to be a better friend for them. Spyro: all right. I think I'll be alone with Echo See you guys later. So Stealth Elf, Eruptor and Cynder go to the library to meet Eon.
(Introduction) As Echo ate, Spyro approached her in a sad tone. Spyro: Echo? Echo: huh? Hey Spyro. What is going on? Spyro: Listen. I er... I'm sorry I have to put it on. I swear I never intend to make you cry. Echo: It's cool, It happens. Everyone makes mistakes. Spyro: right. Why was I so worried? I just thought that not everyone does
things So I'm sorry I asked. Echo: It's okay. As I said, it happens. I know you were just a good friend. I understand that. Besides, it's not that it was something personal, so I'm fine with sharing. Thank you Spyro. She says how she snugbs his chest. Spyro: uh... Do you know I have a girlfriend? Echo: I know. I've just never seen anyone as
polite and such an amazing friend as you are. Spyro: huh! I always try my best. Echo: so... We are alone, are we? Spyro: yes. Not sure how long, however, will all be. Echo: It's okay. At least we have time for ourselves. Spyro: yes, but... What can we do? Echo: Whatever's fine with me. She says how he feels Spyro's fine scales. Spyro:
You like what you feel? Echo: Yes, your scales are so smooth. You can feel me if you want. I don't mind. Besides, I'm not going to tell Cynder about it. Spyro: right, *giggles nervous* just so you know I'm not ready for any like... You know what. Echo: Not to say we have to. I'm just saying now that you're such a good friend. I hope that
nothing can change between our friendship. Spyro: haha! I feel the same way. They are amazing. Your voice, your movements. Even when I'm in a fight with you, I can never get my eyes from you, nor Cynder, to be honest. Echo: It sounds to me like you're in love with me. Spyro: woah, slowly there. I love Cynder only in this way because
she is beautiful and I think she deserves someone she can fully trust. Echo: I know what you mean. They deserve it. I can't just stop feeling your soft dandruff. Spyro: Well, not to get into it. Perhaps we will need something soon. Echo: What do you want to do while we wait? Spyro: not sure to be honest. Echo: good... It would be nice to
know you more. So what if we talk about what we like, our favorite things and other things like this? Spyro: Sure. I would like that. Over in the Academy... Eon: Stealth Elf, Eruptor, Cynder, I'm glad you made it three. Stealth Elf: everything you need, we are prepared for it. Eon: Yes. But I wanted three of you to thank you for coming by the
way, to help Aurora with something. Eruptor: Who is Aurora? Aurora: I am! Eon: Skylanders, this is Aurora, also known as my messenger, she came this morning looking for a messenger for someone and that's her shot. She's also a loyal Skylander of mine, so treat her with a lot of respect. Stealth Elf: nice to meet you Aurora. I'm Stealth
Elf. This is Eruptor and Cynder.Eruptor: It's very nice to meet you loyal Skylowners of Eon. Cynder: I bet it was nice to be coached by Eon himself, True? Aurora: You betcha! I have been told that if something is to be informed, Then I will send the message, because that is my job. Stealth Elf: We are proud to have you on board. Aurora: It
is an honor to work with noble Skylanders. In fact, a message from a mabu. There were problems to go to the Cadeverous Crypt. Eon: hmm... I'm going to send Chopscotch, she can take care of it. Eon: Yes Master Master I will inform them immediately. Eruptor: Chopscotch? Eon: another Skylander that came with Aurora. There were
more. Even someone who would like to meet you Stealth Elf.Stealth Elf: really? Who's there? Eon: someone named Boom Bloom. Stealth Elf: sounds like someone with passion. I will find them. Eruptor: Excuse me, but you said you wanted us to help Aurora with something, but... What about? Eon: just help your friends. For you Eruptor
there is someone called Flare Wolf. He is waiting for you in the restaurant. Cynder: And for me master? Eon: For you Cynder, you have the choice of either going back and giving Spyro and Echo more company or helping with someone called Pit Boss. Cynder: Pit Boss? Sounds frightening. Eon: He's just an undead Skylander like you, so
I'm sure you'll make good friends with him. Cynder: If you say that. Should we find them? Stealth Elf: couldn't make them wait. So they go looking. Stealth Elf found Boom Bloom within seconds. Stealth Elf: hey! You're Boom Bloom right? Boom Bloom: ah! Stealth Elf, it's an honor to see you. Stealth Elf: It's an honor to see you too. I was
told you need me. Boom Bloom: Yes, I trained myself recently, but I was hoping that I could ask you or another Master Ninja to train me. Stealth Elf: Sure. I help as I can. In the restaurant where Eruptor goes... Male Mabu: I hope this crazy wolf isn't here to destroy this place. The food is amazing. Female Mabu: It would also scare our
baby. Male Ermabu: Let's just hope he doesn't make boom sounds. Flare Wolf: Did anyone say boom? He laughs insanely as he shoots some Bazooka bullets into the air like fireworks. Eruptor: wow! That must be flare wolf. It can take a while for me to get used to it. Flare Wolf just kept laughing and enjoying the boom. Eruptor: Hey! Flare
Wolf! Flare Wolf: ah! Eruptor! I have been told that I expect you to have cooking methods. Eruptor: oh... You're a chef, aren't you? Flare Wolf: yes! But every time I try to cook, everything goes wrong. Can I have them as a chef and teach me? Eruptor: Sure. I cook meals for myself and my friends in my place anyway, why not? For
Cynder... She was honestly afraid of what Pit Boss would look like. Cynder: Hello? Pit Boss? I was told to come to find you. All she heard was hissing. Cynder: That starts to frighten me. Show yourself. Laughter could be heard. She was widely contemplated, then lowered her head in fear. Pit Boss: I'm right above you. She sees The Face
of Pit Boss right in front of her Face as she looks up. Cynder: woah! Not too close please. Pit Boss: I apologize. You must use Cynder It is a pleasure for me to make your acquaintance. Cynder: I... It is also my joy. What brings you here? She was still scared. Pit Boss: I was brought for only one reason. To meet you and ask for your help.
Cynder: Why? Pit Boss: I thought... A little bit of yourself. Cynder: Your beginning to crawl me out now. She could then feel Pit Boss how to wrap bodies around them and touch them a little inappropriately. Cynder: Excuse me. I have a friend. Why did you do that? Pit Boss: I thought we could become friends. I may be a Skyloner like all of
you, but I have something to do. He uses his wizard ingenuity to hypnotize Cynder. Cynder: no! What does it do...? She couldn't finish her question when the hypnosis came to her and she suddenly slept on the concrete. Pit Boss laughs. Pit Boss: One down. Time to find her boyfriend and hypnotize everyone else. Aurora was standing
right there as he turned the corner. Aurora: What did you do? Pit Boss: nothing my lady. Just having a good time with my new friend Cynder.Aurora: You should be better. Or there will be trouble. Pit Boss: I know. Cross my heart, I will not hurt her. Aurora: good. Where are we going? Pit Boss: just for something to eat. He says how he
slithers away. Aurora is waiting for the perfect time to walk around and see what happened to Cynder. She snaps and sees that Cynder was down and was breathing... Asleep.She carries Cynder with Eon into the library... Aurora: Master Eon! Eon: What is this for Aurora? Is this Cynder? Aurora: Yes Master. I saw Pit Boss with his
hypnosis to fall asleep. Eon: hmm... With his power, it will be more difficult to stop this. Aurora: The only thing we can do is defeat him and get him to reverse his spell. Eon: Aurora. I'll take a look and see if there's another way to stop this spell. In the meantime... Keep an eye on him. Aurora: will do Master Eon. Stealth Elf and Boom Bloom
came back just in time. Aurora: Boom bloom?! Boom Bloom: hey. What is going on? Aurora: We have problems. Boom Bloom pulls out her whip. Boom Bloom: I'm ready. Who do we care about? Aurora: Pit Boss! He has used his hypnosis on Cynder here and the only way to reverse his spell is to defeat him. Stealth Elf: oh no! If she told
him she had a boyfriend, he might go next for him. Aurora: We're going to need more to take it over. He's strong. Stealth Elf, we will follow him. You will find Flare Wolf and Eruptor. That should be enough to take it over. Stealth Elf: Be there in a jif. Gone at Spyro... Spyro and Echo laughed at something... Echo: wow! I can't believe they
didn't think about it before. Spyro: I know. It was almost as bad as... Oh, I don't know... A snake that falls asleep. Echo: ha! I like you a lot more now. You're pretty and you're funny. Spyro: oh stop! Echo: No, you stop. Spyro laughed, but then heard a slight hissing. Spyro: Did you hear that? Echo: What to hear? Spyro: like a hissing sound.
Echo: no... Nothing I've heard. Spyro: oh... could only be my Be. Echo: Talk about imagination. You spoke of an imaginator. Who is he? Spyro: oh... it's this guy called Cy. He has a banana for his head. He's a little weird. Echo: eugh... Strange is not my taste. Hissing could be heard again. Spyro: You heard it right then? Echo: This time I
did. I wonder what it might be. Pit Boss Boss his way to knocked on the door. Pit Boss: Knock Knock.Spyro opens the door. Pit Boss: ah! I'm glad someone was able to open the door. Nobody usually answers when I am. Spyro: right... Who are you and what do you want? Pit Boss: ah! Sorry for my manners. I'm a pit boss and I've come
because I'm a new Skylander and I thought it would be nice to say hello to every Skyloner here. Spyro: oh, well... It's nice to meet you. That's Echo. She waves over. Pit Boss beckons back. Pit Boss: I wondered... I used to meet this beautiful dragon called Cynder. She seems really nice. Spyro: well... This is my girlfriend for ya. Pit Boss:
ah! You are her friend are you? To hear that and see how they both look. I think you both deserve each other. Spyro: oh... Now thank you. But I'm pretty busy at the moment, would you come back later? Pit Boss: Why if I just... *Giggles* put you to sleep! He confronts his employees in the direction of Spyro and hypnosis begins. Echo:
Spyro! She jumps and saves Spyro just in time. Spyro: uh... What just happened? Echo: Spyro! Here! Pit Boss: You can't get away from me. Spyro and Echo run in the kitchen and find hiding places. They find a high place and hide together. Echo: Don't make a noise. Pit Boss entered the kitchen in the hope of finding her. Pit Boss: Come
out, come out wherever you are. I didn't want to hurt you, I just wanted to put you to sleep forever. Echo accidentally moved backwards, but slipped off the pipes. Pit Boss: aha! Come here, you little water dragon. Time to fall asleep... Forever.Spyro: I don't think so! He jumps and lands on Pit Boss. Pit Boss hisses in anger and strikes a
snake attack that targets Spyro and chases him in the kitchen. Echo felt like she couldn't do anything. But she had to do something. So she bites Pit Boss from behind. Pit Boss: You will regret that! Spyro: Echo! Let's go! But they're running outside... Echo: Wait! Spyro: Echo! What are you doing? She runs back inward scare to get
something she almost forgot, but a light was sent out. Spyro: Echo! Now he runs back and saw Pit Boss hypnotization echo. When he thought he was doing it in time, Spyro beat Pit Boss, but he was a bit too late. As an echo was sent to sleep. Spyro: Echo! No! Pit Boss: *evil laugh * fool. It has now fallen under my spell and there is no
way to bring her back. He says evil how he goes. Spyro: You come back here now and reverse that. Pit Boss: *laughs* I'll be back to take your life. He looks away and tries not to stare at the magentahypnosis. Spyro: Echo... I will save you. He's straining. Pit Boss: haha! Don't forget about your girlfriend. Spyro: *gasp* she Pit Boss: Oh, I
did. And there is nothing, nothing! You can do that. Spyro: You say this again, I will force you to stay in Cloudcracker Prison for the rest of your life. Pit Boss: Just try to catch me if you can. He leaves the scene. Spyro growls and breathes fire. Pit Boss: Ha! Miss me! Spyro growls again, turns around and sees on the ground that looks
lifeless. Spyro: Echo... I can't believe I'll let him do that to you. I'm so sorry. I... I don't want to say that because I have Cynder, but... I love you. He approaches her slowly and gives her a smooch on her lips, tenderly thanking her for the rescue. However... Instead of remaining lifeless... Magenta sparkles from her body and Spyro saw when
he broke the kiss, the magenta glitter dust disappears, she wakes up. Echo: mm... Ugh... Spyro: Echo! Echo: ugh... Spyro... What... Just happened? Spyro: Pit Boss has used hypnosis on you. I thought there was nothing you would come back, but... Echo: I could feel something beautiful on my lips. Did you... Do you do something? Spyro:
I... *Sigh* Echo: Wait, have you... Kiss me? Spyro: I uh... I did. Echo: but... They don't have Cynder. Spyro: *gasp* that's true. True love kiss. Echo: wait ... Agrees... Loves... Kiss? You... Do you love me? Spyro: I... Maybe... Echo: Spyro I... I had no idea. Spyro: I don't love you as much as I love Cynder, but... Echo: But if you kissed me to
save my life... What about Cynder? Spyro: oh no! I didn't think about that. We must hurry up when things get worse. At the Academy... Pit Boss was seen on his way to Aurora's restaurant. Aurora: Stop! Pit Boss: huh? Ah! My wife, how can I serve you? Aurora: Don't play stupid, I know what you did. I've seen what you've done. Now return
the spell. Pit Boss: haha! That's how you figured out, you did. Good luck trying to catch me! Aurora: You can never get by with that. Pit Boss: I already have. Thanks to Spyro, I let this Echo person fall asleep. Echo: Have you done it now? Echo was on the top of the wall. Pit Boss: what?! How did you...? Spyro: How do you think? Pit Boss:
What? Impossible! I thought you said Cynder was your girlfriend. Spyro: You're right, but Echo here is an amazing person and I've grown some feelings for her. Pit Boss: grrrr. Maybe next time I'll make one of your friends. Spyro: ha! Good luck trying to find them. I don't even know where they are. Aurora: Good luck trying to find someone
who isn't in a relationship. Pit Boss: You will regret crossing paths with me. With a poof he's gone... But where? Spyro: Where is Cynder? Aurora: here. Come fast. When he flies in the library... Eon: ah! Spyro! I'm glad you're here. Spyro: I'm glad to be here. Cynder! Eon: I'm afraid Cynder has been hit by hypnosis. Spyro: oh no! This
happened with Echo a few minutes ago. I know what Cynder needs, she needs the kiss of true love. He goes straight into the kiss. Eon: The Kiss of True Love... Of course! If I had known this earlier, I would have Spyro breaks the kiss, but there were no signs of magenta sparkling from her. Spyro: Why doesn't anything happen? Echo: uh,
Spyro... Believe... Because you saved me with the kiss... Can't save Cynder? Spyro: no! That cannot happen! Cynder! Wake up! Please.Eon and Aurora were upset now. Spyro cried his eyes. Echo Felt Felt I am sorry for what had to be done. She brought a sad hug, but was only slightly rejected when Echo made him hug Cynder more
tightly than he did with Echo. Spyro: Cynder... Wake up... You're welcome... I love you! With a tear falling into Cynder's cheek, light emitted and gave Cynder life. She moaned and woke up. Echo was the first to notice and snap. Then Aurora, then Eon. Echo: Spyro, she's awake! Spyro: *gasp* Cynder! Cynder: ugh... Spyro? What
happened? Spyro: oh Cynder. I thought you would sleep forever. Cynder: What? What do you mean? Echo: He talks about Pit Boss. He was the one who used hypnosis on you, as he did to me. Cynder: Pit Boss? That creeps. He shouldn't deserve to be a Skyloner! He should be sent to Cloudcracker Prison. Eon: and if we catch him, we
will. Come Skylander, the conquest of Pit Boss will begin. Looking for Pit Boss. Stealth Elf and Boom Bloom looked around the restaurant for clues. But when they were about to find another place, Pit Boss arrived soon. Pit Boss: good hello there friends. What could I do with the honor of seeing you here? Boom Bloom: Don't play stupid
with us pit boss. We know what you did. Pit Boss: ah yes. I forget you're a close friend of Aurora. Well, I'm not here to do damage, I'm just looking for someone to HYPNOTIZE! A hypnosis turned against her, but Stealth Elf and Boom Bloom dodged at the right time. Stealth Elf: not on my watch Pit Boss. I know what you want. Pit Boss:
Yes. Don't you know? But there is nothing you can do to stop me. Echo: I know what can be done! Echo and everyone else arrived at the site. Pit Boss: What the...? How did you...? Echo: With the help of Spyro and the kiss of true love, both Cynder and I are safe from your evil deeds. Cynder was confused. Cynder: What to say? Pit Boss:
That's impossible. I thought you could only choose one person to save with the kiss of true love. How did you save Cynder and this Pipsqueak? Echo: hey! First of all, no one calls me a pipsqueak. Secondly, just because Spyro is a good friend and cares for everyone in the Skylands does not mean that he cannot save everyone with such
a thing. Stealth Elf: She makes a good point. Pit Boss: quiet! If I can't beat you all with hypnosis, I will destroy you all here and now. Echo: Oh, I'm so scared. Not! Come on guys, let's end this. Pit Boss: haha! Fools! What are you going to do? Do you run home and cry to your family as soon as I defeat you? Echo gassed and growls. She
was fed up with having to settle down with him. Echo: You have no right to talk about my family like that. Pit Boss: ha! How is there a problem with this? Stealth Elf: actually there She has lost her family, and if anyone talks about it in front of her, then you are in for a real treat. Pit Boss: oh! I'm sorry, I'll take it back. I didn't want to talk about
it. *Laughs* or am I? Since Echo has enough to hear from him, Echo used a strong siren scream and thought he was what looked forever. Pit boss was pushed against wall and hand fell out of his sleeve. Echo saw her and approached through the second as Pit Boss got stuck between the wall and the scream. She flashed the handcuffs
with her hind leg backwards, Boom caught Bloom and knew what Echo was planning. So Boom Bloom jumped steadily but quickly over to Pit Boss, holding his hands behind his back and clinging to the handcuffs. As soon as Boom Bloom had him well, Echo stopped her attack to see the job well done. Boom Bloom: you go to
Cloudcracker Prison. Aurora: good job all. Eon: Good work indeed. Pit boss, you will be condemned to remain in prison for all eternity. Pit Boss: Master Eon, please? I can change. He begged when a one-way trip to the prison arrived and Boom Bloom pushed him into the cage. Eon just stared in anger. Pit Boss: You haven't seen the last
of me Skylanders. It's so high and I'm scared. He said how he was taken away. Eon: Good job of getting him in search of Skylanders. Aurora: and it is thanks to Spyro and his friends that they made this possible. Eon: Yes. You can now go Skylander and enjoy the rest of your day. Spyro: Thank you Eon. What should we do then? Cynder:
Spyro! Spyro: What's going on with Cynder? Cynder: Can I please talk to you and Echo alone? We are sorry that you then screamed. Spyro: It's ok. So what's going on? Shortly before they got home, the three stopped outside the entrance to talk. Cynder: ok, so... During the fight before, I heard Echo say that because of you and the kiss
of true love, you saved me and her. What happened when I was away? Spyro: *sighs* here's the story. Please don't hate me for it, but... Echo lay next to them with his head more in Spyro's direction. Spyro: We took care of our own business after I apologized to her. Just laugh and get to know each other more. After an hour of it we heard
knocks. I opened the door and Pit Boss was right there. He was so nice to me until he tried to hypnotize me. Luckily, Echo saved me before I was captivated. We then tried to hide in the kitchen, but Echo slipped from one of the pipes that put her in danger. So I attacked and we ran out of here, but Echo ran back in because I think she
forgot a bit, but I got worried and as soon as I ran back in, she was already hypnotized. I tried to stop him, but I was a bit late. She was captivated, I thought she was done with it. I thought there was nothing I could do... To... I... Kiss them... Cynder: You did something? Spyro: I understand if you hate me, but that's not the only weird part.
Before I saved her, I was told about you and I became super worried. I saved Echo because I also worried about them and she was already closer so... I thought there was no other. After that I came down as quickly as possible to save you. I really missed you because I love you so much, but... Nothing happened. I was upset and worried
that you would never come back to me. I never wanted to lose you... I love you Cynder.Cynder: Spyro, darling. It's ok, the most important thing is that I'm back, and you'll never be Worry about losing myself again. I'm sorry I didn't pay close attention to what Pit Boss was planning. Spyro: No, it is my fault that I did not come with you. I'm a
bad friend. Cynder: No, you are not. I've never had anyone who cared as much about me as you did. I am glad that I trust and love you with all my heart. Spyro was proud to hear these words. Echo sighed, got up and walked to an edge. Echo: So that's it? Spyro: Echo No. It's not like that. You are still amazing and a good friend. Echo:
but... The kiss of true love. I thought that because you saved me from her actually meant something. I hate myself when I think about it. Spyro: Echo, don't be so with yourself. Of course I love you. Why do you think I saved you? Echo: I know, but... When you kissed me, you looked like a magenta aura where you didn't with
Cynder.Cynder: serious? Echo: Yes, I'm sorry to say this in front of you, but... I love Spyro as much as you probably do. I was sorry for him when we didn't get any movement from you. I thought, if you never came back then... I thought I could become Spyro's girlfriend, but... Cynder: *sigh* look, as much as I feel that I shouldn't do this, as
you would do Spyro twice on us... I... I think you're also an amazing person. If you think you deserve Spyro, I'm not going to stop you. Spyro: woah, so I'm going to have two girlfriends? Echo: If you agree? Cynder: Come on Spyro. You know you want. You love both of us and no matter what, we will always be by your side. Just think of all
the different things we could do. Spyro: well... If you're both okay with that, then... Cynder: Come on, you would do everything for the two of us, wouldn't you? The girls gave Spyro a cute pleasant look, but Echo looked back at the floor. Spyro: *sigh * look girl. Although I would hate to be a twosome, I've seen for myself that you both get
along well. It would be hard for me to choose between the two of you because you are both beautiful, you both care for me and I'm glad you do. I'm not going to vote, I'm going to take you both because I think you both deserve me. Echo: wait ... So you are... Ask me out? Cynder: go on Spyro.Stealth Elf, Eruptor, Jet Vac and Pop Fizz
heard the whole thing. Spyro: Echo... Will you... Do you go out with me? I know we only met yesterday and we had time to learn more about each other, but. Echo picked up and immediately slapped her lips on his. Immediately after breaking the kiss, they rubbed their heads. Echo wept tears of joy. Echo: I... I cannot believe that this is
happening. My heart beats so fast to this Spyro: Everything will be fine with me. You can believe me. Echo: Thanks to Spyro. I love you so much! Spyro: I love you too. She then moved to nuzzle and rested on his chest. Cynder was happy for the two of them. Spyro uses his free wing to bring Cynder into the embrace, which then has its
heads squealed together. Spyro sees Stealth Elf in the doorway, which supports him by giving him a thumbs up. All of them the hug when Echo Clicked Elf noticed the door. Echo was blush and embarrassing. Echo: You haven't heard of it? Stealth Elf: I heard everything. And I congratulated you Echo. Come, let's go to eat something. I
think we deserve a good meal after such a situation. Spyro: sounds good. How about trying the restaurant this time. The food for which there is to die. Echo: can't wait. But this feels like a date to me. Spyro: We can make it a date if you want. Echo: *gasp* are you... Seriously? Spyro: How serious am I? Take my hand if you want this to be
a date. Echo was surprised by such a sudden request. She took his hand in acceptance. Echo: It's a date. Stealth Elf: You two come then? Spyro: We're coming. They smiled at each other in prayer and walked side by side to the restaurant. The Skylovers behind it also came. When they all came to the restaurant... Mabu-Kellner: Hello,
how many people are here today? Stealth Elf: We need a table for 6 please. Mabu-Kellner: Ok, what about these two behind you? Stealth Elf: oh, they are also with us... There on a date you will see and... They don't want to be distracted, so they only have a table for 2nd Mabu waiters: oh! That's awesome! We haven't had people coming
here for years, I'll show them their tables. The Mabu waiter led Stealth Elf and the gang to a round table that fit for six. The table of 2 for Spyro and Echo were right next to them. The Mabu waiter approaches the dating couple and asks... Mabu-Kellner: If there is anything you ask of us, please let us know. Spyro: Thank you. Mabu-Kellner:
I'm going to make some of my colleagues the best date you've ever had. Echo: I don't know what could be better than just sitting right in front of you Spyro.Spyro: only you test until you try the food. Are you ok, suppe nadust you by the way? Mabu Kellner: We have a variety of soups that we can make for you. What do you want? Echo: Do
you give up spices? Mabu-Kellner: I'll find out right now for you. He answers when he walks into the kitchen. Spyro: What's going on with spice? Echo: I was told that I should never have anything spicy. I risked it once and it was a very bad idea, it literally made me go out. Spyro: oh... I see what you mean. Normally you can tell if there is
spice in the soup so when it arrives tell me how it smells to you and I will say if there is any spice in it for you. Echo: Thanks to Spyro. I love you so much. Spyro: I love you more. He responds seductively as he takes Echo's paw and kisses. Spyro: You'll be sure you'll be okay with Cynder there? Cynder: I am fine honey. I know they want
to spend two more time alone, so I'm ok with it. In the kitchen where the Mabu waiter was... Mabu Kellner: Excuse me friends, but can we make a soup without spice? Mabu-Koch: here one. Mabu waiter: all right, and a soup with spice for Spyro. ???: Psst hey. Wolfgang stood at the window next to the waiter. Mabu-Kellner: Do you mind? I
have people I can serve. Can. I know, I know. I was only hoping if I could add a little extra ingredient to the one without spice? Mabu waiter: hmm... I think what do you have? Wolfgang: It's a bit of something I came up with. I just pour that in and ha! A small plume of smoke emitted as the substance poured in. The waiter smells it himself.
Mabu Kellner: wow, that smells beautiful. I bet the nice lady will enjoy it. He says as he walks past the doors that a colleague has politely left him open. Wolfgang: Yes... She will. *Breathing snalles* Mabu waiter: Here's her soup. For you, my lady, we did it with chicken, mushroom and a touch of sweetness. Echo: Thank you. She sniffs at
the soup. Echo: It smells so sweet. Spyro: not as sweet as sitting together on the beach on a beautiful summer day. Echo: aw! You're so sweet Spyro. She eats the soup like a cat and after a few sips she takes a sudden feeling. Echo: uh... What's in it? It's so good, but it's... It... She faints and falls to the ground. Her eyes were closed.
Spyro: Echo! All ok with you? Cynder from the other table was noticeable first. Cynder: What just happened? Spyro: I don't know, she got soup that had a touch of sweetness instead of spice because she can't have a spice and suddenly she was like a light outside. Stealth Elf: You better do something. Go back now. We will come back as
soon as possible. Spyro: ok. Thank you guys. Although they had to cut the date short, Spyro Echo simply had to calm down. What could happen to her? Who knows? Stay tuned for the next episode to find out. Spyro came back to his place and decided to sleep with Echo tonight. He put her in her bed and he cuddled up next to her and
had his wing on her. Spyro: I promise that I will never let anything bad happen to you. He sleeps with his head under his chin. (Outro) Page 4 It was the morning of the next day, Spyro stayed with Echo as he promised. The only movement made by Echo was only her breathing, but she slowed down. Spyro woke up, worried about her after
it happened in the restaurant. He wanted to wake her up. Spyro: Echo... Echo wake up. He stumps his head. He could hear her breathing, it was getting heavier but slower. Spyro: Something is wrong here. I better tell the others and see if they can think of anything. Stealth Elf, Cynder and Eruptor were in the kitchen. The door was also
wide open. Spyro: Tomorrow guys. Eruptor: Tomorrow Spyro.Stealth Elf: Tomorrow, is Echo awake? Spyro: uh... No and... I think we could have a problem. Stealth Elf: What is the problem? Spyro: Well, you remember the last night when she had the soup that had something sweet in it and she fainted? Stealth Elf: yes... Spyro: well... She
does not wake up and her seems to be slowing down. Stealth Elf: Oh my God. That sounds awful. Have you tried something? Spyro: So far I've just tried to nudging them. Stealth Elf: Don't you think the kiss of your true love would save her like yesterday? Spyro: I think I could try that. So by itself... With the behind him and him approaches
the beautiful but slowly losing life echo... Spyro: Echo... I am sorry for what you have won. I should have known what was in that soup, and I would have warned you. It's my fault for the election. I promise that I will never do that again. Please forgive me. Then he kisses her tenderly, his tongue explores her mouth, Echo felt the touch and
returned the favor. Spyro tried to break the kiss, but Echo didn't want to stop until she opened her eyes and stared directly into his eyes. Echo: hey beautiful. Spyro: hey nice. All ok with you? They left last night. Echo: ugh, I know. It was horrible. It wasn't the sweetness that made me sleep. It was also beautiful, I wish I could have had
more. I think a sleeping potion was somehow used in it. Stealth Elf: That would make more sense. Cynder: But who would do that? Spyro: My guess, Wolfgang. Stealth Elf: What is his problem with Echo? Echo: He must think he should be the star of the show and don't want anyone to steal the spotlight. Cynder: When will he give up?
Echo: I don't think he's going to do that. He just has to accept that he can't do it forever. Spyro: I agree with that. We have to do something. Echo: Speaking of... I have to ask Eon for something. I was supposed to come back soon. Spyro: You don't want me to come with you? Echo: I'm sure. It's a personal thing anyway. Spyro: Wait!
Before you go. Echo: What's going on at Spyro? Spyro: I have something for you. You have always helped me with everything I ask. When I first saw you, I thought you'd be stadust great because I've never seen a water dragon, but you were more than that, I've never had such a friend like you. I love you so much, I think you deserve it.
He had a bouquet of flowers for her. He got it out of his room. Echo: *gasp* Spyro... This is... Nice. Thank you, I love you. She sniffs the flowers and puts them in a vase in her bedroom. Echo: I have to go now. *Smooches Spyro* make sure you don't do anything stupid. Spyro: Don't worry. I'm going to be the pretty perfect friend you've
always wanted. Echo: You already beautiful and perfect. Cynder, do you mind keeping an eye on him just in case? Cynder: Sure. Echo: Be back as I can soon. Stealth Elf: ALL right! Spyro: *swoon* she's so perfect. Cynder: I'm glad you love her as much as I love me. Spyro: Of course you are both perfect. I could never choose between
them two. Cynder: aw! Well, I love you too. But can I tell you something? Can you leave two of us alone? Stealth Elf: Sure. We are on the training ground if you need us. Spyro: Why privacy? Cynder: because... I love you so much and I want that this is happening, but... You and Echo are a perfect couple, and I think you and they will be
together without me being a part of anything. Spyro: Why would you say that? I would never let you out of nowhere. Cynder: I knew you would say that, and I'm glad you would never change your mind. Spyro: Why should I? Now we come, let's find something to Echo was on his way to see Eon. She had a bubble bomb out, which also
heard some beats through her shell headphones. However... She never knew Wolfgang was behind her and he took the bomb and threw the bomb to the people sitting in front of a lake, just relaxing and hiding as fast as he could before it exploded. Male Ermabu: hey! Do you know what you just did!? Echo: What? I? I did nothing. Female
Mabu: Don't play mute. We have seen what you have done, you have thrown one of your water bombs at us and are looking at us now. Come on. They went crazy. Echo: What? I never threw anything, I was just on my way to see Eon. I mean, I had a bubble bomb out, but I never threw it. Whatever, I have to do what is important. Echo
used another bubble bomb and continued on its way to find Eon. She found it in the library, where the Skylovers unite. Echo: Master Eon, are you busy? Eon: ah! Echo, how are you? Did anyone save you from this sleeping potion? Echo: Yes, how did you know that? Eon: At first I didn't know what it was, but I knew it might have been a
sleeper. Echo: Yes, I could say that it was because I could react to my body. But thanks to Spyro, he woke me up. Eon: and you're back now, you're back to your usual self. Echo: and I couldn't be better, but that's not why I'm here. I wondered if I could ask you anything. Eon: Hold on to this thought. I just have to find something. While his
search and echo waiting, Hugo appeared on the scene. Hugo: Eon! Have you seen... *Gasp* there you are. Echo: What? Hugo: I know you were, you left your stupid bubble bomb behind so you could wet me. Echo: What? No! I wouldn't do that to anyone. Besides, I've never been near you. I was here the whole time. Hugo: oh hohoho no
you don't. Don't play this game with me. You think you're a good guy who's actually a bad guy and does all the bad things just to get the attention. She was scared, and when he explained everything he could, she lay down and landed against a wall, whimpering with sadness. Eon: That's enough Hugo.Hugo: no Eon. She should be
punished. Eon: Hugo! They probably just fell into a lake. Hugo: I wasn't where near water. That is the reason for this. Eon: Hugo! This is not a way to talk to a noble Skylander. They should be ashamed. Hugo: Shame on you!? I will show them shame. Good morning to you. He left the scene. Eon sighed. Eon: I'm so sorry for the
Echo.Echo: I don't know what his problem is. I had a bit of mabu crazy on me before I came here. Eon: Something strange has to be going on. I if you could not ask your question. Echo: It's okay. I forgot what I would ask anyway. Eon: You go back to Spyro. He will take you to safety. Echo: ok. See you later. So she does, but she kept
worrying that other people were angry with her. Hex and Roller Brawl saw them upset. Hex: hey Echo, you ok? Echo: I'm fine, it's easy... I would rather not talk about it. Hex: If you ever need to talk to us about something, then we're here for Thank you guys, but I need to return to Spyro square, which is also my home now. Hex: See you
later. But water simply spilled over the two. Roller Brawl: yo what the hell? Just because you're upset doesn't mean you can get us wet! Echo: What? I never did. Roller Brawl: Don't lie to us. You're the only water skylander who can do that. Echo: Please, you have to believe me. I would never do it! Roller Brawl: I don't want to hear it! Let's
go hex. Hex pityed echo roller brawling her, but insisted on going with Roller Brawl. Echo: *rips up* why doesn't anyone believe me? Everyone here is usually so nice and I would never hurt anyone. Some Mabu passed by... Male Ermabu: Look at this! The villain here cries when she wet our friends. Echo: Stop it! I never did that! Just
leave me alone! As soon as she ran, all these Mabu themselves got wet. Male Ermabu: You will pay for it! Just wait until we say It Eon. She kept running and didn't stop, crying and everything. The only thing in her head was that Spyro will think she's a bad friend. What if... He separates from her and they never become friends again?
Such horrors spread in her head. Spyro and Cynder were on their way back to Spyro's place as they finished what they were up to. Echo ran past them and Spyro saw that something was wrong with her. Spyro: Echo! Where are you going? What is going on? Well! Who made them cry. Male Mabu: She was the one who made us wet and
crazy. She should go to prison for that. Spyro: woah! Stay there. She would never do such things. Hugo: You say this now Spyro! She could do something like that to you, and you won't like that. Spyro: Come on Hugo. Don't you just overreact? Hugo: overreact?! I'll show you! Once Eon knows that he will have no choice but to send her to



prison. Cynder was mad at what they did with Echo and used their electric breath. Cynder: That's it! No one hurts the feelings of our friends. Now apologize better! Hugo: ha! Excuse me, I will never. Spyro: Then, I think, don't give us a choice. Hugo: uh oh! Hugo knew what was coming. Both Spyro and Cynder attacked, only to miss
everyone so they could run away. Spyro: That will teach her to get lost with Echo's friends. Come on Cynder, let's catch up with them. Echo walks in the house and simply closes the curtains to her room and covers herself, her eyes screaming out. Spyro and Cynder caught up. Spyro: Echo, where are you? We are here for you. He heard
a lot of crying behind the curtains to Echo's room. He pushed the curtains aside. Spyro: Echo, what's going on? Echo: Please, I don't want to see anyone. They all hate me. Echo, please talk to me. Echo: oh, Spyro? I thought it was someone else. Spyro: Echo Darling... We took care of them. You're ok now. I got you. Spyro lays on her as
she whisnbles around him. Echo: Spyro... Am I... A bad friend? Spyro: What? Why do you say that? Of course not. They are perfect in every way. Echo: How can I be when I've been held responsible this has to do with water? Spyro: there, reassured. Echo: I can't. Spyro: Yes, you can. Just be the beautiful, loving Skylander know you are.
She stared into his eyes at first as he lifted her head to make eye contact, but then she just cried on his chest. Cynder: uh... Spyro, we have a problem. Spyro: not cynder now, Echo is going through a hard time. Cynder: but Spyro! Outside there is a mob of Mabus! Spyro: ugh, not now. Echo: Spyro, please never leave me. Spyro: I never
will, but I have to take care of it. The whole mob of Mabus takes revenge. Spyro: What is it all about? Male Mabu: We are here to take revenge on this so-called Skylover. Spyro: Just give up! Or you will taste the flames of me. Hugo: He bluffs, attack! All Mabus attacked. Echo saw the whole thing itself. Echo: Careful Spyro! Female Mabu:
maybe you should be the one who is careful. Some mabus somehow came into her house and captivated Echo. Echo: Spyro! Stealth Elf and Eruptor appeared in the scene. They helped Spyro and Cynder. Male Ermabu: What are you helping them with? Stealth Elf: because they are my friends and there is no one who tells me otherwise.
Spyro was busy with all the Mabus in the way, but he caught a glimpse of Echo on the other side of the mob. Echo: Spyro! Help! Spyro: You guys keep going here. I'm going for Echo.Cynder: You have it! The Mabu, which had Echo, ran as fast as possible to get Echo into a cage that Spyro could also see. Spyro: You will never put them in
jail. She doesn't deserve any of it. Hugo: You're too late Spyro. We have captured them now and there is nothing you can do to stop us. Spyro: You're coming back here! Hugo: You have to catch me first. The Mabu threw Echo into the cage and locked the door so she couldn't run out. The helicopter was already in use. Spyro: No!
Suddenly with a stop from absolutely everyone, a loud ass whistle was blown, deafening all. Eon: WHAT IS THE IMPORTANCE OF THIS?! Hugo: ah! Eon! We captured Echo and now she is sent to prison. Eon: WHY ARE YOU THAT!? SHE HASN'T DONE ANYTHING BAD TO ANYONE! I WITNESSED IT ALL WITH MY VERY OWN
EYES AND YOU ARE THREATENING A NICE, BEAUTIFUL SKYLANDER. SHE'S NOT THE ONE YOU SHOULD SEND, IT'S WOLFGANG! Echo: Wolfgang? I should have known. Wolfgang: hahahaha! You figured it out, old man. He appeared from the corner from where Eon stood. Eon: I DON'T KNOW WHAT YOU'RE PROBLEM IS
WITH HER BUT YOU JUST HAVE TO ACCEPT THAT SHE IS A KIND PERSON AND SHE IS NOT SOMEONE TO MAKE FUN OF. DO I MAKE MYSELF CLEAR? Wolfgang whimped with fear. Wolfgang: Yes, sir. Eon: NOW HEAD BACK TO YOUR OWN PLACE BEFORE I SEND YOU TO PRISON FOR ALL ETERNITY! He whimsy
and runs away in horror. Spyro: ha! In Face Wolfgang. Man, I knew something smelled bad. *Exhaled on paw * nope, that's just me. Eon: *clears the throat now*! Bring them down immediately. Helicopter Mabu: I would do, but something is not right. Eon: What do you mean? You? Mabu: I think this helicopter could explode every second.
Eon: oh no! Hugo: oh no! We have to do something! I'm sorry Echo! I should have listened to you. I'm sorry I'm angry with you. If we had known that it was Wolfgang, we would not have had to! Echo: Can we leave this by a later date? I'm stuck here and I can't get out! Hugo: oh no! She will go by helicopter. Oh good, nice to know you!
Spyro: not so fast Hugo! You have started and you really need to apologise for what you have done. Now I go up there to save her. Eon: Spyro! Stealth Elf: Spyro! Eruptor: What is he doing? Cynder: Spyro no! They don't want to do that. Spyro: I have to, I have... No choice. He strains the attempt to open the door. Helicopter Mabu: Get
out, it's about to go,... The helicopter exploded, the chain was disconnected and Echo went down with him, as did Spyro when he was hit in the head by the chain. Eon, Every Skylover and Cadets: SPYRO! Cynder: ECHO! Cynder hovered angrily over the clouds. The cage falls and Spyro literally held his tail with the cage in place to keep
himself there while he tried to make his way to the rescue Echo.Echo.Echo: Spyro, I'm afraid. Spyro: There is no need to be. I'm getting closer. Echo: please... Save me Spyro, I can't imagine you living a life without me. Spyro: I said, don't worry. I almost have it. He was able to unlock the cage. He hit the wings to prepare, he opened the
cage door and held out a hand for Echo. Spyro: You're ready for a flight you'll never forget? Echo: Ready. He gets a good grip on all the paws on Echo and quickly turns his body to fly at his best. Echo: woah... We have it Spyro! Spyro: We certainly did. Enjoy the rest of the flight my love. He flies effortlessly without having any problems,
but how much does he like to do this with someone else he loved? Spyro: woooohoooo! Far too much. Cynder floated back into a sedentay state that was almost crying. Everyone was upset... To... Everyone heard the Whoop Whoop. Everyone: Spyro! He flies over and gives everyone a wonderful sight. Spyro: ready for something
impressive? Echo: Show me. So he did some cool tricks in the air and everyone else was impressed as he did. He literally formed a cloud heart. Spyro: See? Impressively right? Echo: It's more than that. It's healthy! Everyone cheered and rejoiced that they were both safe. They landed slightly next to each other. Spyro: How did everyone
like my entrance? Cynder: Thank God they are both safe. I thought I was going to lose you. Spyro: I'm back now, aren't I? Cynder: I'm glad you are. Eon: All of us It. Stealth Elf: We thought you were done. Spyro: seriously? I have wings, it allows me to fly, I may have kept my cock on the cage, but I don't store Echo? Eon: Yes, and I think
we can all agree that not everything can be treated so harshly. Now everyone apologizes. Hugo and Mabu: Sorry Echo.Echo: it's ok all. At least we all learned a lesson today, right? Hugo: Yes. We have learned not only the an innocent soul that had nothing to do with such a small situation. Echo: and...? Hugo: and we have also learned
not to jump to conclusions and always look for clues for other culprits. We are sorry if we hurt your feelings. Echo: what you have all done, it has broken my heart, you should all be ashamed of yourself, but now you know not to do it again, because you don't want to mess with the likes of me or my friends. Understand? Hugo and Mabu:
Yes Echo. Echo: Thank you for your understanding, now run along and enjoy the rest of your day. And they did. Spyro: You really told them. Cynder: I don't think anyone will blame you for anything else. Hugo suddenly ran back. Hugo: Wait! Spyro: What is it Hugo? Hugo: You have to see that. It's frightening. Spyro: lead the way
Hugo.Everyone ran to the fountain right in front of the library. Spyro: What is it? Cynder: It looks like a huge bubble. This strange bubble ball hovered over the fountain, everyone was confused and a little scared, perhaps more afraid of Hugo. Unusually, Echo could hear something from the big bubble ball. She slowly approached him.
Spyro: Echo, be careful. We don't want to risk losing you twice in a day. She heard him, but her mind was on this unusual event. Eon: What could that be? Echo: Allow me. She used Siren Scream to make the size of the bubble larger. A strange voice could be heard from everyone there. Echo recognized the voice unusually. ???: Are you
my sweet child? Answer me. Echo: *gasp* Mum? The soul of Echo's mother: Yes. It is me, but only the soul. You have witnessed the Golden Queen turn us into gold and tear us into millions. I fear we will never come back. But no matter what happens, I will always be proud of you. Stay up to date with your trip and all your friends will
support you. Echo: Mom ... I'm sorry I couldn't be there for you. The soul of the Mother of the Echo: Not to be. You did what was best, now it's up to you to pursue your future and make everyone happy. After hearing this, you have to rest until the next morning, you can forget that this has happened, and also your friends. I am always
proud of you, my daughter and I will always be with you. Echo: Mom! Please don't go! Echo's Mother's Soul: Goodbye! Echo: No! Mum wait! The bubble bomb exploded and sent everyone back. It also ended everything Echo knew about her mother. She needs to get upset about it. Cynder: What just happened? Spyro: I think... Exploded.
Echo! All ok with you? Echo: I... I think so. But... She got up and approached the fountain slowly. You eyes and lowered his head. Eon: This is a tough moment for you, isn't it? She did not answer him, instead she felt tears rolling out of her eyes. Spyro could see her tears from where he was. He approached her and put a wing on her
back. Spyro: Come on Echo. Let's go home. I will sleep with you again. Echo: ok. Thank you. Spyro: Let's get the guys back. See you in the morning Eon. Eon: Good night's sleep So that was all for that day. The Skylovers rest from such a mixed day in the Skylands. The next morning... Echo woke up well. Spyro was not beside her, which
she questioned. Where could he be? She looks into the kitchen and sees everyone else, but not yet Spyro. Echo: Tomorrow guys. Stealth Elf: Morning Echo. Want some pancakes? Echo: oh sounds delicious. Stealth Elf: We are so sorry for what you heard yesterday. Echo: Not to be. It's in the past. Does anyone know where Spyro is by
the way? Eruptor: He had to pick up a delivery from the library. Echo: oh, ok then. Guess I can wait for him to come back. Jet vac: Sorry we couldn't be there yesterday. Me and Pop Fizz had to visit something. Echo: They're good guys. I suspect someone told you what happened yesterday. Pop Fizz: That's true. You must have felt broken
from the heart. Echo: That was really me. It was the worst thing ever. Suddenly Spyro flew in excitedly. Spyro: Yes! It has finally arrived. Echo: What has arrived? Spyro: oh! Echo! I see you're up. What's on Babe? Echo: not much. Why are you acting... Ecstatic? Spyro: ah! That's right. Can I borrow you for a second? You can bring your
pancakes. Echo: Sure. What do you need? Spyro: Just come outside and I'll show you. She does it and brings out her pancakes. Stealth Elf: I wonder what it could be. She says how she knows what it's all about. Everyone else was confused. Not Cynder, though, she felt she knew what it was all about. Stealth Elf nodded to her, then she
knew. Just outside her house.... Spyro: ok. So I ordered this after we got together for the first time. Stealth Elf and Cynder know this and they probably hope you like what I'm going to show you. Echo: Spyro... You know you don't have to keep getting things for me. I love you so much and I don't think anything else will fall in love with me
any more. Spyro: Only you wait. Question, except for me, what else do you love? Echo: Well, music, of course. Spyro: Think of a little more object wisely. Echo: oh, ok around... Oh! Those cool balls that have these ferret tails that I can chase. I love chasing them. I may be a water dragon, but I can also act like a cat and a dog. Spyro:
well... I would like to see in action so... That is what I have brought to you. Echo gasped when she saw the ball she explained to Spyro in his paw. Her eyes shone. Spyro: well... He wobbled the ball. Echo's heart beat quickly. She couldn't be happier. Spyro threw the ball and Echo bounced with the ball. The sounds she made over and
over again sounded like barking. Spyro: You enjoy yourself? He playfully asked, as if he never knew. Echo: You're joking? I love these things. Ball was about to roll off the ground, but Spyro threw him just in time in a direction where he remains. Spyro: You'll get used to that. Stealth Elf: Everything is fine here? Spyro: yes. Echo seems to
be amused. Stealth Elf: haha! I knew she was going to do it. Echo, want some ice cream? Spyro: We have ice? Stealth Stealth I got some of yesterday. Why? Do you want something? Spyro: Do you have to ask at all? We're all screaming for ice. Stealth Elf: ain't that the truth. Echo took her ball into her jaw. It was still wobbling, but Spyro
turned it off just in time before Echo was hit in the eye. She kissed Spyro on the cheek as a thank you. Spyro: How are you enjoying your experience with your new gift? Echo put her new ball in her bedroom before she goes into the kitchen. Echo: The best ever. I love you Spyro. But why did you do that? Spyro: Well, I actually thought, if
someone is gone and you want to do something while you're testing on it, you could play with your ball. Echo: wow! You really thought in advance. I could never have asked for a friend like myself. Spyro: Well, your dream has come true, isn't it? Echo: good... I will tell you that now. When I first heard that you and Cynder were together on
our first day, we felt jealous and slightly upset, but it's only been two or three days since I first came here and see how far I've come in my future. Spyro: I just know you're glad you moved here, aren't you? Echo: Yes. Everyone is so nice. Except from yesterday, but that's in the past. ???: Excuse me. Eon was at the door. Spyro: hey Eon.
Eon: Morning sky. I could hear a lot of barking noises and thought I should come by and see what's going on. Echo: That was me Eon. Spyro has given me a new ball that I can play with if I get bored. Eon: I see. Do you think in advance of the time are you? Spyro: yes. But she will need someone to be with her just in case the ball almost
falls off the land and Echo can't get it back. But I will most likely be. Eon: ah! What do you all have in front of you? Stealth Elf: just get one ice cream for everyone. Eon: oh! Can I have some? Stealth Elf: Sure. We're all screaming for ice, aren't we? Eon: I'm sure. I haven't had ice for ages. Spyro: Well, now is a good time to come to us. A
crash was then heard. Cynder: ow! Spyro: Was that Cynder? Cynder! All ok with you?! Cynder: no! Spyro: Where are you? Cynder: in our room. Spyro simply flew by and slipped to a halt as he landed in his room. Slid to stop and imitated a truck noise that set off. Spyro: Cynder! What happened? Cynder: I was just trying to reach for
something when I slipped and this stupid thing came and now my wing hurts. Spyro: What did you get? Stealth Elf: Was that the case? Stealth Elf was up there and showed everyone what Cynder was trying to achieve. Cynder: Yes, that. I forgot that I can't get it because I remember you hid it for me. Spyro: but Cynder... What is it for It's
beautiful, but for whom is it? Cynder: You. You were so kind to Echo and I felt like I want to thank you for making you happy and doing this. Spyro: Cynder... I... I'm thankful for that, but you should have called Stealth Elf before you try to get it yourself. Cynder: I know I'm sorry. Next time I will not forget. Spyro: How badly is he injured? Eon:
Let me look. Eon inspects the wing. Eon: It's not but it will require treatment. Stealth Elf, go to the restaurant and ask for a bag of ice cream, then go to my library and find a big enough towel. Stealth Elf: will do Eon. Stealth asks Elf around with a poof. Stealth Elf: Excuse me, do you have a bag of ice cream? We need it for an important
matter. Chef Mabu: miss immediately. Surprisingly, it didn't take long. Chef Mabu: Thank you for waiting. Stealth Elf: Thank you. Another poof, now in the library... Stealth Elf: ok. Towel? She first looked into the drawings at Eon's desk, nothing like a towel was there. Then she looked into the library area. Stealth Elf: aha! Have found you!
There was one placed on a stack of books. Stealth Elf: Now I have to... Huh? She heard Mabu screaming as they were chased by sheep, wet it looks. Stealth Elf: That's weird. Why are the sheep wet? And did they come out of the flower garden? Never, I have more important things to do. She appeared back with ice and towel in her arm.
Stealth Elf: I'm back. Eon: ah, perfect. Hold Cynder. This will be cold, but do not try to move so much. Eon wrapped the towel around the ice bag and gently placed it on Cynder's wing. Stealth Elf: I'm sorry if It took me a little longer than you expected. I became confused when I saw a bunch of wet sheep chasing some mabus. Spyro:
Sheep hunt Mabu? Echo felt guilty and tried her best to secure herself without anyone noticing. Stealth Elf: I mean, how did they get wet when they were in the flower garden? Then... She noticed that Echo was slow to lag behind. Stealth Elf: Echo, did you have anything to do with it? Echo: *giggles nervous* I may have... Woke up during
the night to find some water, but I think I used a bubble bomb from me instead and forgot to get rid of it. Stealth Elf: You what? Echo: I'm sorry. She tried to run back and hide with her duvet cover. The Skylovers ran after her. Stealth Elf: Why would you do this to poor sheep? Echo: I didn't know. I thought I was there alone. Stealth Elf:
Sheep go there for dinner. Echo: I'm sorry I didn't know. Spyro: Let me be clear. During the night, you became thirsty so you went to find some water, but instead you ended up in the flower garden, had some water from your bubble bomb and you thought you exploded it before the morning so the sheep got wet! Echo: I'm sorry. She hid
her face in her pillow. Echo: I didn't know! I'm such a bad friend. Spyro: No, you are not. They're just not used to the Skylands yet. Mistakes were made, so what? It doesn't mean it's something you can get upset about and hate yourself. The Elf the whole thing was simply different and had a different opinion. Stealth Elf: Yes. I'm sorry
Echo. I'm sorry I was so mad about just a little thing. Echo: I'm sorry. I think just because I don't know everything about this place, I don't know what it's like yet. Spyro: We'll show you. Stealth Elf: Yes. Come on, we can take you places and you will get to know more things about the Skylands as we walk along? Go? Do you say? Echo: I
think that would help, but what if something terrible happens again? Spyro: Don't worry, we always overcome everything. Stealth Elf: We once fought a fire viper that would have left us almost alive. Echo shuddered and bent with fear. Stealth Elf: But if we had never brought Bad Breath, we wouldn't be here. Echo: What? Spyro: Basically
Bad Breath is someone who lives here and wants to be a Skylander. Echo: Why? Spyro: You know, I don't know why. Stealth Elf: but he saved us after being asked to blink. Echo: ew! Stealth Elf: I know it right, but it was so loud and disgusting, but he made the fire vipers vomit us. Echo: ew! I didn't want that in my head thank you very
much. Stealth Elf: oh, sorry. Cynder: Spyro! Spyro: come! Stealth Elf: hey, I know what makes you think of something peaceful, and if you want to arrange that with Spyro, move on. Echo: Next. Stealth Elf: Just remember to take it to leviathan lagoon on a date. You will see many different creatures that you would like to see. It is also on a
beach. Echo: Leviathan lagoon, sounds relaxing. Now I feel relaxed. Stealth Elf: That's where we go. Now let's get some ice cream. When Cynder called to Spyro. Spyro: How do you make Cynder? Cynder: cold and tired. Eon: She will be fine Spyro. It will take time to heal. Spyro: I see. I will be there if you need me. Do you want me to
make you an ice cream and bring it in for you? Cynder: Yes please Spyro. Spyro: What about you Eon? Eon: I come now and get my own. Spyro: be right back Cynder. Cynder: Make sure there are only two large ish scoops. Spyro: ok. Cynder: Thanks to Spyro. Echo then steps in, first looks in with his head, but then actually went in.
Echo: hey Cynder. How do you feel? Cynder: Arrival. I just have to sit here for probably a while. Echo: Right, well... I hope your wing will get better soon. Cynder: Thank you Echo.Echo: That's not why I came here. I really wondered... I was upset after Me and Spyro had to shorten this date shortly from that evening and... I wanted to make
it to him by getting him out somewhere for a real date. I wondered if it was OKAY with you if I could. Cynder: Go ahead. I also took care of you at the time, and I feel that you should make up for this situation. So where did you think? Echo: A place called Leviathan Lagoon, which Elf told me about. Either that or another beautiful place.
Cynder: Leviathan Lagoon? Never heard of it. Echo: I have. I used to go there a lot, but I stopped going there because of what happened to my parents, so I could just find a place, we can both have a bit of fun together. Cynder: hmm... I think I know a place to go. We can go there later, then you can make the appointment tomorrow.
Echo: Sure, sounds good. Spyro walks in with a bowl of ice. Spyro: here you go cynder. Is that enough? Cynder: That's great Spyro, thank you. Spyro: So what did you talk about two of them? Echo: I just checked her and saw how she was but I just wanted to get my ice cream now. She says how she caresses her cock under his chin.
Cynder: Thanks again Spyro. Spyro: everything for you darling. Cynder: aw! Come here. They hugged and everyone else enjoyed their ice cream. For the rest of the day, stay tuned for the next episode. (Outro/Credits) Page 5Continuing the day the last episode ended... Eon: oh! I forgot how much I loved ice cream. Stealth Elf: What can I
say? Whenever you want ice cream, just pop down and we'll see what we have. Eon: Thank you Eleven. I'm sure I'll come for more. Stealth Elf: Feel free. After this short conversation, Echo Spyro had to ask something. Echo: hey Spyro... Spyro: Yes? Echo: I thought, do you know when we had to cut this date short because of this
sleeping potion incident? Spyro: What about that? Echo: good... I wanted to... Make it up to you... Will you date me somewhere? Spyro: woah, so suddenly. Echo: It's ok if you don't do it, I just... Spyro: Of course I do. Echo gassed. Spyro: I know that it was bad in itself to shorten the date because of this incident, but I wanted to have a
date that is perfect for both of us without disasters. Echo: I am glad that you agree. I just don't know where we can go. Spyro: I know what we can do. Echo: Next. Spyro: How about a tour of the Skylands and find some other things we can do while we're there? Echo: I like it. But... If? Spyro: We can go now if you want. Echo: I'm more
than happy. Spyro: great. I'll let Cynder know. So when he entered his room to see Cynder, she seemed to be asleep. Spyro: Cynder? Honey? Cynder: hm? Oh, sorry Spyro. I fell asleep. What is going on? Spyro: I will be on the road with Echo. I'll give her a tour of the Skylands and probably see if there's anything else we want to do while
we're out there. Cynder: ooh! Like a date? Spyro: Yes, like a date. I thought I'd let you know so you know where I went. Cynder: ok. Enjoy your time honey. Spyro: I will. See you later my love. Love you. Cynder: Love you too. Cynder was glad that they both did so as they had this tragedy with a sleeping potion. Back with the others. Echo:
Are you ready now? Spyro: ready when you are. She giggled. There they go together with Eon and Stealth Elf and watch them. Eon: young love. They certainly love each other. Aren't they Eleven? Stealth Elf: It's been a while. Eon: Cynder has to be happy for her. Although she is also his girlfriend. Stealth Elf: That's what we did for good
reason. He didn't want to break any of their hearts, so he made his choice. Eon: Yes, for the good of her heart. They will live their future together. I'm better coming back in Library. Stealth Elf: Take care of Eon. Since spyro and Echo for Stealth Elf and the others in their home are all as it can be for the time being, start there with a tour of
the Skylands. (Introduction) They started the tour with the obvious places. Spyro: So you obviously know about the library, because that's where Eon does everything important work. And of course the restaurant, as we were here just two days ago, but why not look at the other places? Like over there. That, my dear, is the training ground.
Echo: the training ground? Sounds like something I could enjoy. Now I want to try it. Spyro: Why not start now? Let's go. Echo follows, but catches up and when they make it to the training ground. Echo: That kind of looks dangerous. Do you do that a lot? Spyro: That's what we all do. Even all the cadets. What we do is like a time trial, we
start pulling on that trigger and a ball appears that they have to hit at the other end there to the finish. Would you like to try it? Echo: Sounds simple enough. I'll try. Spyro: All right, if I click on the switch, you go. Three, two, one... He strokes the switch and she goes. She was scared at first, but got used to how things are going and used
her skills to her advantage. She slipped around and Sonic slammed everywhere. On a spinning wheel she took her jump well to the end and she did the same again, but higher and almost hit a post. Luckily, she turned her body upside down so she could land on her feet, clicking on the final switch. Spyro was fascinated by the beauty he
observed. Spyro: Echo, that was amazing. You were so beautiful. It was also a new record, no one has ever beaten it in ten seconds or less. They suggest that no problem. It was 9.78 seconds. Everyone will be shocked if I tell them later. Echo: I bet you're amazed at my sound beauty, aren't you? She said to caress her cock over breasts
and kinczu, which he enjoyed. Spyro then carries them back to the start and they continue with the tour. Spyro babbling over other places, but a place really caught her eye. The sight of beautiful flowers and leaves of trees dancing in the wind. Spyro: Echo, you ok? What does it do...? He sees the view for himself. Echo: It's like this...
Beautiful.Spyro: not as beautiful as you. She snaps, giggles and blush. She leans against Spyro, placing his wing over her. Back home with the rest of the gang... Cynders wing has been almost completely restored and all she needs to do is not use it for a while before she can use it again. She gets up and goes to the kitchen. Cynder:
Hey guys. Stealth Elf: hey! What is the injury? Cynder: It's getting there. I was told not to do anything that really obliges me to fly or anything else. Eruptor: Was it so serious? Cynder: Not too serious, I don't think so. I just can't move it or it's going to hurt. Stealth Elf: At least you're ok now. Cynder: So I see that Spyro and Echo have moved
out. Stealth Elf: Gone to enjoy a time together. Cynder: I actually realized that Spyro has come here for the first time since Echo, more hanging around with her than we do, but I'm ok with it. As long as they're okay, I'm ok. I love Spyro with all my heart and I hate to see him sad, so I always do he is happy. So say this, I'm glad he has both
me and echo. And all that you have of course. Pop Fizz: obviously. We've been friends since we all first became Skylagos. So what should we not like about it? Jet Vac: Besides, that Spyro has two girlfriends, I'm just happy to see Spyro happy with what he has. Cynder giggled. Cynder: In any case, I will meet with the cadets and see what
they intend to do. See you guys later! Pop Fizz: later! Back with Spyro and Echo... They are still sitting and staring at the gaze of flowers and dancing leaves. Echo could hear crying, however... Spyro: you ok hun? Echo: Do you hear crying? He tried his best to hear it. He could actually hear it, but hardly. Spyro: Yes, I do now. Someone
could be in trouble. Let's go! Echo: wait, but... Our date! Spyro: *sighs* I know. I'm sure it's just... Something just came across Spyro. Spyro: aw! Hey little guy. What are you doing here alone? Echo: aw! You lose your mom? The little baby dragon nodded. Echo: aw! We have to help him Spyro. Spyro: but our date! Echo: I know Spyro, but
we can't just leave this baby alone. Besides, it's mother is probably worried sick and looking for her poor baby. ???: Excuse me, did you see my baby? A strangely bright dragon stood behind them. Echo: You mean this little guy? Echo moved to let the mother see for herself. ???: Oh! My darling! I thought I lost you. Thank you very much.
Echo: What happened that made you come like this? ???: A strange evil invaded the Dragon Temple. We were able to thwart this evil, but my baby escaped and I didn't know where he was going because I wasn't watching. By the way, where am I? Echo: Yours in Skylander Academy. I'm echo by the way, that's Spyro. Spotlight: nice to
meet you, I'm Spotlight. I can't believe I came that way. What will my husband think? Spyro: Who is he? Spotlight: He's this wonderful dragon warrior, his name is Blackout. He was an evil mastermind until he thought of being a hero who became my husband at the same time because I knew how much he could change and was the nicest
man I've ever known. Echo: wow! So it has to be a dark element. Spotlight: That's right, and I'm an easy element. Echo: sound! ???: Spotlight! In the spotlight: Blackout! A dark barbed wheel was in the air, but it soon landed. Spyro: woah! You have to be blackout! Blackout: hey! You stay away from my wife and son. Echo: No! They got it
wrong. We found your baby and waited for his mother. Blackout: Is that right? Spotlight: She's not wrong, they kept our baby safe while I was looking for him. Blackout: ah! Forgive me Rudeness. I only get protection from my family. Spyro: We noticed. Echo: Don't be rude Spyro. Spyro: Sorry Babe. Blackout: Do you go out two or
something? Spyro: What if we are? Echo: Spyro! Spyro: Sorry Babe. Echo: Do I have to use my cry on you? Spyro: no baby. Echo: then you are better friendly. So sorry for his rudeness. He just likes to keep things I don't blame him. I'm sorry I asked. I think I'm ahead of myself when I heard him call you babe. Echo: oh! It's all right. We're
just glad you found your baby. Blackout: Yes, and thank you for keeping my son safe. We have to take our vacation, it was very nice to meet you, uh... Echo: Echo. Blackout: ah! Thanks Echo and Spyro I think I hope we can see each other again. Let's go my radiant beauty. Spotlight: yes hun. Thank you again, you two. You leave the
scene... Spyro goes back to his place from the past. Echo: Spyro... Babe... I'm sorry I screamed at you. You just have to be more polite to everyone. Please, for me? Spyro: Of course I'm going to babe. Everything for you. Echo: Thank you, I love you. Spyro: I love you too. Suddenly we could hear. Echo: Have you heard that? Spyro: I did.
Where did it come from? He looked side by side, then behind... Spyro: Echo! Run! Echo: What? What is going on? Spyro: no time! Just run! Echo also looked behind, but as they tried to run, the mysterious... Meteorite? Whatever it landed, causing an explosion, but also spyro and Echo, was sent flying. Echo: Spyro! Fly! Spyro: I can't! My
wing! Echo: *gasp* so we can't... Spyro: Get ready for a scary ride. Echo: Spyro! Hold me! He tried to swim his way to get a grip on Echo. Spyro: I have you, hold you. Both scream as they approach the end. Spyro used his free wing to hold Echo firmer. He turned his body so she couldn't be hurt when they landed. They slid along the
ground and collided with a pillar. Echo: ow! Ugh... My head. What just happened? She got up and saw Spyro lying unconscious. Echo: Spyro? Spyro get up! She nudged his head with her. Echo: Spyro? Spyro no! You can't do that to me. Spyro, get up. You're welcome. Get up! She nudged him again, but cried. Echo: No! That cannot
happen. Spyro please, get up. I love you. There were some creepy creatures hiding behind pillars and stairs who knew they had feelings when they thought of scaring them both, but now decided not to have that sad moment? Echo could hear some tongues in different places. Echo: ugh... Where... Where am I? This place is... Scary.
Spyro, get up! She has not left his body. She could then feel movement as she could feel and hear. Echo: *gasp* Spyro! Can you hear me? Get up! Spyro gets up this time. Spyro: *moans* ow! My head. Echo: Spyro, are you ok? Spyro: Echo! *Groans* you ok? Echo: I'm fine, but I'm more worried about you. Spyro: You need yourself
Worry more. He clicked on his back and neck. Echo slung her in the face in horror. Spyro: That's better. Now... Where on earth are we? Echo: I don't know, but it's incredibly creepy. Hold me tight. Spyro: It's ok. I got you. We just have to find a way out. Echo: but your beautiful wing. Is it broken? Spyro: I can still move it, but it hurts when I
do it. Let's just get out of here. Echo: please. I don't think I can get rid of it for a minute. Spyro: Just stay close. This door seems to Allow me to do so. He runs and slams into the door. Echo stayed behind, worried about Spyro, but also hoping to be God-given that she would soon get out before she lost her mind. Every ram that Spyro
takes against the door is breaking more and more. Out of nowhere, something comes behind Echo and covers her mouth. She screamed for Spyro! Spyro: Echo! Let them go now! But something caught him before he could come to her. Spyro: Echo! She was able to use a bubble bomb to get the hand of her mouth. Echo: Spyro! Help!
Spyro: Let me go, you buffalo. Evil laughter could be heard. ???: Well, if it's not Spyro? Spyro: *gasp* you are the dark spyro that Strykore made. Dark Spyro: Yes, and I came back in revenge. Oh, how long it's been since our last encounter. Echo: Spyro, do you know this guy? Spyro: He's the dark version of me that Strykore made when
he first used me to take all the light out of me. Dark Spyro: Yes. And mine, don't you look beautiful? Spyro: Don't you dare to hurt her? Dark Spyro: *laughs* Don't you see you stuck with my minions? No one will come and save you. Spyro: only you wait, you evil Goon. Dark Spyro: mine, what a twist? Take them behind bars! Echo: Spyro!
Spyro: Echo! Dark Spyro: Echo is her name. Close the doors and Spyro becomes free. He runs to save Echo's life, but Dark Spyro breathes dark fire and takes him to the ground. Dark Spyro: *laughs* stupid Spyro. Saving them is worthless. You can't do anything. You can't even fly. Spyro just stood there and stared at the floor. At the
Academy... Eon: It seems like I feel something different Skylander. Something strange is going on. Stealth Elf: I also feel something strange. It's unusual. This usually does not happen unless something has happened spyro. Eon: Wait! It could be! We had this strange earthquake, what if it wasn't an earthquake, but a kind of meteorite that
struck near Spyro and Echo. Eruptor: What if they were hit and landed somewhere far? Eon: If only there was anyone who noticed the incident. Blackout: That's what we did. Eon: Blackout? Is that you? Blackout and Spotlight were on a beam at the top and back. Blackout: It's been too long, isn't it? Eon: Yes. She has. But you have seen
where Spyro and Echo have flown. Spotlight: Yes, they helped us find our baby and while we were on our way home. We saw their characters and it seemed like they ended up in a creepy citadel. Eon: oh no! This is horrible. Skylander! We must save Spyro and Echo! They all got into their compressors and made their way to the creepy
citadel. The cadets also went along. Cynder: Please be ok Spyro. In the Citadel... Minions of Dark Spyro threw Echo behind bars in the dungeon. She tried to run, but the minions locked the doors before she could get out. She whimped and cried. Spyro: Let me go ugly. Echo: Spyro! Spyro: Echo! They let us go immediately. The other
minions threw Spyro behind bars in the room to echoes on the left. Luckily, there were bars in a wall from her cell to him. The minions left. Echo: Echo: She whimped and cried. Spyro: Echo! He runs to the side bars. Spyro: there. I am here. I got you. They were able to hold hands, which was good enough for Echo for now. Dark Spyro:
Well, isn't that sweet? Spyro: Close it! Can't you see she's scared? Dark Spyro: Yes. It's going to be easier for me. A figure from behind steals Echo. Echo: Spyro! Help! Spyro: Echo! No! A familiar laugh could be heard. Dark Spyro: This is Dark Wolfgang. One of my main henchmen. Spyro: You've let them go now! Dark Spyro: and what?
Leave such a poor innocent spirit alone? I don't think so. Now to the execution room. Spyro: No, not! Only you test until you get my claws on you. Dark Spyro ignored him. Echo continued to scream. When the door slammed, something dug through the wall. Spyro: I recognize this compressor. This is Jet Vac! Stealth Elf: and us! She said
exactly when the wall collapsed. Spyro: woah! How did you find me? Stealth Elf: Instinct. Eruptor: It's all in friendship. Spyro: Thank God you did it. Eon: Spyro! Their wing looks awful. Spyro: I know I had an incident with a boom thing, and I crashed into a pillar. Cynder: Spyro! Spyro: Cynder! Cynder: oh! Thank God you're ok. Where is
Echo? Spyro: *gasp* that's true. The execution space. Eruptor: all right Spyro, step to the side. I will take care of it. It melts the iron bars completely, which did not take long. Spyro: fast! Before something worse happens. In the execution room... Echo was strapped to a tension rope. She moaned in pain as she was only slightly stretched.
Dark Spyro: Prepare the laser beam. Dark Wolfgang pressed the buttons to prepare the laser beam. Dark Spyro: young Echo. You have to be so scared. All the events that have happened so far were all I did, I wanted to get rid of all the Skylovers for good and take the Skylands as my own. Then you came in and interrupted my chance to
end Spyro for good. Echo: You will never get your dirty paws on Spyro.Dark Spyro: mine, so feisty. I like it. She growled. Dark Spyro: Let the laser beam begin. The dark Wolfgang turned on the laser beam and when he started, the door was opened by the attack of all. Dark Spyro: What the...? Spyro hit Dark Spyro and pinned him to the
ground. Spyro: You release them immediately. Dark Spyro just laughed. Spyro: What's so funny? Dark Spyro: You are all fools who come together. Now I will take revenge and destroy all of you in one place. Cynder: I don't think so. Everyone has a fight everywhere. However, as the fight continued, the laser beam approached the
Echo.Echo: Spyro! Help! Spyro: Hold on! The only free person at the time was eon. He just thinks about his own business. With his power beard, a mighty smack landed Dark Wolfgang. Eon: hmm... I wonder what these buttons do. He confuses with the machine. Dark Spyro: What are you old guy doing? You will destroy my machine.
Eon: Sorry, I haven't heard you. Then he accidentally hit a button that made some of a small alarm. It made the laser beam a bit faster. Dark Spyro laughed, but Eruptor just blew a fireball in his face and laughed at himself. Eon: no! How can I stop this? Spyro: Allow me Eon.Er was just breathing fire on the machine, but it was a little too
late when he destroyed it because Echo was lasered. It burned and she screamed loudly. Spyro: Come! Get them out of this thing and let's go. The straps from the stretch rope thing snapped off as Eruptor melted them slightly. Dark Spyro: Good luck trying to escape. Spyro: Echo! All ok with you? Echo: Spyro! It burns me and it hurts so
much. Spyro: Don't worry. We'll get you out of here. Echo: Spyro, what are you doing? Spyro: just hold on. He got gripfrom the sides of the Echo and made the bad idea to fly. Echo: Spyro! What are you doing? Your wing is... Woah! Spyro accidentally slipped and let go of Echo. Spyro: Echo! Echo: Spyro! She was caught breathing when
Dark Caught Wolfgang in the neck and lifted her upside down. Spyro jumped and kicked Dark Wolfgang. Spyro: Eleven! Remember to help me? Stealth Elf helped Spyro get Echo on his back. She coughed and moaned in severe agony. Spyro: Don't worry Echo! I'm going to get you out. We're almost there. Echo: it... Burns. Eon: All fast!
Into your compressors. Spyro, you and Echo with me. They all took off before Dark Spyro could do anything else. Dark Spyro: You'll never get away with it. Pop Fizz: We just made it easy! Haha! Eon: great job team. Now back to the academy. Eon's compressor he borrowed from someone and luckily it wasn't enough for Spyro and Echo.
Spyro let Echo slide off his back. Spyro: Echo... *Sigh* everything will be fine. We will be home soon. I love you. Echo: It's ok Spyro. I love you too. What is your wing like? Spyro: Uh, it's still a pain to get used to it. What about you? Echo: See for yourself. He goes to her right and sees the terrible burn sign. Spyro: It looks terrible. Don't
worry, we'll have it treated as soon as we come back. Echo: Thank you. I am... Sorry for such a bad date again. Spyro: No, I'm sorry. It's my fault that I didn't know what was going to happen today. I hope I can do it for them. Echo: *sigh* I don't know if there is more. Spyro: Echo No. Don't say that. Just because we had a bad date doesn't
mean it's the end of the world. Come on, enlivened. Look at the bright side, we didn't have an amazing adventure? Echo: I think. I enjoyed making the training ground like this... I think that's a plus. Spyro: oh yes, this right reminds me. Eon! Eon: Yes Spyro? Spyro: This morning I gave Echo a tour of the Skylands when she was new to the
village and she tried the training ground. She was you would have seen it yourself. It was amazing. She even broke the world record with 9.78 seconds. Eon: hmm, I have to see if it's true for me. Let's just come back and treat these wounds from them. Spyro: Yes Eon. He goes back to the Echo, lays down next to her on her left side and
rests with her head and eyes on her as she rests her eyes. Rests. saw them sleeping together through the rear-view mirror. He smiled and tried his best in the process of returning to the Skylander Academy so as not to awaken them. For what reason exactly? The fact that he thinks it's cute or that he just doesn't want to wake her up? He
has to wake them up when they come back, so what is the point? But Eon thought. He thought that the procedure to heal their wounds could sleep better with them. They came back to Spyro within seconds or minutes, it was a long drive. Eon lifted carefully and carried Spyro into his house and left him on Echo's bed to raise his head so
cynder could bring in and Help Stealth Elf lift Echo and bring her to her bed. They left the curtains wide open, so they had more space. Cynder: Will they be okay? Eon: They are doing well. I have to treat their wounds. Is the ice in Spyro's room still there? Stealth Elf: I'm going to take a look. She went to find out. The ice seemed to be
slowly melting, but hopefully it will be what will work to heal Spyro's wings. The towel was wrapped around him and was ready for use again. Stealth Elf: Here we are Eon. The ice is starting to melt, but hopefully it will work. Eon: Thank you. But I made a need for the fire on Echo. Stealth Elf: You don't need ice cream. All you need is cold
water. I'm going to sort it out. Cynder, you have something against finding a bucket and filling it with cold water. Pop Fizz: We got one here. Stealth Elf: perfect. I have a towel in my room. I'm right back. With two poofs in just two seconds, she has the towel. Cynder also fills the bucket she was asked to do. Cynder: Here we go. Stealth Elf:
Thank you. Echo, can you hear me? Echo yawns and wakes up, as did Spyro, as soon as he almost banged his head on the bed as Echo moved. Echo: I'm awake. What is going on? Stealth Elf: It could get cold, but it could also sting, I'll put this wet towel on the burn on your side. If you need to hold on to something or someone, then you
can. Spyro: You've got me babe, so you should be okay. Echo: Thank you. Do you feel better? Spyro: Well, we're back home, we're not dead, we're still together, and hey! What do you know? We will be treated together. Echo: We had a pretty crazy day, didn't we? Spyro: We certainly did. Stealth Elf put the wet towel on Echo's burn and
for her it felt as if something had forced her to do with Spyro. It didn't take long. Echo: sorry Spyro. The reaction to the incineration has made me do that. Spyro: It's okay. I love you like a love song. Echo: I love you like a love song to Spyro. Cynder: Don't forget me. Spyro: Me never forget you. Love you Tiger. Cynder: oh! I like it! Rawr!
She roared back playfully. Eon: Don't try to move so much Spyro. You need ice on your wing and you have to let it rest. Spyro: I know. Cynder: Can I ask you both? Spyro: Go ahead. Cynder: Thank you. It's the same question for both of you, but I want you to answer both separately as your own way Spyro: Imagination? Cynder: Yes! So if
you both wanted to have a perfect date together, what would it be and why? Spyro: Ladies first. Echo: oh ok. To... Well, every date is perfect with Spyro, it's just... I hate to see him hurt. So if I had to choose the perfect date, it would be to have a nice meal somewhere, to sing, exactly what really doesn't require someone to be hurt as much
as i do today, and as long as I'm with Spyro. She answers the question at the end while leaning her head against Spyro's chest. Cynder: sounds about right. What about you Spyro? Spyro: As long as I am with those I love with all my heart, nothing is better than that. But if I wanted to have the perfect date with Somone, it would include
food, nice weather, maybe a concert and probably a make-out session. Cynder: wow! Always a little bit detailed. Pop Fizz: Can I just say something? Since that date and the other date, things have gone horribly, do you not think that your happiness with data is bad and you never live a perfect life? Cynder: just there pop. It's not every day
that everyone has a bad day. There is always at least one thing to turn a frown on your head. Jet Vac: exactly with you. Stealth Elf: of course. Did something nice happen to you on your bad date today? Spyro: Oh, do I have a story to tell? This morning, when I gave Echo a tour of the Skylands, she wanted to go to the training ground. She
did it, and guess what happened? Pop Fizz: I don't know Spyro. What happened? Spyro: She set the world record with 9.78 seconds. Stealth Elf: wow! Really? That is impressive. Jet Vac: How did you do that? Echo: just a little bit like sound skills! Spyro: You should have seen them. She was so beautiful and majestic. Echo: aw! Stop it.
Spyro: *giggles* anyway, she was fast, she jumped up and used the perfect angles to jump in the right moments. Eon: I still have to see it for it to be true. Spyro: Why don't you believe me? Eon: You obviously don't know me as much as you think. For me to believe in something, I have to witness it personally. Stealth Elf: He makes a good
point there Spyro. For certain things to be true, they need to experience the whole thing, or recorded on a phone. Spyro: oh come! Nobody ever believes me in anything. Echo: That's not true. I believe you, no matter what you have told me. It's actually something about me that if I'm as close friends as you guys, then I would believe
everything. That's what friends are right? Believe and support your loved ones. Everyone stared at each other in a confession and agreed to the echo. Pop Fizz: She's not wrong. Eon: You're right there. I raised Spyro like my own son and since the first day he I have always been proud of him. Echo: Wait, what? You are raised by Eon and
not of your own kind? Spyro: It's a long story. Now is not the time to talk about it. Eon: I found him when he an egg, I was told to take it before it would get worse than he was told. Echo: You... Have you lost your family type? Aawww! I'm so sorry. Spyro: *sigh* it's fine. I will... Finally, get used to it. He was about to put his head on the bed,
but Echo stopped him and slipped her head down so he could put his on it. Eon: Get some rest you two. Who knows what evil we will have to thwart tomorrow? Echo: I hope none. I just want a perfect day. It's all I want. Spyro: I know how you feel. Just get some rest and get your mind off things. Eon: I have to go back. Just keep the ice on
your wing and you should be fine by the morning. Spyro: Thank you Eon. See you tomorrow. Everyone says good night to Eon and right after his break... Echo's stomach rages. Echo: ugh... I am hungry. This also applies to Spyro. Spyro: We didn't prosper much today. Stealth Elf: I'll make you two pancakes. Both Spyro and Echo stood up
and begged excitedly like dogs. Stealth Elf: Wow, you both have to be hungry. If you want pancakes that are bad, then sit. They sit by their command. Stealth Elf: lie down. They lay on their stomachs of their command. Stealth Elf: and stay. Echo: What happened to us? Spyro: I don't know, I think our hunger knew us best. Echo: *giggles*,
that happens to me occasionally. Spyro: I bet it's up to your dog or cat instinct. Echo: *giggles* probably. It's a well-known fact about me. You probably noticed when I was playing with my ball when I was playing that time. Spyro: yes. That's how I know it. You're so cute when you're playing with your new ball. Echo: aw! You're always so
sweet Spyro. Spyro: You should know me now. Echo: I know. You're always sweet. You know, I could never have asked for a friend like you. I'm glad I have you and I'm happy to stay here as long as I want. Spyro: We are happy to have you here. And I couldn't be happier to have you and Cynder than my girlfriend. I'm just surprised you're
both ok when I'm together. Cynder: But of course. We are all friends and seriously, what better than just hanging a friend and crushing their dreams? Spyro: Of course to give you what they deserve. I can't let anyone hang, not even two beautiful women who earn nothing more than me. Stealth Elf came back with the pancakes she
promised. Stealth Elf: Here you are guys. Echo: Thank God, I'm hungry. They got a good stack of pancakes for them to enjoy. They dug right in and didn't waste a second away. When they were both finished... Echo: wow! I never thought that I would Would. I feel so full now. Spyro: I know. It's always so good these pancakes. Echo: so
good! I'm so full that I feel like I'm pregnant. Spyro: I know something else that could make you pregnant. Echo felt embarrassed. Echo: *gasp* uh... Okay... *Giggles* I'm not ready for this Spyro.Spyro: it's fine. We do not have to do it now. Echo: Actually, I said this for a reason. Spyro: well, usually no one does until their Echo: It's not
really... It is because... I... I can't... Get pregnant. Spyro: What?! What are you talking about? Stealth-Elf: How is this even possible? I am sure that there is no way that is true. Echo: Actually, it's scientifically proven... For me and... My family. I don't know if it's still true about me, but it's all I remember. They were so disappointed to hear
about it. How am I... Now that I'm talking about it. Spyro: Man, that's such a bummer. Echo: I know. I've always wanted to live with someone I love and have a family because it's been one of my dreams since I was little. I never thought it would be anything to do with anyone... But... Why me? I mean... Sure, I can... All these things as often
as I want with my lover, but... Spyro: hey, who cares about a small change to a person? All that is important to me are those I love and support and always have a good laugh and live a good life. This illuminated Echo's mood from pure disappointment to gratitude and lover. Then she leaned on Spyro's chest and yawned. Spyro: You have
to be tired. Let's get some sleep. Stealth Elf: We also get better sleep. I come back to check their burning every now and then Echo.Echo: Thank you. I can still feel it burning me. Stealth Elf: Let me take a look. She lifts the towel and Echo's body became very warm within a second. Echo: ow! I wish this burning could stop. Spyro: Don't try
to think about it. Stealth Elf: I'm going to make it a few more wet now so it's more time to sink in and get rid of the burn while you're asleep. If it ever dries out and gets warm, I'll check for myself and wet it again until the fire is completely gone. Echo: Thank you. I just want this misery to end. Spyro: Hopefully it will be until the morning, but
don't worry, I won't leave you after what happened today. Echo: Thanks to Spyro. I was so terrified and upset... I thought I was going to lose you. She screamed quietly, then louder. Spyro: ssssshh. It's over now. Don't think about it and get some rest. Cynder: Good night Spyro. Sweet dreams. Cynder and Spyro kissed. Spyro: the same
for you my honey cake. Cynder giggled and she went sexually to where she would normally sleep now, in Spyro's room, and also blew a kiss that Spyro played along by pretending a catch. Stealth Elf: Good night then guys. Get well rested. Spyro: Night guys. Eruptor, Jet Vac and Pop Fizz went to bed themselves. Echo cried still, but only
slightly. Spyro could hear her whimsy. Spyro: Don't cry Echo. You are with me, and I will never let you hurt again. says when he cuddles up near her and she feels loved and comfortable to fall asleep. (Outro/Credits) Page 6Because it was night in the Skylander Academy, with stars shining and the moon beautiful as always and shining.
Let us not dwell too much on this. Because we zoom our way to Spyro's house. Echo and Spyro slept together sweet and healthy. In the room of the Stealth Elf... She slept until she opened her eyes and had a thought in her head. Had. Eleven: ugh... What did I wake up to? Oh wait, I need to check Echo and its burning. She looked into
the living room to see her sleep. Stealth Elf: They're so cute sleeping together, I couldn't be happier for these two. It approaches them, but only for a reason. But as she approached, she could see echo essing and shrugging. Stealth Elf: She just has to dream, and it seems like a bad dream. But that is not important. She takes the towel
from Echo's side because it was completely dry and still saw burn marks. Stealth Elf: not quite gone? How long has it been? I wet it better again just in case. She turns on the faucet and wetts the towel. When she puts the towel back on Echo's side... Echo suddenly barked and woke up, surprising stealth elf. As a result, Stealth Elf
dropped the towel and it landed on her. Stealth Elf: *moan* now I'm wet. Echo: *gasp* oh my God! Eleven! I'm so sorry if I scared you. Stealth Elf: It's okay, it's happening. Did you have a bad dream or something? Echo: I did. It was... Frightening. Stealth Elf: Well, I don't know what time it is, but... Don't try to think too much about it. Echo:
But I can't help it. Not even after what happened to me and Spyro at this creepy citadel place. Stealth Elf: *sigh* you must have been through some hard things. I'm so sorry for you, but if I were you, you wouldn't want Spyro to see you sad, wouldn't you? Echo: No! I want him to be the perfect person I could ever have asked to be my friend
or friend... or more... I would do anything to make him proud of myself. Stealth Elf: I'm sure he's always proud of you. We are all, but for him he probably couldn't pick another person in the world to be so close to him. Believe me, when I say this, he's my best friend since I first knew him, and I know he would do anything to get someone to
enjoy their time together if it's someone close to him. Sure, he may be reckless and fun, but he means it well. Echo: I still have so many questions that I want to ask him. How did he lie to me that he was raised by his dragon type when he was really raised by Eon? Stealth Elf: He lied to you? Echo: Yes, I was shocked when I knew the
truth, but I still don't know why he would lie to me so much. Stealth Elf: He probably just wanted to make you proud of him for how far he's come. Echo: But would he be here at all if he wasn't raised by Eon? Stealth Elf: So much of a good point you make, just don't think too hard about it. You love him and don't want anything Echo: Of
course not! I would never get away from him. He was so kind and thoughtful. I would never do anything to break his heart. I'm sure Cynder can relate to it. Stealth Elf: *giggles* now you're. Anyway, that could hurt again if I did. Echo: oh, right. I forgot that. Stealth Elf: Does it still hurt? Echo: not as much as before, but I still feel the pain
here and there. Stealth Elf: Stealth Elf: This could hurt more, so prepare for some burning pain. Stealth Elf slowly puts the still wet towel on her side and ensures that echo has not been injured too much. The sparkling feeling of Echo was too much. She gasped and tried to make a scream because she didn't want to wake anyone up. But
Cynder was upstairs, peeing through the door. She was there all the time, but Echo and Stealth Elf never knew. She took the inspirational words of Stealth Elf and used them herself for an idea she had come up with. She closed the door and fell asleep again for the time being. Eventually the towel was completely on echo and they panted
strongly trying to free themselves from the pain. Stealth Elf: slow down. Take a deep breath and fall asleep again. Now I see you in the morning. Echo: Thank you... *Hard to inhale and exhale*... In the morning. Stealth Elf poofs fall asleep again and immediately. For Echo, however... She still had some thoughts in mind. Spyro: Well, that
was nice, don't you think? Spyro spoke and awoke, yawning. Echo: Spyro? How are you awake? Spyro: How could I not be when you were both right next to me? Echo: oh... Right. She lowered her head and Spyro only saw a glance at her until he turned his head. Spyro: hey... What is going on? Is there anything in your mind? Echo: I'm
fine Spyro, it's just... Spyro: about what Stealth Elf said. Echo: Oh, you've heard it all... Didn't you? Spyro: yes... I did. You actually woke me up a little bit when I first heard a bark that I thought came from something else, but it was stone. Echo: Did I do that? I'm sorry. Spyro: Not to be. He puts a paw on her. Spyro: I've heard everything Elf
had to tell you, and what she told you is all true, even about the part that I can be reckless and make fun of some people, but I don't enjoy myself that much... Did I? Echo: not from what I remember. Spyro: right. I forgot that you don't know me so well and we've only recently become friends and a couple, but that wasn't what I was trying to
say. I say that everything Elf has said about me to you and Cynder is true. I would never choose anyone else to be my girlfriend except for you and Cynder. You are beautiful and generous. No one was as friendly to me as you and Cynder. I am so glad that I have been given the opportunity to ask you in particular Echo. You inspire me to
do great things for everyone. Echo: What about Cynder? Spyro: I wanted to come to her. I asked her for a reason, and that's because I wanted her to have someone who could help her know what love feels like and not to be a bad person. It's great that she's a good person and that's why I love her so much. I have decided that I can do
everything to help her with what she wants, because I am the greatest of all. Echo: the greatest of all friends. I love you so much. Spyro: I love you too. They cuddled together. Echo opened her eyes to sudden light that caught her eye. She slowly gasped. Echo: Echo: Do you see that? He saw... Spyro: woah! Echo: I've never seen a
sunrise so beautiful. This is my first time seeing a sunrise. It is so breathtaking and beautiful to watch from here. Spyro: hm! Not as beautiful as the beautiful music lover right next to me. Echo: aaaawww! Spyro... You are so... Spyro: beautiful? He winks at her. Echo: I wanted to say sweet, but yes, you're beautiful too. They cuddled up
again, waiting for the sun to arrive, and the others woke up resting their eyes. At sunrise and the sun was higher up than what they saw before, Spyro wakes up first, trying to wake up Echo, but she made no movement. Spyro: She must be more tired than I thought I had this bad dream and talk all that. He slips out of bed and tries not to
wake her up. Since he is in the seventh heaven as he is, he decided to go to breakfast. However... Something was wrong when he came in. Everyone was up and lucky and there were piles of food on the table. Spyro: Guys, what is it all about? Eruptor: We wanted to give you and Echo something special with a special breakfast. Spyro:
wow! Thank you guys, but what's the real reason? Stealth Elf: We actually want to help you that two have a perfect date. We have seen how disappointed Echo is and we want to help. Spyro: You know you don't have to help properly? I actually planned something for her that I know she will like. but if something comes up, let's leave for
today, unless you really need me. Pop Fizz: Don't worry. We will not let anything invade your date. Stealth Elf: Well, I think it's for the best. I wish you both the best date. Spyro: Thank you. I can see better if she's awake. When he turned his back, the curtains were wide open and Echo was not there. Spyro: Echo! Echo, where are you?



Echo: I'm out here! She screamed for him. Spyro: Tomorrow babe. Echo: Tomorrow beautiful. Spyro: How come you're out here? Echo: I got too hot, so I came outside for fresh air. Spyro: mm! It's warm in there, so I'm not accusing you. By the way, how do you feel? Echo: better than ever. Surprisingly. Spyro: How surprising it is. You
have me and your friends. Echo: true. After what you said earlier, I let many thoughts echo through my head and it made me make my last decisions in life. Spyro: What is it then? Echo: I want to stay with those I love. I know I can stay safe and secure and have a good time with everyone, so I may have said that before, but I will stay here
forever now and I will be more positive. For you, of course. Spyro: That's great, here babe. Actually, I wanted to tell you something. Echo: Next. Spyro: I'm glad you the first time I decided to come here when I first met you. For a second I thought you would only be here for one day and leave us immediately afterwards. Echo: Why should
I? I decided to face my future and see where I am now. I still can't believe that something like this has happened. I am a Skylover in this academy, I have met you and your friends, but better than that? We are together as one, I do not know how this can get better. She explained while cuddling up to Spyro. Spyro: I don't think it works. I
have everything I need. You, Cynder, friends and to the Skylander. I could stay here forever. Echo: I like to hear this from you, because I want to stay with you forever. Who knows, we might just get married. Spyro: We're going to find out for ourselves, aren't we? Echo: I don't really care what happens if I don't stay with you. Spyro: and you
will always do it. They cuddled tighter.???: Spyro! Spyro! Spyro: Hugo? Hugo came across a machine built especially for him. He was an idiot who jumped off when he planted the soil. Hugo: Go from me foul animal! He spoke of a sheep. Spyro: Hugo? What are you doing here? Hugo: I wanted you to help me by burning the existence of
all the sheep. Echo: *gasp* Spyro would never. Hugo: You can talk. You've never had a sheep that hates you so much and chases you until you die. They are seeking revenge, I tell you! Echo: It's probably love that could be you why it follows you. Hugo: No! She wants my soul. Spyro and Echo gave the sheep Hugo cute eyes. But Hugo
saw it with evil red eyes. Hugo: ah! Away from me. Echo sighed angrily and jumped over to fetch Hugo's sheep. Echo: it's ok sheep. If you love him, will you let him go? The sheep thought when they could, and let Hugo go. Echo: That's where we go. Now you're running along. Hugo: Wow, how did you do that? Echo: What to do? Hugo:
You just talked meaning into this thing and it did what you told him. Echo: Sheep do not cause any harm. Sheep can't hurt anyone, they could if they tried, but they wouldn't hurt someone like you. Which one... reminds me... She lowered her body as old and growls at Hugo.Spyro: Echo, why are you growling at Hugo? Echo: Don't you
know? On another day, when people kept telling me that I was wet everyone with my water bombs, which I never did, Hugo screamed at me and wasn't nice, AT ALL! I don't appreciate what you've done to hurt my feelings. Hugo giggles nervously. Spyro: He threatened them? *Growls*, that makes me crazy. Hugo: Please, can we leave it
in the past? I have learned from my mistakes. Echo: You think I'll believe you. She growls and crawls in circles around him, like Hugo.Spyro: You would hurt my girlfriend for no reason? That's not something I appreciate, and to hear that now... I don't think you want to know what you deserve. Hugo: Please, I will do everything to make it
happen to you. I am sorry! Spyro: Apologies are not enough. Eon: What's going on here? Hugo: Eon! Save me from these devils. Eon: explain. Spyro: Let me Eon. Echo just told me that Hugo had When everyone was angry with Echo for using her bubble bomb to moisturize everyone. Eon: ugh... They're still on the pitch. I thought you
would give it up. I don't think so. Echo: Hm! Spyro: Anyone who threatens my girlfriend gets a refund. Eon: Spyro, I thought I raised you well. Just leave it in Past. Calm down and tell me how it started? Spyro breathed a deep breath. Spyro: He came down to seek our help in a sheep incident that Echo happily helped, then she
remembered that it was Hugo who broke her heart when he screamed at her. Eon: *sigh* seriously, all because of a sheep incident? Hugo giggles nervously. Eon: You don't have to worry about that anymore. I take him back so he doesn't have to worry about something small with you. Today you can choose Skylander your own plans for
today as I don't have any orders for you yet. If I do, I will call. Spyro: Thank you Eon. See you later. Eon starts with Hugo. Spyro: I can't believe Hugo did that to you. Echo: I know. It makes me mad just to think about it. But hey, the day is over and let's hope that something like this doesn't have to happen again. Spyro: You did it right.
Echo: So eon said it's a day off? What do you normally do on days off? Spyro: Whatever we want. What do you want to do? Echo: *sigh* I don't know. I mean... I think we could have a date, but... What can we do to make it the perfect date I deserve? Is there so much to ask? She asks to cover half of her face. Spyro: Echo, Babe. Come
on, we can imagine something. Echo: I don't know if I can. All I want is a perfect date. She hid her face more. Her anger from the past with Hugo didn't help either. Once again, she cries. Spyro: Echo, please. Don't cry. Come, calm down. If you need to sleep more, then go ahead. You woke up from a bad dream and it took you a while to
fall asleep again. You still have to be tired because you are not? Echo: I... I think that could be my problem. Thank you Spyro. I'll try... For you, of course. Spyro: This is my beautiful girl. Get some rest now. Spyro helps her sleep, but then goes to the kitchen to talk to everyone else about something. Eruptor: hey Spyro. What was it all
about before? We heard Hugo screaming and begging again and again. Spyro: It was just a day when everyone was crazy with Echo. Nothing serious. Stealth Elf: Where is Echo now? Echo: She needs even more sleep. I think it was because of their moods. Jet Vac: It is a well-known fact that some people have mood swings when they
are tired. Spyro: Yes, and I want to help her with something. Cynder: What about? Spyro: She always doubts herself that she will never have a perfect date. I want to give her the perfect date she deserves after all the disasters she has had to endure for a few days. I just don't know what to do. Cynder: Let's help you. You have to feel
terrible for them after all this. Spyro: That's me Cynder: Let's help you give you two the perfect date that we all think you both deserve. We can help you as you need it. Spyro: Thank you guys. I really appreciate it. Pop Fizz: What if we made a plan first? We can ask people if they can help us. Spyro: hey, that gives me an idea. Ok, so you
know how it is a particular disaster in a Location during our last two dates? Stealth Elf: Yes. Spyro: Well, what if me and she had the food again, but this time she may have something else that might have an obvious way to see if there's a drink of any kind in it. Stealth Elf: Keep yourself, I know where you are. The last time you went there,
she had soup that was hard to tell whether there was a sleeping pot or not. But this time she might have something else that might be obvious to see if a potion is in it or not. Spyro: exactly. But I'm not sure what she would like. Cynder: You can ask them while you're there. What else do you have? Spyro: The only other thing is that when
we had our tour yesterday, we decided to sit in front of the flower garden, which had a beautiful view. That was when we were sent flying through some boom thing. Pop Fizz: a boom thing? Like a meteorite? Spyro: I couldn't see it enough to see what it was. It just came from no, where and landed near us. Stealth Elf: now, whatever it
was, all parts of Skylands that have been destroyed are now fixed... I do not believe that there will be any further prognosis for this any time soon. Spyro: That's good. I just want another thing to make this date perfect, but what? Pop Fizz: a concert! Spyro: I didn't think about that. I'm actually thinking of something we could both do
together that doesn't involve singing because I don't think I'd be very good. Pop Fizz: You're going to be great, don't worry. Spyro: But I still don't do that. Pop Fizz: oh, no matter, then. Stealth Elf: Can't you imagine something you've always wanted to do since she first came here? Spyro: not really. Unless you try to suggest to me with
something like an amusement park. Stealth Elf: Actually, I didn't think about it, but it could work. Spyro: Has anyone ever gone to an amusement park as a date? Stealth Elf: I'm sure some people have. Spyro: hmm... If I find a place on a brochure, I will think about it. Are there other ideas? Jet Vac: Allow me. How about going to a beach
with you both, I'm sure it's one thing that Echo likes to enjoy. Besides, you never know if she's actually ever gone to a beach. Spyro: wow! Getting Smart JV sounds like something we could do together. I've never been to a beach, so I could ask her if she wanted to go. Stealth Elf: Leviathan Lagoon has a beach. You can ask them there.
Spyro: perfect. So these are three things, is there anything else or not? Cynder: Well, I thought of something, but... I don't know if Echo will enjoy it as much as I do. Spyro: Tell Me Cynder: well... I like to watch movies. If I watched one with you, if you asked me for a date, then I would do nothing but sit with you until we decide to do
something else. Spyro: When we have our date, I'll let you choose the movie. Cynder smiled and blushed because of his seductive voice. Spyro: I still don't know if Echo is such a person. I mean, I'll ask her, but I'll see what she's happy with. Eon: I see plan your perfect date. Stealth Elf: hey Eon! Why do you look through our window?
Eon: hmm... I never thought about it, I hold on to it. He takes his time to actually walk in the house. Stealth Elf: So let me guess you actually came for more ice cream, didn't you? Eon: If you don't mind, it's just so hot in the library. Anyway, *clarifies neck, Husatt* Jet Vac: You ok there? Eon: I'm fine. Just have a tickle in my neck. Stealth
Elf: ooo, ice should help, so it's a good thing you've come down. Eon: Yes, and I see Echo sleeping. Must be mood swings. I do not blame her. Eruptor: So what's the point of Eon here? Eon: I actually came down to see if you actually have more ice cream, but now that I'm here and heard about your plan with the perfect date, I want to
give you this Spyro.Spyro: What is this? Eon: It's a ring. Nothing special really, unless you want to give it Echo.Spyro: why? Eon: because if you want to marry her. Everyone has guest, including Cynder. Spyro: are you... Seriously? Eon: Trust me Spyro. I've seen how much you care about Echo and usually people don't get married until
they've been going out for at least two years, but it's your life and your choice. If you want Echo as your future wife, give it to her during your date. Spyro: How do you ask if you want to get married? Eon: Just kneel down and tell her what you love most about her, then go ahead and spill the question. Spyro: wow! I mean... It feels like a
great opportunity. Of course I want to do that, it's just... For one thing, she cannot get pregnant because she had proof of it at a young age. Eon: Is that true? Cynder: You have to ask them yourself. She told us last night after you left. Eon: hmm... This could be annoying if you want to start a family with her Spyro.Spyro: I'm actually ok with
it. She made a good point that had to do with it, so I'm good. As long as I'm obviously with her. Stealth Elf: Here it is Eon. Eon: ah! Thank you Eleven. Hopefully this will get rid of this tickling in my neck. Stealth Elf: it should do. What do you say to Spyro? You will or not? Spyro: well... I mean, I'd like to, but... Cynder: Spyro, hun... Go for it.
Spyro: Sure? Cynder: It's okay. I will be one of her maids. Echo was more emotional upstairs in the living room than she was before and she heard muffled words from the kitchen. The words she fully formulated were what Cynder ended up saying to The Girl of Honour Echo: Maid of Honor? What are they talking about? No matter, at
least I got more sleep. She could feel the design coming in, and she danced happily to get all parts of her body hit by the design. She moaned when the design hit her stern. Echo: Think I'll see what everyone else does. Luckily for everyone else, Echo came in at the right time when they were just finished talking about marriage and that.
Spyro: hey babe. Feeling better? Echo: Yes, I got a great design from the outside and wow it felt so good. Spyro: They seem to Now. I'm glad to see you like that. Echo: I'm glad to be like that. Hm? Hey guys. Stealth Elf: You get a good break? Echo: It couldn't get any better like that. Spyro: Then you have to be full of energy. Echo:
*giggles* more like full love. I can't wait to hear what you have for our perfect date. Spyro: Well, I have the date for you. I asked everyone to help me find something, and I think I have a few things we could do. Echo: Next. Spyro: ok, good... How do you feel about eating a meal again? Echo: That will be true later? Spyro: of course. I want
to make it special for you because I love you and don't want anything anymore. Echo: aw! Anything else? Spyro: Well, I didn't think you like watching movies, so I have... Echo: I do. Not as much as I used to, but I still do. Cynder: Told you she would. Spyro: hmhm! Nice to know, but I actually wanted to ask if you would like to go
somewhere to swim. Echo: ha! Did we meet? I love going swimming. I did a lot of the beach near the Leviathan Lagoon before I decided to become a Skylander and live here. Stealth Elf: really? Echo: Yes. I loved the feeling of the wind along my face as I hovered over the water. Stealth Elf: Well there, you go Spyro. Spyro: Why don't we
go down? Echo: Really? Spyro: Yes, I've never been there and I thought I'd experience what it's like with you. Echo: What are we waiting for? Let's go and have our perfect date. Eon: Have fun with two. Echo: Oh, I know we're going to do that. Come to Spyro. Stealth Elf: Enjoy guys! They run away, well... Echo does, but Spyro flies.
Spyro: They seem excited. Echo: You bet it's me. I wasn't in the time. When they got there... Echo: We are here. I miss it so much. Oh! The feeling of sand under my paws. I miss everything. Spyro: That's not going to get better with me here? Echo: Of course it will. I never thought I would bring anyone here, but I'm glad you decided to do
that. Spyro: everything for you babe. Echo: aw! Thank you very much for that. You are the best. They hugged tightly. Echo: Do you want to see something amazing? Spyro: You are amazing as you are. Echo: *giggles* you're always so cute. Spyro: It's not my job? Echo: You can call it what you want. But you don't always have to do that.
Spyro: I know I'll just let you know that I'm always there when you need me. Echo: I already know that. I'll tell you that you're the only friend I've ever had, and everyone back when I was wrong doubted i'd ever get one. Spyro: Well, look at us. Look at how far we have come together. Echo: *swoon* I know. I could never find you for a
Person leave. Spyro: aw! Come here. They make it up. Back at the Academy... The Skylanders seemed to be in a battle with some Greebles. Eruptor: What's going on with these Greebles? Stealth Elf: Seriously, why are they here? We just know they're doing bad things as usual. Greeble: That's right, and we're not telling you what we
want. Jet Vac: What you want is an explosion in the face. He says how he shoots his vac pistol. What the transition with Spyro and Echo is all about... Echo: Do you want to see something amazing? Spyro: I am all eyes. I never put my eyes off you. Echo goes to the edge of the country she was on. Spyro saw the ring Eon gave him. He
had the question in mind, but he didn't know the best time. Spyro: I would like to ask them. She means everything. I know I haven't known her as long as everyone else in Skylands, but I love her. She loves me, I know she would do anything for me and I would do anything for her. It's only a few days. I can wait. I ask when I think she is
ready. Which may not be until later in life. His thoughts continued for the time being. All he wanted is for Echo to be happy. Echo: Ready babe? Spyro: ready when you are. With the performance she showed Spyro, she jumped as high as she could, tipped over at the front and the tail beat the water, so that it splashed in all directions while
she also dived. Spyro: wow! That was nice! Echo popped under the water to her floating position on her back. Echo: You're just saying because I didn't? Spyro: maybe. Echo: Admit it. You love me too much, no matter what I do, you will always say that everything is beautiful. Spyro laughed for only a second. Spyro: You got me. Echo
rises out of the water and sees Spyro above her as she remains on her back. Spyro: do you want to continue? Echo: Yes. Why not? We don't want to be right forever? Spyro: true. How about the food? Echo: Sure. I could do with something big. Spyro: mmhm... Echo: not this way. Although I am curious now. Spyro: woah ok babe! Do we
not want to take things to another level now? Echo: I'm just playing with you. Spyro: Let's go back. Wouldn't you like to miss our important date? Echo: Yes. Well! But I'm curious. She then said think. When they came back to the academy... Both noticed that their friends were fighting a group of Greebles. Spyro: seriously? Exactly at the
time when we wanted to enjoy our food. Echo: It's ok. It won't take long? Spyro: I hope not. Let's fight Greebles! Just how he took a leap. Echo noticed that he dropped something. Echo: What the... Direct aid? A ring? Why shouldn't he... *Gasp* he. Spyro: Time to send them home! Stealth Elf: Welcome back Spyro. How did you enjoy
going to the beach with Echo? Spyro: amazing! I knew my first time would be fun. Pop Fizz: We're happy. Where is Echo now? She's over there. Probably watching me be amazing. Stealth Elf: You know what it is like. Echo of where Spyro and they came back was shocked... Echo: He... He wants to marry me. Oh... My... God. She said to
herself. Echo: I wouldn't have thought he would ask so early. Either that or he thinks it's safe for the moment. I think I'm going to bring it back to the house for the time being. She picks it up and just slides it onto one of her fingers. Surprisingly, it fit perfectly on her ring finger. Echo: Spyro! Spyro: Yes babe! Echo: I have to go home really
fast. I will meet you the restaurant ok? Spyro: k! Love you! Echo: Love you too! She runs back to try to hide what Spyro had for her so he wouldn't know he dropped it. As soon as she came back, she immediately went to put it somewhere safe, which were some draws in her room, so she put it in the top one. Echo: wow! I can't believe it.
He really wants to marry me. *Swoon* I meet him better in the restaurant. Hopefully he's done with these weird... Greebles called it 'em? Whatever. She closes the draw almost completely so she knows what drawing the ring was in and ran back to find Spyro. When she came back. Why were they all knocked out? The Greebles and all
Skylovers. Echo: Spyro! What happened? Spyro: ugh... Kaos... He... Knocked us out. Echo: Kaos? That short bald guy? Kaos: Yes. I remember you were covered when you were walking. No matter now that you're here... Kaossandra: Kaos! Stop! Kaos: *angry sigh* what is it mother? Kaossandra: I thought you said I could trust you. Look
at what you did to the Skylanders. Kaos: You just don't get it, you mother? These skyloonies are my enemies. All I want is a world where I can rule all over Skylands, where no Skyloner can stop me. Echo: uh... Don't you forget something? Kaos: oh yes. I forgot to ask the only one who still p to destroy my bucket list. Kaossandra: *most
annoying moaning*, that's it! She grabs his arm and storms away furiously. Kaos: Get out! Only me, KAOS! destroy these Skylamos for good. Kaossandra: I just don't know what to do with you anymore. I thought I could trust you to be such a nice little boy, but why do you insist on doing what you do? Kaos: Mother please, I can change.
Plea-ea-ea-ea-ease! His voice fades. Eon: oh! Thank God his mother arrived on time. Is it good for everyone? Stealth Elf: I think so, but I think something is wrong with us. Pop Fizz: ugh... After that, I don't think I could eat another ice cream for days. Eon: Echo, you have to do something to help us. We seem to be losing energy. Echo:
I've had it with all of these. I don't know what's going on with everyone these days, but all I want is a perfect day. Spyro: Echo... You're welcome. Listen to me. Echo: What is the baby? Tell me. Spyro: I wanted all this to be the perfect date for you. Even if it had to involve fights. I'm sorry you see me like that, but you have something with
you that can save us all, don't you? How about a siren song instead of a siren scream.Echo: I... I never tried. No one has told me to use it unless it is for a good reason. Spyro: You can echo it... for me... For all of us... We need you. Echo: I will... I'll try. For you, because I love you. She sat down and calmed her mind. Quietly singing as the
song of the heart reached everyone. It pumped up their hearts, slowly and steadily got their energy back, and everyone stamped their feet in the beat. Set it all free by Scarlett Johansson was sung, but only the acoustic version and only the first version and the last choir were sung. Everyone cheered like everyone else Energy was back.
The Greebles just ran back. Eon: Echo! You've done it! Your siren song saved us all. Echo: I think I have this kind of gift. Jet Vac: You guess? You are the gift. If it wasn't for you, we wouldn't be like that. Echo: But what happened that knocked you out of the game? Stealth Elf: Kaos used a strange magic that spread around us. A kind of
off-key music. Echo: Good with me here, you won't worry. With my music and strength, no one can beat me. Not even if they tried. But. Ow... She approached Spyro. Echo: Should we Spyro? We still have a meal to have. Spyro: We will be beautiful. Everyone was staring and watching, then they went to the restaurant together. When the
two dragons came in, they were greeted so kindly. Mabu waiter: hello! What can we do with you today? Spyro: Table only for 2nd Mabu waiter: another date? Spyro: yes. After the last one we wanted to catch up, so we're here. Mabu Kellner: this way. The waiter leads the two dragons to their table. Mabu-Kellner: Is there anything we can
get for you? Spyro: We'll take what's coming. For me I have the same soup again. Echo: I'll take a non-spicy soup. Mabu Waiter: immediately. While they waited... Spyro: Echo... Don't mind if... I ask you something? Echo: What's going on? Spyro: well... I got something from Eon this morning and I didn't know how to feel. It felt like I wasn't
ready for something like that so early, but... I was hoping... You were so great and beautiful. Echo knew where he was going and gasped. Spyro: I have loved you since I first put my eyes on you. I'm glad you decided to stay here... with me... With everyone. So I can... He realizes that he doesn't have the ring on him. Spyro: What the...?
Where is it? Echo: You ok? Spyro: Yes, I just seemed to have replaced something. Echo sighed and explained... Echo: Spyro... I know what you're going to say. You want to marry me, don't you? Spyro: What? *Giggles nervous* no, why should I do something so stupid? Echo: Spyro... I know when you're lying. You were looking for the
ring, weren't you? You really dropped it when you started fighting. When I said I was going home for something. I left the ring in the raffle next to my bed. Especially because... I... I don't know yet if I'm ready. Spyro: oh... I see what it is like. Echo: No Spyro, please. I love you so much and I appreciate everything you do for me. I'm just
saying that... Because we haven't known each other for so long... I just want to... What do I say at all? Of course I want to marry you Spyro, it's just... Can we... Do you have more time to... Do you know... Spyro: I know what you're going to say. Understand. I'm just saying to myself that you've been with me since we first met, and we've
never separated nearly long enough to have some special feelings that we haven't felt yet. Echo: I know what you mean. I mean... I miss you every second of my life when I'm not with you, especially when I'm upset. I always want you to work with me I'm safe and I know where I am. Spyro: aw! I miss you too. I feel the same way about
Cynder. But as beautiful and generous as you are, I would never change you for anything in the world. Echo: aw! That's so nice for you to say that. Just a short question, if you don't mind: Do you find it strange that we met only a few days ago and we left and now you are asking me to marry you? Spyro: It may sound weird, but I couldn't
help myself how beautiful you are. Echo giggled and blushed. Echo: I... Guess you're right. Mabu waiters: Here are your soups. Enjoy.Spyro: Thank you very much. Echo: Thank you very much. There is no spice right? Mabu waiter: nope, the same as last time, with the rings of sweetness as last time. Echo: And you didn't meet someone
from the usual, did you? Mabu Kellner: the last time I did it. There was this wolf guy who poured such a weird potion of some kind. But this time no wolf man. Echo: Thank you. You can run along now. Spyro: So where was I? Echo: To be honest, I let myself forget with my mind about food, which we even talked about. Spyro: oh good.
Let's eat. And so with Spyro and Echo enjoy every meal. They had a date that neither of them would ever forget. Then on the way home when it got dark... Echo: wow! I enjoyed our date Spyro. Spyro: That's what I did. Would you say it was perfect? Echo: not perfect perce, but yes. The only downside was with the Greebles and Kaos, but
besides, I would say that this was a perfect date Spyro. Spyro: I'm glad to hear that. Let us now rest some whatsoever. Who knows what will bring us tomorrow. Echo: You did it right. Spyro put a wing on her back and they both went home and slept their night together. But Spyro, he puts Echo to sleep and then decides to sleep with
Cynder for tonight. Both kissed and slept. Page 7Hey guys. I thought you might be curious about how Eon came back to the Skylander Academy, so this episode is all about that. This episode takes place before Episode 1: Love and Friends, and after Season 3 of the original Skylanders Academy, which may already be obvious, but I
thought I would do it now. This episode won't last that long either, so no worries will be needed. Lxlxlxlxl's offer of Spyro was a hard biscuit. For a few days to find SpyroDragon art or stay with the Skylanders he worked with and befriended. Although it was difficult for him to say goodbye to all his friends for the time being, he decided to let
Eon help him find his dragon, although it would be a long journey. Continue with Spyro and Eon... Spyro: so Eon. How long does this trip even take? Not for too long. We just have to pass through this portal. Don't worry, but the time is the same there as it is here, so you don't have to worry Time travel situation. However, the portal will not
open until two days have elapsed. So do it last. Spyro: ok. Here we go. You're going to be there, right? Eon: Would I ever leave behind someone I've raised all these years as my own son? Spyro: I know it's just... Eon: I know that my sacrifice will take a while to get used to it, but I'm always there. Are you ready to see your family friendly?
Spyro stares back and thinks of his friends. Eon: There is still time to repent. Spyro: I'm just worried that they'll forget me when I do. Eon: Don't forget Spyro. When they are in your heat, you will be in their hearts, never forgetting your time together for the last three years. Spyro: Yes, you're right. What am I worried about? Let us do this.
Both enter through the portal in the sky. Fast travel... Spyro screams where eon just doesn't care. After such a horror ride for Spyro, both passed the portal. (Introduction) The portal has been handed over. Spyro felt nauseous, he almost vomited until he had locked himself up. Eon: Here we are Spyro.Spyro: Where are we? Eon:
Welcome... To dragon banks. Spyro: woah... Dragon's Shore... Sounds like a place to me. Where are the dragons? Eon: Allow me Spyro. Because of his ghostly appearance, he radiated a bright light from his birthmark on his forehead. Some dragons reacted. Spyro: uh... I don't get it. What should it do...????: Eon! Welcome back. How is
my son doing? Spyro: wait... Who are you? Eon: Spyro, this is your real father... Ignitus. Ignitus: I am so proud to see my son after all this time, I thought you would be gone forever from m.Spyro: Ignitus... Father? Ignitus: Hey everyone! My son has returned. Everyone around him muttered about Spyro's return. Ignitus: For anyone who
does not know my son, meet Spyro. Eon brought him to safety all the time after the war. Altair: Man... Spyro. Impressive! I'm Altair. Where were you all the time? Spyro: I have uh... I stayed with all my friends at skylanders Academy. I wonder how they do it. Ignitus: Come on Spyro. Let us give you a tour of the village. Spyro: Thank you,
but... My friends. Ignitus: I know how much pain you have to go through to do this to your friends, but why don't you spend the two days here with your old pops. Spyro: well... As I am here now, I could. But I was also hoping for something else. Ignitus: go on son. What do you have to ask? Spyro: I had hoped that one day the real Eon
would be here and he never left us. Ignitus: I see. You miss him after his sacrifice to protect the core of light, right? Spyro: Everyone at home does it. But I do it above all, I such a strong bond with him and he protected me from all evil. He takes care of all the Skylovers he has worked with and they all miss him as much as I do. Please, is
there a way? Ignitus: When I say that it would only take a minute to prepare, or no time at all. Spyro: that's how you say... Altair: We all have bring someone of your choice back to life when we all come together. All of us, including you Spyro. Spyro: I will do everything I can to get Eon back. No matter what it takes. Ignitus: I love your spirit
Spyro. But it is best if we wait until dusk, come, let's give you a tour. In the Skylander Empire... All the cadets played sheepball while the Skylovers watched. However... Eruptor: hey guys. I don't know anything about you, but I suddenly feel weird. Stealth Elf: Yes, me too. I think it's like... We are missing something. Jet Vac: If only we had
Spyro. Stealth Elf: Wait a minute... Let's get the cadets over. I think I got it. Pop Fizz: hey everyone, Stealth Elf has something important that she has to tell everyone. Can we all sit around somewhere? Stealth Elf: wow! Thank you Pop.Pop Fizz: You are welcome. They all jump down. Hex: What is so important? Stealth Elf: Well, I don't
know anything about you, but does anyone feel weird in any way? Cynder: well... I feel something and I think it has something to do with Spyro because I'm worried about him. Where is he? Stealth Elf: not safe. But I think you got something. Nobody knows where Spyro is. Hex: Do you think he went somewhere after leaving these
Skylians in the cloud forever? Stealth Elf: That seems like something he does, and I know him the longest. Who knows what could have happened to him. Eruptor: You think that's bad. Eon has made his sacrifice to save all the skylands. What if we never see him again. Kaossandra: I'm sure he's doing well where he is. He made the right
choice when Kao's robot almost destroyed the core of the light. If he never returned my strength to me, that wouldn't have happened. I miss him as much as you miss him. I know it is difficult to carry on, but we have to do what we can do for our own sake. Stealth Elf: I agree. So what if he never comes back? all we know is that He belongs
in our hearts, and we will protect the heavenly lands for his sake. Everyone: right! Back in the Dragon Kingdom with Spyro... Spyro: This place is awesome. I could stay here forever, but... I don't know if I want to. Ignitus: I know how you feel about your friends. The next portal opens tomorrow at dusk. Keep your hopes alive and your heart
will take you where you really belong. Eon: He's right. Find the place you think you really belong somewhere deep within you. Only then do you really believe that you deserve what is best. Spyro: Thank you guys. As long as I have you back, that's good enough for me. Well, time to enjoy what I can. And... He does... Mostly... Every single
thing he enjoys, he always thinks that his in the Skylands. Mixed feelings fill his mind, excitement, anxious, happy, sadness. At dusk... All dragons were summoned together. Ignitus: It is a pleasure for me to have everyone here. My son Spyro has a few words for all of you. Spyro: Thank you Dad. *Clear throat* I really enjoyed today. All
the attractions that were here, awesome. Sorry, I do this it's kind of my thing. Anyway, I wanted to say that as much as I'm happy to be here with all my dragon art with the amazingly impenetrable scales like mine, I'm actually only for two reasons. The first was to see my family friendly after Eon had kept it a secret for a long time. Ignitus:
Why would you do this? Eon: to protect it from damage. There is someone back in our home realm called Malefor who lives there. Altair: Malefor?! Our enemy. Spyro: Yes, but that's not all. He has a daughter who is really a good guy and not a bad guy, even though she grew up to be bad. She made the right choice because she has the
heart and many friends she can always rely on. Ignitus: Cynder, am I right? Spyro: Yes. She first came to the Skylands to be a Skylander, a hero, not an enemy. That's why she's my friend. Ignitus: This is my boy. Go on son, tell them the other reason. Spyro: right... I also came here to help everyone bring Eon back to life. Everyone in the
Skylands misses him like me. We all want nithnot more than to pursue his future of Skylands, but we cannot do this, that we do not know what the next step is. So please can anyone help me? Ignitus: Come on all! For my son's sake! We may not have done anything like this, but it's worth a shot. Gather around everyone. All dragons
including Spyro form a huge circle. Ignitus: Eon. If you dpdon mind stepped in the middle. Eon's rudder was in the middle and he did as he wished. Ignitus: Now everyone is gathering our energy. Spyro, everything we do is like a meditation session. Spyro: ah! Gotcha! Ignitus: All ready? Everyone nods and Ignitus begins to recover the
meditation... Thing... I don't know what to call it. The rudder hovered. Eon was preparing for what was to come. Energy and energy flow, Eon revived and with no time at all. Eon was back. All the dragons slowed down when Eon was full again. When Spyro opened and saw Eon, he didn't know what to think. Spyro: Eon? Are you really
back? Eon: Why don't you come out? Come here Spyro.Er said as he knelt and held his arms in preparation for a hug. Spyro immediately ran to him and hugged him, as he did differently the last time he tried. Spyro: I can't believe you're really back. He cried. Ignitus: Eon, Spyro, the portal has returned. Eon: so soon. Altair: It has to be
emotions and emotions from your friends. Do you want to go back? Spyro: Yes. It was nice to see you all and get to know you all, but I really belong to my friends. Stay awesome and I could do e again, but who knows? Ignitus: Have a safe life, Son. Spyro: I'm going to be a dad. Spyro hugged his father. Spyro: I will never forget you, Dad.
Ignitus: I will never forget you, even son. We hope to see you again one day. Eon: You ready Spyro? Spyro: Am I ever? Pay attention to everyone! Thank you again. And back through the portal they go. They were back in their realm. Eon acted just like last time without worrying about gravity... But he did when he started to fall. Spyro
Spyro luckily and carried him behind his house. Eon: We're back. How do you feel now? Spyro: I feel great. Now I don't have to worry about my dragon type anymore. Eon: Should we find the others? Spyro: hold on. I have a better idea. I think everyone will study farm playing sheep ball again. What I'm going to do is put in something to
hide from everyone as they think that if they see you, they might ask how you go back. Eon: good point Spyro. Ignitus must be proud of you. Spyro: I know he will be. Let me now have all the conversations. His plan was underway. On the pitch or in the stadium... Cynder: I can't take that anymore. Where is Spyro? I need him here. Cynder
was on the urge to cry. Stealth Elf was there for her when Cynder yelled at her. Stealth Elf: da Cynder. I'm sure nothing bad happened to him. Kaossandra was sad for everyone who missed Spyro and Eon. She missed Eon herself. Spyro: hey guys! Spyro screams to everyone! Cynder: Spyro!? Everyone: Spyro! All grouped hug with
Spyro. Cynder: Where were you? I thought, because you weren't with us, something bad could have happened. Spyro: Everything is fine. I just didn't know how much you would really miss me after I decided to find my dragon. Stealth Elf: You found your dragon? Spyro: yes. It's been some good times. I wouldn't have done it if it hadn't
been for anyone else. Pop Fizz: Who was it? Kaboom? No, wait... Uhm... Snapshot? Spyro: no pop. Someone who is wiser than these two. Everyone is preparing for a story. Everyone was suddenly sitting and listening cheerfully. Kaossandra was out of time, but she was also interested. Spyro: so... I was back in my room until a random
ghost of Eon appeared. I thought he was really back, but no, just a ghost. Cynder: Spirit? Spyro: Keep cynder. He actually spoke to me and he could even hear me, he asked if I wanted to find my dragon, which I did. I was tough on myself because I was worried about you, but I did what I was most curious about. So I met her in the
Dragon Kingdom in a place called Dragon Shore. It was an amazing place. All attractions and everything. You should have been there. That is not the important part. Something crazy has happened. I asked my family if there was a way to bring Eon back, obviously out of curiosity, but it turned out that there was indeed. Kaossandra:
*gasp* so what happened? Did they bring him back? Spyro: You certainly did. But who knows where he could be? The box he was standing on opened like a surprise box on birthdays or Christmas. All: Eon! Everyone was crying when Eon was really there, everyone gave him hugs. Cynder has obviously become more But she was still
happy to see Eon: I'm so happy to see your happy faces. Stealth Elf: Eon ... I thought you'd ever come back. Eon: Everything is fine. There is no reason to worry. Kaossandra: Eon? I thought you... Eon: Kaossandra, I know how you feel. He stony out his arms for them. Kaossandra didn't want to at first, but she wanted her Kaossandra: I
missed you so much. Kaossandra: there. I'm back now. Both kissed. But everyone was outraged. Kaossandra: I don't think I need to be here anymore. Eon: next. Do what you need, keep Kaos captive and never let him come here again. Kaossandra: I will do everything for you. I'm so glad to see you again. Eon: and I you. Kaossandra:
Take care of my Light King now. Eon: Be careful. Who wants pancakes? Everyone was cheering. And as I said, not a long episode, but hey, at least you now know the story of how Eon returns to Skylands. One more thing... Eon: Skylander! If I can have your attention! He caught everyone's attention. Eon: I am now presenting that I am
back in business and nothing will prevent us from achieving our goals. That is how it will be! For we will all protect the heavenly lands from evil. Everyone was cheering. And as the last thing for me is the day after, when Episode 1 begins love and friends. Hope you've enjoyed guys and when someone literally has something they want to
tell me. Then move on. I am always free. We can play games, movies, whatever... Including, if someone has ideas for future stories, I can make, maybe if there are any changes you can think of, literally whatever. Anyway, be kind to each other and remain another. Talk to you another time. Page 8Dark. Night. Gloom. Wait, who describes
the night time this way? What do I do? Here we are at night in skylanders Academy, the night Spyro and Echo just returned home from their date. Spyro slept with Cynder instead of Echo for the night. Speaking of Cynder... What worries them? She trembles in her sleep. Must be a bad dream... Cynder's dream... She was in Malefor's
kingdom and sat around doing nothing. Malefor: ah! Cynder. There you are. I was looking for you. Cynder: Dad? I thought you... Malefor: What were you thinking? That I was dead. *Bad laughter* hilarious. This is a dream. Right? Dreamcatcher: You did it right! Cynder: Dreamcatcher?! Dreamcatcher: nice to see you here Cynder. Oh wait,
this is the dream kingdom. Where I am all powerful. *Laughter* Cynder: just because this is my dream doesn't mean you can look into what I'm doing and take over. Dreamcatcher: oh! Stupid me. What shall I do? Give you a beautiful dream? Cynder: Well, I dreamed of eating a nice meal with Spyro.Dreamcatcher: Spyro, you say? I
thought he was going to go out with echo. Cynder: It's different. He's actually going out with her and me, he's not two-timing because both me and Echo are ok when he does. Dreamcatcher: You say that, but what if that happened? Dreamcatcher covered the whole area to be in the academy with Spyro and Echo.Spyro: Cynder! Spyro!
You have to help me. Spyro: ha! Do you help? I do not know what you are talking about. Why should I help you? You don't use me any more after what you did to me. Cynder: Spyro No. You have to understand me. I would never do anything to harm you. Echo: That's a lie. You have been raised by times for which you are evil and do not
care about anyone. cares. are a disgrace. Come to Spyro.Spyro: yes darling. Oh! By the way. We don't go out any more and we don't have any more friends. Cynder: Spyro! No! You're welcome?! She thought she was running where spyro and Echo came away from her without looking back. Dreamcatcher: ha! See! How do you feel now?
Cynder: *growls* I know this is a dream, and I know it would never happen. Dreamcatcher you: wow! Clever dragon. Nevermind, guess I'm just going to put a spell on you. She laughs insanely and Cynder screams, so suddenly that she knocked Spyro off the bed and hit his head on the floorboards. End of the dream... Cynder: *gasp* oh
my God! Spyro! Are you ok? I'm so sorry. Spyro: *moans* ow! My head. Cynder, what happened? Cynder: I'm so sorry Spyro. I didn't want to do that. Please, don't... Break my heart. Spyro: What? Cynder... What is being talked about? Cynder: huh? Oh! I just... She lowered her head on his chest and also cried. Spyro: Cynder... Babe.
What is going on? You can speak to me. Cynder: Spyro... I... I just... Had... A bad... Dream.Her crying got louder. It also aroused Echo. Spyro: hey. Shshshshshssshhhhhhh. There. Calm down. Echo: Is everything okay here? Spyro: hey Echo. Cynder had a bad dream. Cynder: It was horrible. *Sniffing* d... Dreamcatcher... You... Spyro:
hey, slowly there. Calm down. I got you. She slowed her down and tried to breathe deeply. Cynder: Dreamcatcher... Showed me something that... I never wanted to experience. Echo: What did she show you? Cynder: She gave me two and... Both of you... Hated me... I did something for something and left myself in the dust. Spyro: hey
come now. They know that would never happen. We would never leave you in the dust. Echo: Even if you did something wrong. You can't just blame yourself. Sometimes you just have to show yourself who you really are and what your friends make of you. For us, of course, we see you as a beautiful, loving dragon who deserves nothing
but true friends you can always rely on. Spyro: You know, she makes a really good point. You have us and the Skylovers to protect you. Never forget that. We are always looking for each other. Especially our loved ones, who are both of you for me. Cynder: Thanks to Spyro. I love you. She says they crunch at the chest. Spyro: I love you
more. Echo: What now? Spyro: now... I don't know, but now that you're both here. I thought we could stay together and watch the beautiful sunrise, as we did the other night Echo.Cynder: huh? Cynder saw the sunrise and man was beautiful. All sunrises and sunsets are beautiful. Cynder: It's so beautiful. I've never seen anything like it.
Also with you Spyro.Spyro: I know. It really is Right? Cynder: That's it. Stealth Elf was upstairs in her room and she also watched the sunrise. Eruptor and the other two were still asleep. Go figure. Spyro used his free wing to bring Echo closer to him and Cynder, and they all hugged it, all watching the sunrise together. It was then a She
later appeared in Spyro's room. Stealth Elf: Don't you look cute together? Spyro: hey Elf. How long have you stood up? Stealth Elf: that's when I heard crying. I wanted to come, but I forgot that you slept here, so I didn't want to bother you. Spyro: It's Gucci. There is always room for another person to come by and help to sort things out in a
positive way. Echo giggled. Spyro: you ok babe? Echo: Yes. I just thought I heard something else, but I don't mind. Anyway, so we're up. Why don't we have breakfast? We can wait for the other three correct ones? Stealth Elf: Why not? These guys always sleep anyway. So in the kitchen they go... Stealth Elf: What do you fancy? Echo: I
don't know anything about you, but I want something that's not pancakes this morning. Stealth Elf: Well, I could do something fruity for you if you're ok with it? Echo: Sure. Whatever comes, I'm ok with it. Oh! But no onions. I have had the worst experiences with them. Cynder: Why? What happened? Echo: Let's just say it was raw and
made me sick. Spyro: cooked onion? Echo: never tried. Since then, I've actually been afraid of onions. Cynder: woah! Talk about allergies. Spyro: ok Cynder doesn't have to be feist here. Cynder: Sorry. Dreamcatcher appeared to be outside the door window to the kitchen. She nodded and wrapped up a plan in her big head.
Dreamcatcher: I get a good Cynder. They just wait until everyone sees who you used to be. As for Eon in the library... He was on the phone with someone. Eon: ah yes... Mmhm... Oh! *Laughs* well, that's a way to regulate this right. Then... He only sees Hugo staring at him. Eon: really ok. I have to go. Speak later. He hangs up the
phone. Eon: ah! Hugo, what can I do for you? Hugo: I just wondered if they could sign it. Eon: What is the purpose of this? Hugo: It's for a competition for all the girls of Skylands. It was Hex's idea and I thought everyone would enjoy it. Eon: What kind of competition? Hex: a competition of beauty and style. Eon: You mean like a fashion
show? Hex: I think that's a way to look at it. Eon: hmm... I'm going to give him some time hex. I'll let you know what I think as soon as I do something with something. Hex: I leave it to you to master Eon. Come on Skull.Skull: You really had to? Hex: Come on skull, couldn't it get so bad now? Both growl when they go out. Hugo giggled
nervously. Hugo: I'm just going to... Head to back. Hugo just goes on and leaves Eon for his peace. Eon: hmm... So does Hex want some kind of competition or competition, or them? An idea came to his mind. Eon: Dear Hex. I have a suggestion that could bring you to happiness. I thought that because you and Brawl together well and
Echo and Cynder come great, how about a teamwork race between you and Roller Brawl for one team, and Cynder and Echo in the other. That may not have been what you expected, but I heard you say you wanted it to be all the girls from the Skylands. So that Flashwing and chill in one way or another if you decide to include. Sign
below if you agree and I will reach them as soon as possible. It will start tonight as soon as you are ready. He writes on a piece of paper. Spyro: Good morning Eon.Eon: ah! Good morning to all of you. What can I do for you? Spyro: Well, we actually wondered if you have news for us. Eon: I actually do. Thanks to Hex. Cynder: Hex? Eon:
Yes. She came in before asking for some kind of fashion show... Competition... What she wanted to throw for all the girls in Skylands. Cynder: That sounds nice. Eon: But I said I would give her time and think for me. So I made a proposal. What do you think about working in a team for this teamwrot race against Hex and Roller Brawl?
Echo: Hex and Roller Brawl? Cynder: You are good friends of you are also some cadets who want a Skylander like me. Echo: I wish you good luck in the future. Cynder: Thank you. So what do you say? Until a team match against other girls. Echo: good... I don't think it can hurt to participate in something and become famous for
something right? Spyro: You say that when you're a singer. Echo: true. I'll do it. Go team... To... Cynder: Dragon. Echo: I like it. Go team dragons. Eon: We will need Hex to sign this letter if she agrees. Cynder: I give it to her son. I will ask them to sign it, as was your idea. Eon: Thank you Cynder. Now we're off! It won't be until tonight, so
I'll give another day off to do everything i.e. prepared for this evening. Echo: Thank you again Eon. They go out. Spyro: I don't know anything about these girls. What if it gets dangerous. Echo: Don't worry babe. Cynder can fly and if something happens where I have to make a leap of faith, I'll have Cynder anyway. Spyro: then you might
have the advantage, but it's not about this perce, it's about having fun. Echo: true. Hex perhaps only wanted to do this out of kindness in her heart to do something so that she would not get bored. Cynder: She does that from time to time. Hex: hey guys! Hex and Roller Brawl appeared on time. Cynder: hey girl! Hex: Have you just gone in
to see Eon? Cynder: Yes, he wanted me to give you that night. Hex opens the letter and reads it to Roller Brawl. Hex: Wow, he really came up with something at the time. I like this idea. Roller Brawl: It's going to be fun! Cynder: and that's all it's okay. Hex: of course. Why do you think we wanted to do that in the first place? Echo: Maybe
because you haven't had much to do since the last few days and want to have fun. Hex: You brought me there. Roller Brawl: can't wait to see what ready for us. Cynder: I know right. It's not until later, so we're free to do what we want until then. Hex: Sounds great. Then I will sign it. She signed her name. Skull: Does that mean you don't
need me. Hex: Well, as much as I do, I'm afraid I can't. It's just for girls, so I'm sorry. Skull: no! It is ok. I will root for you. Hex: You know it's for fun right? Skull: duh... I was with you all the time. Let us now give Eon this signed letter. Hex: right. Roller Brawl follows behind her. Cynder: So I think that's one thing now. Echo: What should we
do by then? Cynder: I'm not exactly sure. I'm just worried that something bad could happen to me in our games tonight. Echo: Don't doubt Cynder. Just have fun. Spyro: As I usually say, no matter what fun. Cynder: Yes. You are right. What am I so worried about? Together they go further. Dreamcatcher was also behind them at the time.
Dreamcatcher: You worry about showing everyone your true form. *Bad giggly* In the field of thought... Not sure about the right name, but it's the place where everyone goes to think deep thoughts. Echo: What is this place Spyro? I don't think you showed this place during our tour the other day. Spyro: I wanted to show you this after I
helped Spotlight and Blackout find her baby, but we didn't get time for it because of this incident. Echo: oh! So we had to be so short? I am sorry. Spyro: Why are you sorry? Echo: I didn't know there was more to the Skylands than what you showed me. Spyro: Well, there's more. This place is where the Skylovers go when something is
wrong and need to think deep into things and find their own way through things. Echo: hmm... Sounds like my kind of place... Right now anyway. Spyro: Why? What is on you? Echo: I just said it so calmly because I didn't know how you would react, but... Seen as we are here. I have a question for both of you. Cynder, what did you think of
Spyro when you first met him. Cynder: funny and beautiful. He is, after all, one of my heroes. I've always wanted to be a Skylander, so I came here, and here I am now as my hero's girlfriend. Spyro: yes. Never thought it would happen, but it did. Echo: I see what you mean. What about you Spyro? What did you think of Cynder when you
first met her? Spyro: I was excited to see another dragon choosing a Skylander dream. I even trained them to be so strong and beautiful. Cynder: Your sweet Spyro. Echo: But then... Uh... Forget it. Spyro: Echo, what's going on? Echo: I don't think you care much. Spyro: Of course it is. You can tell us. We are your closest friends. You can
tell us anything. Echo: It's just... About yesterday. You tried to ask me to marry you, I feel stupid to reject you, of course I want to marry you, it's just... I think it's a little too early for our marriage. We literally met only a few days ago and didn't meet until the day after the meeting Is there so much to do? Spyro: Well, I got the ring from Eon
like that... Echo: Eon did it? Spyro: Yes, he gave it to me and said if I wanted to marry you at some point. Sure, it's a nice thing that he did that, but... Now I'm not so sure when the best time is. Echo: well... *sigh* I know you love me Spyro, and I love you too. Can we just... Are you waiting? Spyro: Spyro: You're ok with. Echo: Thank you.
Echo went deeper in the area past the stone arch, which was when Spyro and Cynder soon followed. Dreamcatcher seemed to hide right behind the archway, Echo discovered. Echo: uh... Excuse me? What are you doing here? Dreamcatcher: hm? Ah! I'm not here. It's all in your imagination. Dreamcatcher fast te. Cynder: What was that?
Echo: Dreamcatcher. She hid behind the stone arch for some reason. Spyro: She has to plan something. We need to keep our eyes open for them just in case something terrible happens. Echo: right. Who knows what she's up to. Cynder: I don't know, but I hope it has nothing to do with me or my bad dream that I had. Echo: Don't think
too much about it. I think she has the kind of power to take on such dreams. Spyro: We once had problems with her. She scared the whole city of sheep. What could she plan for this time? Echo: The most important thing we have to do is keep our eyes open. Let us just forget about it and pretend it did not happen. Spyro: right. Let us
simply do what we can and keep our hopes alive. Echo: This is the Spyro I love. What do you want to make beautiful? She said to tickle a claw under his chin. Spyro: Don't seduce me. Or will be for a real treat. Echo: Then give me this treat. I didn't care what it was. Spyro: Don't doubt yourself. Cynder: I don't know anything about you, but
I could get along with some kind of treat. Spyro: What kind? A big treat? Eating kind of treats? Cynder: everything. She sighs and lays down on her stomach. Spyro and Echo just stared at each other. Echo then lowered his head and was just afraid of what might happen... Not only what yep could do, but also what Dreamcatcher could
have in stock for today. Spyro just sighed and thought of something. Spyro: Come on girls. Let's find something for us. Cynder: How? Spyro: just something that can encourage us and bring us happy thoughts. Echo: good... If you like, we can go back to the beach in Leviathan Lagoon. Spyro: It was fun. Why not? I say this is a treat for two
beautiful dragons. Cynder: I don't want anything anymore. Echo: I love this beach. It's always so relaxing and fun. Spyro: Why don't we go down? I'll let you do whatever you want, my darling Echo. Echo: *gasp* does that mean I can bring my ball? Spyro: of course. Just try not to get it wet, otherwise it would never work again. Echo: oh! I
didn't know that, thank you for telling me. You should know your way down correctly? Or do you want me to guide you? Spyro: I'll let you lead. Cynder may want to make its way down with a Friends know if she wants to settle herself off at some point to pick herself up. Cynder: That sounds like something I would do. Do you have anything
against it? Echo: You're joking? It's such a beautiful place there. It will also give me a good reason to go there more often, as I did in my youth. Spyro: How about beautiful dragons? Let's make our way down. Dreamcatcher Dreamcatcher hid. Dreamcatcher: Only you test Cynder. Once the race is over tonight, you will reveal your true
identity. How? Oh, you have to joke. Just a little magic and this potion will spread to you and reveal who you really are. Before all this happened. Back at Spyro's home... Echo: ok... Now my ball should be... Stealth Elf: hey guys! What do they all have to? Spyro: We're just back for Echo to get their ball while we go to the beach in the
lagoon of Leviathan. Stealth Elf: I have a word about this girl race tonight. I think you both participate? Cynder: yep. It's two against Roller Brawl and Hex. I can't wait to see what this is all about. Stealth Elf: Well, as I usually say. It's about getting involved and having fun. Spyro: ha! I told them that. Stealth Elf: really? I think we are best
friends for a reason. Spyro: You told Eleven. We should come up with a best friend handshake. Stealth Elf: We will when we have time. At the moment I have to leave for the Enchanted Elf Forest. Echo: The Enchanted Elf Forest? She said with the ball in the snout. Stealth Elf: It's my hometown before I came here. I thought, because you
saw your spyro family, I would go and see what my kind is. Echo: Enjoy your break. Be back in time for the girls' race. Stealth Elf: I wouldn't miss it for the world. See you later. And with a poof and without resonating from anyone, she is gone. Spyro: Well, should we go? Echo wasted no breath when it answered, and just went out and
waited for them to follow. Echo: You're coming or what? Spyro: oh! I thought you were trying to do something else. Echo: How what? Seduce you? Because I can, if you want. Spyro laughed. Spyro: maybe another babe. I don't want it to get uncomfortable. Cynder: What do you think awkwardly? Spyro: I think it would be uncomfortable to
be seduced by Echo when they're around. Cynder: What are you talking about? Both I and they are good friends and if we wanted to seduce you, nothing would get more uncomfortable than other people watching. Spyro: fine. You got me. Can we just go? I'd rather go there and have some fun instead of wasting time. Echo: ok babe, no
need to get your wings twisted. Incidentally, this is just a talking figure. Spyro: I already knew that. Echo: oh, sorry. Let's just go. When they were on their way down. Eon looked out of the library and was happy that everyone was having fun. Eon: Isn't that a beautiful aurora? All Skylians have fun. Aurora: it certainly looks like that. Where
do Spyro and the girls go? Eon: You'll probably get something to pass the time until tonight with the girls' race. Aurora: understandable. Time jumps to the three dragons at Leviathan Lagoon Beach. Echo: Here we are. The wind blew over and Echo picked up the scent. Echo: ah! Smell this fresh air. Spyro: This place is certainly
something. What do you think Cynder? Cynder: You're joking? Just look at this view. Spyro: I So beautiful, right? Echo: Don't even try Spyro. I know what you have up to. Spyro: You know me well. So why don't we turn on the ball? He turned the ball on, it wobbled into Echo's mouth, but she fell and played with it joyfully, barking and
everything. Spyro: Just listen to her, you can say that she really enjoys her ball. But I told her not to get wet. Cynder: Why is it electric? Spyro: yes. Cynder: oh! So, if going somewhere near water, do you have to throw in a different direction? Spyro: quite a lot. Cynder: Didn't you come here with Echo? Spyro: Yes. It was a good day.
However, this will be better as you are both here. Cynder: aw! You're always so sweet. Spyro: It's my job, or is it just because I love you both and I can't help myself? Echo: You just can't help yourself because our beauty I'm right? Spyro: *laughs* I can never help myself. Echo! Your ball! Her ball was about to get into the water when Spyro
flew just in time to throw it in a different direction. He sighed with relief. Spyro: I wonder what Eon has in store for you girls tonight. Cynder: I don't know, it could be anything. Spyro: I don't think there's anything we can do but figure it out for ourselves. Back at the Academy... Eon has spent his time on the track for the race. He has also
asked Skylander for help. Eon: Let's look at this. So far we have the stepping stones that move on the jump, from this to the finish exercise, then to the final sprint. Four things should suffice. That's going to guys do, thank you for your help. Snap Shot: Any time Eon. I have to go back to prison ASAP so you see another time. Kaboom: I
might as well return to security. Have a good Eon.Eon: Will you be here tonight? Kaboom: I wouldn't miss it to the world. I'll see what happens. Eon: Then watch out. I wonder how Spyro and the girls are doing. Now back at Leviathan Lagoon Beach... Another transition... Spyro and Cynder weren't much of nothing, just seeing echo



adorable with their ball. Cynder: Why does she have to be so funny? Spyro: Do you know I got her ball for her so she doesn't have to get bored when she's waiting for something right? Cynder: Always be one step ahead. I love you Spyro. Spyro: Love you cynder too. Cynder leaned on his chest as he also tied the hug with his wing around
her back. Pop Fizz has somehow set off. Pop Fizz: wow! Take a look at this place! Spyro: Pop? How did you get here? Pop Fizz: hey guys! I was just going for a walk and somehow I ended up in this beautiful place. Who knew I would see you here? Especially you echo with your ball you like. She had the ball in her maw and to admire
yourself while pop was here. Pop Fizz: Why did you quit? There is no reason to be ashamed. I saw you with your ball when you first got it thanks to Spyro. Echo: If you say that. She dropped the ball and the ferret-tail thing flew on to just keep the echo barking and enjoying. Spyro: that's what you're up to Fizz: What did I do? Oh! I went for
a walk. I'm going back to the academy now. It's the middle of the day and I'm hungry. Cynder: I could use some food myself Spyro.Spyro: all right, we will be together again. They're hungry echo. Echo: Hungry for this ball. Spyro just went to turn it off. Echo: Spyro! I enjoy that. Spyro: Sorry, but are you hungry? Echo: I'm also starting.
Spyro: Why don't we go back with Pop? You will also need all the energy you can get for this evening. Echo: true, all right. Let us sound from here. So with Pop Fizz, they go back in sync. Echo seemed to enjoy some of the music she heard through her shell headphones. She also sang. Telling the world originally by Taio Cruz she sang.
Spyro: You have such a beautiful voice echo. It's so reassuring yet powerful. Echo: aw! I've never heard a compliment for my singing. Thank you Spyro. Cynder: But he's not wrong. Echo: wow! Thanks also Cynder. Eon: Girl. Spyro. How have you enjoyed your day so far? Spyro: We went to Leviathan Lagoon Beach and Echo just sang in
front of us. Eon: Yes. I heard myself. Such a beautiful voice. *Clear's throat* anyway, the race was arranged and set up. Echo: beautiful. Cynder: How do you do it? Eon: I'll explain it later. We will start as soon as the sun reaches the setting point. Spyro: That gives us time. Let's get some food girls. Wait, where's Pop? I thought he was
with us. Eon: He has already left you behind. Spyro: oh... Well... We're going better, too. See you later. Time to jump until the girls' race starts... Stealth Elf was back and Spyro went to greet her back. Spyro: hey! Eleven! Stealth Elf: Spyro! Hey! Spyro: What was your time like in the ever enchanted Elfenwald? Stealth Elf: couldn't get
better. Spyro: I bet they have. So you may have it below you? Stealth Elf: How could I miss it? I promised to do it, didn't I? Spyro: and you always keep your promise. Have you worked on our best friend Handshake? Stealth Elf: not yet, but I still think so. Eon: Skylander and Mabu! Welcome to the annual girls' race of Hex itself. Speaking
of which, let's bring out our teams. First we have team dragons, Echo and Cynder.Everyone cheered. Eon: and we also have Team Undead, Hex and Roller Brawl. Everyone cheered again. Eon: For this race we have three different obstacles, then the final sprint at the end. The first is stepping stones where you have to work in a team to
find your way past. The second part is a hill jump to the highest point with a jump of faith towards the end and then a target exercise in which you have to use your powers to land a hit on the target as you and the target then move at the end, always both of both teams come first, wins. Spyro interrupted, only to speak to Cynder and Echo.
Spyro: If you win two, I think of something for your price. If not, it is not the end of the world. It is important that Skull interrupted so he could talk to Hex and Roller Brawl. Skull: Spyro right. But if you win two, I'll think of something as your prize. Hex: Thank you Skull.Eon: Both teams get ready. Dreamcatcher seemed to be with the finish
line at the end of the race. Dreamcatcher: As soon as you get here, do I have something for you? She giggled without knowing how loud she was. With Stealth Elf's Amazing Hearing... Stealth Elf: Dreamcatcher? What is she doing here? Spyro: What's going on? Stealth Elf: You just didn't hear bad laughter? Spyro: no. Why? Is something
wrong? Stealth Elf: I don't know, I can't get my finger on it. It sounded like Dreamcatcher.Spyro: ugh... You again? Stealth Elf: What do you mean again? Spyro: This morning Cynder had a bad dream that Dreamcatcher had in him, and she has been worried ever since that Dreamcatcher could do something bad to her. Stealth Elf: hmm... I
will keep my eyes open if I see something just in case. Spyro: I'm going to look high. They are looking low. How about that? Stealth Elf: Sure. Be careful not to hit anything. Spyro: unless I mean it obviously. As soon as the race starts, I will also inform Eon about it. Stealth Elf: Sure. I will meet you in advance. Eon: Pop! If you don't mind.
Pop Fizz: ok all. Get ready... Set... Remember not to hurt anyone in the process and... Go! Eon: and the race begins. Cynder and Echo seem to be taking the lead at the moment. Working well in a team. As for Hex and Roller Brawl. They seem to have a little problems, but will they pick it up? Cynder: Echo! Your left! Echo jumps to the
stepping stone to her left to start. Cynder repeats either right or left to those she thinks are right. Echo almost fell when Cynder chose wrong, which spyro was worried about. Eon: oh! It seems echo made a mistake. But what a strategy they have planned. Cynder flies upstairs to support Echo. For Hex and Roller Brawl it seems to be
ahead, so that she can check all the stepping stones one after the other for Roller Brawl. Again, a good strategy. The first two make past the stepping stones were Cynder and Echo, but it seems yes and scooter brawl catch behind their tails. Literally. From there you go towards the mountain jump. The first few are simple, but it becomes
difficult when the jumps get higher and higher. On the one hand, Echo almost fallen and holds for the dear life. Eon: oh no! It seems Echo made another mistake, but here's Cynder helping her teammate. Hex and Roller Brawl will find the best spots from which you can jump and help every time. I say this is a great team work that comes
from both teams, don't you say? Spyro flew up to talk to Eon.Spyro: Eon, may I say something? It's kind of urgent. Eon turns off his microphone to speak. Eon: What is this for Spyro? Spyro: It seems that Dreamcatcher is here and is pursuing Cynder for some reason. Can you do one to me and let me know if you see something at a time?
Eon: Sure, Spyro. Now back to the race. Spyro flew back to spill the message to Stealth Elf.Spyro: he said he said he let me know when something comes. Stealth Elf: ok thank you. I'll see if I can see anything at the end. Meet there. She polishes off and Spyro seems to follow behind the girls and Eon, who watch her, but also look for
something extraordinary. Eon: They go there, past the jump and on the finish exercise. One by one, each member attacks each individual target. Cynder and Echo with flash ingess and siren scream. Hex and Scooter Brawl with Phantom Ball and Roller Claws. And here the final sprint approaches.Spyro was only a few seconds of the
whole thing and right when he saw past eon... What on earth did he see? Spyro: is... The... A bow? Like a hair bow. Must be ADreamcatcher. I will teach her a lesson. Spyro switched to speed mode and flew past Eon. He thought Spyro must have discovered something. Eon: Here we are with the final sprint. Roller Brawl is ahead, but he's
behind. Whoever wins two passes the line first. Spyro landed on a huge rock of his own, behind which Dreamcatcher hid. Stealth Elf was also there. Stealth Elf: You found something Spyro? Spyro: Just look at yourself. Stealth Elf saw the back of Dreamcatcher's huge head. Stealth Elf: She seems to have a bottle with her. What is she
planning? Spyro: I don't know, but we have to stop it. Eon: and we have our winners! Cynder: Yes! Echo: *Pants, Pants* I... Didn't think... That is what we would do. Roller Brawl: good racing boys. Hex: Really, we had fun participating. Now Spyro must find something to give you both a price. Skull: That was a great race guys. You have
both brought your inner self and struck with good strength and speed. Dreamcatcher behind the bow. Dreamcatcher: I'll show you Cynder's inner self as soon as I... Stealth Elf: What do you think you're doing? Eleven frightened Dreamcatcher and dropped the bottle and she landed on Cynder, almost knocking her out and some purple
smoke covering her body until she could be seen again. Echo: Cynder! Are you ok? Spyro: Cynder! Oh no! You okay? Cynder: Spyro... I... Feel... Strange. Dreamcatcher laughed and revealed himself to everyone. Dreamcatcher: Greetings Skyloser, you may have won your game, but you have won the real game. Eon: What are you
talking about? Why do you come here? Dreamcatcher: Isn't that obvious? I spun Cynder all the time to give you a show you'll never forget. Please welcome the true identity of Cynder.Cynder: no... You... Not?! Cynder growled and felt her body feel strange. They started to get bigger for some reason and everyone supported each other.
Cynder: Spyro... Help me! Her voice turned more from an evil sorceress kind of voice than she did and her identity has now been shown and now evil took over his body as she roared. Dreamcatcher: Everyone please welcome Cynder from when she was Malefors Underling. Or, as I will, Queen Cynder of Darkness. She laughed and
Cynder just roared again. Spyro: You can't get through this Oh? I think I already have. Come now Cynder, destroy everything you thought you took care of. Cynder simply stared down and saw Spyro a d Echo. Echo was rolled up behind Spyro. Her heart beat. She roared the . Just swung her head against Dreamcatcher. Dreamcatcher:
How is this possible? You should be evil. Uh oh. I think I know now. Cynder fumbles around, swinging her tail, didn't want to hurt anyone, but she couldn't control herself. Cynder: Spyro! Save... I... I don't... Do you want this. Spyro: Cynder! Be careful! You will fall. Her flailing didn't help when she accidentally hit spyro and pushed him
around her body. He screamed. Cynder: Why... Do this... Must pass to... I? I'm not perfect for it. Spyro: Cynder! Don't say that about yourself. That was when Cynder slipped and brought Spyro with him. Dreamcatcher tried to escape, but Stealth Elf caught her just in time. Echo: Spyro! She screamed! Hex and Roller Brawl prevented them
from going further. Echo: No. Spyro... Tears steam. Both Hex and Roller Brawl were there for Echo. Cynder and Spyro who fall victim to their downfall... Cynder: I'm sorry Spyro! I should have known what to expect with our last encounters with Dreamcatcher. I'm a bad person. Spyro: No, you are not. You are good in every way. Cynder
began to sink to her normal size when her heart quickly struck with all the inspirational words of Spyro.Spyro: Who cares what other people think about you? You're perfect and there's no one who can change that, not even Echo, if I love them. Not only that, you are beautiful and strong. You have to fight for what you need. Fight for your
future. I do the same, especially that I want to marry you. Cynder's heart beat so fast that she just returned to her normal self. Cynder: You what? *Screams* Spyro: I have you. He swam in the air for them. Embrace tightly and kiss her deeply, then break the kiss to stare into her eyes. Spyro: Let's fly. Both fluttered synchronously with their
wings and got balance. They had enough time to finally get themselves back to safety. Echo still cried because she believes she has lost Spyro, her true love. Until she could flutter from below. Echo: Spyro! Is that you? Hex: Come. Let's find a place to... Echo: No! I heard him! I know I do. Spyro! Where are you? She heard moans. Then
purple paws, which she obviously recognized. She helped him. Echo: Spyro! I thought I lost you! Spyro: da Babe. I would never leave you. Echo: Where is Cynder? Spyro: Cynder? Cynder! Cynder: I'm here. Help me! She hung on a vine that slowly tore the country apart. Spyro: Grab my farmer Cynder. She had but they his paw. Echo
helped him raise Cynder. Everyone cheered afterwards. Eon: Thank God their two are ok. Cynder: I thought I was a wayman. Thanks to Spyro, I'm sure. And you told me you want to marry me, not you Spyro? Spyro: I... I did. Eon: We're just glad you're not hurt. Echo: I'm looking forward to seeing your OK She hugged him tightly and did
not want to let go, even crying on his chest. Spyro: now babe. I know your pain. Come now, let's get that out of our heads and sleep together tonight. Echo: *sniffs* ok. She was still crying and out of breath she wasn't helping. It collapsed. Spyro: Echo, Babe. All ok with you? Echo: No. I'm not. Spyro: What's wrong? It's not about having
another bad day, is it? Echo: No. I think... Something is... On my paw. Get it out. Stealth Elf saw what was on her paw. Stealth Elf: You better do something quickly. I can't touch these things. Spyro saw for himself. Spyro: woah! What is that?! Eon: hmm... It seems to me that it is a kind of spider. Echo screamed. Echo: Get it out! It digs,
there is poison in me. Spyro and Cynder blew wind in the spider direction and it got it out. Spyro: Echo, you ok? Echo: No! My body feels... She did another Yelp and squealed. Eon: That's serious. Stealth Elf: Hold on. Within two seconds of two teleports, she found healing for the poison. Stealth Elf: It can hurt a lot. So stick to something if
you need to. She put the healing Potioned leaf on her paw and what else? Echo literally screams on the top of her lungs. A siren scream was evicted from their deafening people. Spyro came to Echo, so she had someone to hold on to. She stopped at Spyro with her teeth hurting for him, but he knew he had Echo to comfort by his side.
Echo sounded a lot of muted whimsy and crying. Stealth Elf had to hold Echo's paw in place so she didn't squirt as much. She felt kidnapped, but for good reason. Echo could not see, because she had closed her eyes. Echo: Spy ... Ro! She was still mumbled with her teeth on Spyro. Spyro: Everything will be fine. How long will it take?
Stealth Elf: I should keep this for at least an hour or more. Spyro: a whole hour? *Gasp* don't worry Echo. I will not leave you. Cynder: I'm not. Good friends take care of each other. Spyro: You read my mind. No wonder I love you. Cynder giggled slightly and kissed Spyro on the corner of his lips. Echo: Can you... Not... You're welcome? I
am... Not... In... The mood. Spyro: oh, sorry babe. Her scream slowly calmed down. Echo: Will the... Have you ever ended it? Stealth Elf: I'm sorry Echo, but you might have to be like that for an hour or more. Echo was annoyed. Echo: I don't want that. Please end my misery! Spyro: no need to be dramatic echo. Sleep it out. Echo: *sigh*
You might be right. I think I'm going to fade away. Spyro: We stay for you. If you are still asleep, when we come home, then you have a good sleep babe. Echo: Hun. I love you. Just as she wanted to kiss Spyro, Stealth Elf put her paw under pressure and made her scream again, which lasted 5 seconds. Stealth Elf: Sorry. I thought you
were asleep. Echo: I was about to do that until you did that. Stealth Elf: oh, I'm sorry, but that has to be done. Echo: Well, can you do it the next time I expect it? Spyro: Don't worry too much. just straight Pain. Good night my beautiful dragon girl. Echo: Night Spyro. Love you. Spyro: Love you too. This time Echo got what she wanted and
actually got some sleep. Spyro had Cynder under his umbrella and let her sleep on him. (Outro/Credits) Page 9The next morning... It's going to be a big day for Spyro. But something has in his mind all night: if Echo will be okay. In the living room... Echo wakes up refreshed. Stretch your body back and forth. Sip and sip water next to her
and admire her through the mirror next to her bed. As she rejoiced in herself, she danced happily into the kitchen. Echo: Tomorrow guys. Eruptor: hey Echo. Happy to see that you are okay. Stealth Elf: You feel better? Echo: sure. That was... Until she saw Spyro. Echo: Spyro? Babe? All ok with you? Cynder: That's been the case for a
while. Hardly sleep. Echo: Spyro? Hello? Babe... She put a paw on his arm. Spyro: please don't now. I have problems with someone. Echo: Spyro, there should be no problems or worries. I am here. I am fine. Spyro barely moved his eyes and could already see a familiar paw on his arm. Spyro: Echo? *Gasp* you're ok! He made a sudden
move to Echo. He jumped on Echo and made her land on her back and kissed her deeply and did not let go. Stealth Elf: well, that was suddenly. Spyro broke the kiss after a full 20 seconds. Spyro: I'm glad you're okay. I was so worried. Echo: Spyro... I'm sorry how it must have felt, but I'm fine now. Can you also... Do you please get off
me? You crush me. Spyro: oh, sorry babe. We are sorry that it is. I think my emotions have the best of me. Echo: Babe, something like that happens. Leave it aside for now. Spyro: Yes, you are right. It's not the end of the world, so why do I have to worry? Echo: good... Apart from seeing myself in pain, this is the kind of Spyro I love. She
said when she was naming against him. Eon: Skylander! Echo: ugh... Really? So early? Eon: ah! There you are. Where is... Oh? Spyro: hey Eon. What is going on? Eon: I came down to see what was happening with Echo, but it looks like you're back with us. Echo: and I'm better than ever. Eon: That's good to hear Echo. Everyone can
still be worried about you, so you might want to see them at a certain time. Echo: oh! Good point. But now that you're here, what's the real reason you're here? Eon: ah yes. Thank you for reminding me of this. I am proud to tell you... Happy Birthday Spyro. Spyro: ha! You remembered it. Echo: What? Today is your birthday? Spyro: not a
birthday, but more like a celebration, how long Eon took care of me. Eon: That's what it's all but it was actually like when you were born and there was a war when that happened. So today, really, both are what they think. Echo: wow! I had no idea! Why didn't you tell me earlier? I would have given you something. Spyro: I thought I told
you. You forgot? Echo: What do you mean? Spyro: the day Pit Boss hypnotized you and Cynder that morning when I wanted to apologize to you for making you I thought I told you my birthday during our conversation to know each other more. Echo: oh... I... Think I remember. I don't know that we've talked about a lot of things for a long
time, and I think I forget things from time to time. I'm sorry. Spyro: Not to be. You are the only gift I need. Stealth Elf: Don't be so sure because we were told and we brought you something. Stealth Elf and Eruptor held up a large ish box. Spyro: woah. That's a big box. What's in it? Stealth Elf: Why don't you open it and explore it? He first
reads the note on the box. Spyro: To Spyro. We hope you have a wonderful day and enjoy for what is to come in this box. Thank you guys. He pulls parts of the tape from the top of the box and tears the wrapping paper. When he opened the top of the box, he could see something strange. He had the box collapse dispersed from the sides
when the wrapping paper was completely out and what did he see? A dragon statue of the same size as him and in the colors of Ignitus. Spyro: woah! It's so cool. It looks like Ignitus.Echo: Ignitus? Spyro: Ignitus is the one who made me. He was also the one who asked Eon to take me and protect me. I think you wanted me to feel
welcome to my father Eon.Eon: it was in my heart that I knew how they must feel when you have to miss your father, so I did this for you so that if you have to be alone, you have this statue that reminds you of your father to show that he is always there for you. Spyro: wow! You really thought about it, and you had elven and eruptor help.
Thank you guys. Stealth Elf: You are welcome Spyro. Why not put in your room? Let Cynder help you because it's kind of hard. Spyro: What do you think I would do? All right Cynder, they grab the other side a d we find somewhere for it. While they were there, they found a place for the Ignitus statue. Echo was sorry that he didn't
remember Spyro's birthday. Stealth Elf noticed this. Stealth Elf: hey, Echo? All ok with you? Echo: I... I just feel guilty and horrible that I don't remember his birthday. I should have given him something if I had had the chance, if I had known. Stealth Elf: Stressnot too much about it. I know what can be done for him. Echo: Next. Stealth Elf:
Why don't you give him the day of his life by giving him what you deserve... If you get caught what I'm trying to say. Echo: not really, unless they mean like a concert or a date. Stealth Elf: exactly. Echo: oh! Now give me an idea. But I will need as much help as possible. I will also need someone to employ Spyro for as long as possible Eon:
I'm going to keep him busy. I'm going to give him a kind of treasure hunt for him to keep him busy. Echo: perfect. When we bring everyone together, I will explain to everyone what we need for this party. Spyro: We're back. Have we missed a lot? Echo: No. Everything is fine babe. Eon: except for one thing. Eon's stomach rages. Eon: Can
I please have something to eat here? I haven't eaten yet. (Introduction) Slightly outside the Door to Spyro's House... Eon: so Spyro. We all wish you the best birthday, so we could be busy with somethingSpyro: it's cool. I will find something else to do to give you the time for your planning... And I think I know who might be behind it. Echo
from behind giggled and blushed. Spyro: mmhm... I thought so. Anyway, I will find something to... Eon: Keep There Spyro. He interrupted when Spyro wanted to fly. Eon: I may have something for you. How much do you like to find treasure? Spyro: everything in this direction, for which I am below. Eon: Then I have what they can follow.
Spyro: all right. Before I go. He flies back to Echo and the others. Spyro: I will see you later. He kisses Echo deep exploring her mouth for 10 seconds, then the same again with Cynder. Spyro: Take care of babes. Hopefully I don't take all day. Echo: We love you Spyro. Spyro: I love you too. So he flies to the leaf given to him by Eon. Eon:
Should we get started? Echo: We will be. Let's collect all of them first and I'll give the plan. With Spyro... Spyro: Let's see you here... First place on Leviathan lagoon beach. That is not too far. They probably want as much time as possible, so I think I'll just go now. Still, I would have sworn that I told Echo that today is my birthday, oh well.
Before he knew it, he arrived at the beach. Spyro: ha! What do you know? I did it, so what does it say? Dig deep and you'll find the hint dark patch or light patch? 3 or 4. Check dark well... Let me see. Back at the Academy... Everyone, literally everyone, was gathered. Eon: Attention everyone. We have gathered you here, as Echo here
has a favor for all of you. Echo: Thank you Eon. I am surprised that you are letting me take advantage of this. Anyway, I wanted everyone here so I could arrange something. As most of you may know, today is Spyro's birthday. Everyone muttered happily and wished him a happy birthday. Echo: He's not here at the moment because Eon
has been busy with some sort of treasure hunt while he's there, I want to organize a party for him because I'm this kind of girl, so who's willing to help me arrange this for tonight? Everyone cheered and waved their hands around as if they didn't care. Echo: I'm glad you're all working together to help me. Let me start this and give guys job
and we should do this before Spyro returns. Why don't we go to business and waste time? Everyone was cheering and Echo handed out the plan to everyone there and they all started wasting no time. Back with Spyro... He used his paws to dig sand for his next clue. Spyro: aha! Second bunch lucky. Come to He found a piece of paper
and read... Spyro: Congratulations to the first. Second starts a little harder. Reach dangerous pastures with map to follow. Next clue hidden in bushes next to a small village. Sounds simple enough. So fly off to Dangerous Pastures. Back at the Academy... Echo: Your actions good everyone. Keep going! Hallöchen Hallöchen Eon: ah!
Echo! That was such a good idea. Spyro has never let anything like this happen to him for a birthday. Echo: I'm glad to hear that. But I wondered, how long is Spyro's thing? Eon: I got him to go to at least 4 locations, and some are pretty far from here, as long as we keep the good work going, everything will go smoothly. Echo: I hope so. I
want Spyro to have the best time of his life. Eon smiles. Eon: I knew Spyro had you for a reason. Echo: What to wait for? She was confused. Eon: Spyro told me why he loves you and Cynder. One reason he told me about you was that you always like to make sure he has good times with you. Echo: I always do. He may be the only friend
I've ever had in my life, but... It's not just him that I want to have good times, it's everyone. Everyone should always be kind to each other and protect what they love most. For me, it's spyro. Eon: I understand. That may be the case with Cynder. Besides, she's your best friend, isn't she? Echo: It really is. I may know from her past, but I
want to know more about her, but I've never had a friend who is like her. Stealth Elf appears on the scene. Stealth Elf: The banners are high. Do you need others? Echo: Let me see for yourself. We will speak to Eon later. Stealth Elf leads Echo. The banners she sees looked perfect, just need decoration. Echo: This is perfect and clever.
That must be one of your strengths. Stealth Elf: I do. Cynder helped me, of course. Echo cried tears of joy. Stealth Elf: I see you crying. Echo: Sorry, there are tears of joy. I can't believe we're doing this for Spyro. Stealth Elf: You made a good choice to do this. You want to show your true feelings for Spyro, don't you? Admit it. Echo:
*giggles* yes. I do. That's the best way I think. Anyway, you can see if you can get these banners along the lights. Cynder can of course help you. She asks. Stealth Elf and Cynder tell some banners from the stack and hang them. Echo: I wonder how Spyro is doing. Speaking of which, Spyro eventually made it to dangerous pastures and
found the village the mentioned note. Spyro: It took longer than I thought. Well, the bushes that said it. He landed and checked the first place. Spyro: wow! It was much easier than I thought. The note he read so easily... Spyro: Two more left. Both in Cutthroat Carnival. One in the shop, one in the grocery store. Feel free to break for food.
Good luck as you might need to face an opponent. Cutthroat Carnival huh? Sounds like fun. So he flies over and takes his time, so he has no reason to hurry, and so his friends have more time to Spyro: Question how to understand Echo and the others. Speaking... Back at the Academy... Most of the areas were decorated for the party.
Echo: That's where we go. Mostly done now. Hey Eon. Have you heard of Spyro? Eon: Not particularly, but my guess is that he could be in the Cutthroat Carnival now. Echo: Cutting... Throat... Carnival? Will he... Are you ok? Eon: He's doing well. Don't worry. It only needs to be the last pieces and he will come back before you know it.
Echo: I hope so. I will find a place to wait for him. Can you make sure that everything is ready by the time of the sinking? Eon: I'm not too worried about Spyro. I know how much you miss him, but trust me, he will be fine. You go and wait for him. He said to caress Echo's head. Echo: Thanks Eon. She answers as she walks away to find
the area Spyro showed her yesterday when they first met Dreamcatcher. The field of thought. As soon as she made it, she immediately sat down and tears began to roll out her eyes. Echo: Where are you Spyro? I love you. Their miracles made them a little sleepy. Cutthroat Carnival... Spyro arrives and doesn't waste much time. He goes
to the store first.???: Hey there. Need to be right about Spyro? Spyro: uh yes. How did you know ????: Master Eon told me about your arrival. I'm mysticism. I have also heard from Eon that today is her birthday. Happy Birthday. Spyro: Thank you. How do you know? Mysticat: Let's just say telepathy. Spyro: woah! Cool. So what are you?
A kind of cat? Mysticat: I really am. I'm also a magician. Spyro: awesome. I bet you can take villains with your super cool staff. Mysticat: *laughs* I like you. You have an amazing spirit, but I think you're here for a reason, aren't you? Spyro: Yes. Like a note or something that goes with this treasure thing. Mysticat: Well, you found it to my
friend. Follow me. Spyro follows Mysticat as he uses his co-workers to live away the curtains to reveal what Spyro chased. Spyro: woah! I was told that. Mysticat: yep. I informed Eon about it myself in advance and I just couldn't dismiss a mysterious event. Spyro: So that's mine? Mysticat: it is. You can take it back with them. This tablet
shows all the elements with magic that is the prime time since you are the face of the academy, so I carved that out myself. Spyro: It's so cool. And wow! Water and the undead are right next to it. My girlfriend are these elements. Mysticat: Why was I told to carve it out this way? Spyro: oh, good point. I almost forgot that because of your
amazing telepathy skills you can hear everything someone offers you, so Eon told you to do it that way. I love that light and dark are on the ground. Mysticat: The reason for this is that since the first Trap Team Skylago s arrived in this world, two new elements have emerged and fought against the worst of the darkness. That is why light
and darkness are now working with the Skylanders to protect the good from evil. Spyro: woah! I don't think I've ever met a dark element. No Blackout! Mysticat: ah yes. Blackout, the one who arrived with the Trap team and turned from evil to good. Spyro: and married Spotlight. I remember seeing her the day before yesterday. Mysticat:
There's another thing I have if you want to take. Spyro: What is it? Mysticat: for this echo, which is one of your girlfriends and a water element, this necklace necklace Magic and water together. And one for magic and undead. Spyro: I take both. You will surely love 'em. Mysticat: perfect. Ask how close are your girlfriends to each other?
Spyro: there are as close as the best friends they are. I love seeing them understand each other. This is enough for me though, if you ask about another necklace for these two as friendship necklaces. I think they will forgo one for the time being. Mysticat: You read my mind. You have to have telepathy yourself. Spyro: no, but it would be
cool. Mysticat: That's fine. One voice comes from Mysticat's staff. Spyro: Was it Eon? Eon: So you're there Spyro. Happy that you could do it, how long have you? Mysticat: He has what we master. He's ready to go back and on. Eon: perfect. Send him back, we are ready for him now. Spyro, Echo is waiting for you in the field of thought, I
think you call it. Spyro: ok Eon. I can't believe I'm talking to you like that. Eon: It's cool, isn't it? Anyway, come back when you're ready. The voice on the left. Spyro: Thank you for your mysticat. It was awesome to meet you. Maybe we can see each other again. Mysticat: I would love that. Have a safe trip home my friend. Spyro: Did you
just call me a friend? Mysticat: Why shouldn't I? I like you. See you again Spyro.Spyro: see you next time Mysticat. Stay awesome. Mysticat: You have it! They were happy when Spyro flew happily on the way home. In the field of thought of the Academy... Echo was there, putting her head low. Cynder approached sadly for Echo.Cynder:
Echo? You're doing ok here? Echo: *sigh* I'm fine... I just... Miss Spyro. Cynder: I do. She sat next to Echo. Echo: Can I ask you something? Cynder: everything. Echo: What made you fall in love with Spyro? Cynder: It was after he helped me train when I first came to this academy. He cared about me and I never thought he would think
much of me to become a Skylander. ImI only a cadet currently and my father is now dead, though. Echo: You mean... Malefor is dead? Cynder: Yes. Spyro saved me. My father never liked me because I wanted to be skylander. He wanted to be evil and remain evil for the rest of my life. However, I have chosen my own path. When I first
met Spyro. I knew he was going to be a great friend. He may be a little reckless sometimes, but I still love him no matter what. I was so close to asking him before all this happened, but we were interrupted when Eon gave me the information about the core of light and strykore. I am glad that this is now over. I'm still worried that worse evil
is in our world could, which is why one thing I do is not think about it and do something else that makes me happy. Since then, however, in the past... I also loved Spyro and from time to time I was worried about him. Echo: I know, but hey. Isn't the end of the world right? Who cares what will happen in the future? All I tell myself is having a
good day, as if you're going to die tomorrow, which I know won't happen for a while, but why I am always satisfied with music... And of course Spyro. Cynder: I like that. One thing I tell myself when I'm down or when something gets in my way is that not everyone or everything can control you. It's your life and no one can say yes or no to
your choices, which is why I decided to put my future forward as a Skylander. Echo: I don't know anything about you, but I think you're already a Skylander. Cynder: Really? Echo: Yes, and I would do nothing but support you at any time, which is why your best friend. I will always have my back. Cynder: and I will have yours. Hug? Echo:
Sure. They hugged. What a conversation, too. (Everyone reads, takes this advice, and follows your own dreams. Take it from me. More inspiring conversations will come in this story) You could then hear both Spyro's familiar pleasure sounds, laughter and everything. Echo: Spyro! Down here! Spyro zoomed down and landed behind
them. Spyro: I'm back. Cynder: Welcome back Spyro. We missed you so much. Spyro: I know. But hey, I have something for you two. Echo: You do? He left the two necklaces in front of him. Echo: *gasp* Spyro... That's for us? Spyro: Of course they are. How could I not bring back a souvenir from such an amazing journey. Echo: Nothing
bad happened like that? Spyro: no, it's all good. Echo: Thank God. When I heard Eon tell me that your last place was in the Cutthroat Carnival, I was afraid that something bad would have happened to you. Cynder: It even sounds like a terrible place. Spyro: You say that, but it was actually lively. I met this brilliant cat magician called
Mysticat. He could use his telepathy and do other amazing things. If I see him next, they should come two. Echo: Sure. He sounds like an amazing guy, as you described him. Spyro: Oh, he is. He even gave it to me to celebrate my birthday. Echo: Let's look at this. Spyro: here it is. This tablet has all the elements that are known to man.
He put magic on top to represent the face of the academy, which turned out to be me I didn't really know, then he also put water and undead next to magic there to represent you two. Echo: I suspect that Eon got information about him from here because of his telepathy. Spyro: quite a lot. Let me see. The element of life I think represents
Stealth Elf because she is my best friend. The fire stands for Eruptor. Air represents Jet Vac. Earth I'm not sure. Tech probably stands for Sprocket.Echo: Who is Sprocket? Spyro: She is an engineer who works here. Here you will repair all the machines you can imagine. She's also a back-up skylander when we need her for anything.
Echo: oh! A Person I see. Then light and dark? Spyro: I'm not sure. If I had to make a guess, maybe Spotlight and Blackout.Echo: the two we saw who lost their baby that day? Spyro: Yes, but you never know. I just like that Mysticat used water and undead as the next magic to represent the three of us. They all hugged each other. Echo:
Is everything ready Cynder? Cynder: yep. Ready whenever. Echo: Ready for your surprise Spyro? Spyro: ready for O... K... Not sure who Freddy is, but... Spyro: just a speaking figure for Me am ready when you are. Echo: oh... Ok then. What do you do with your tablet? Spyro: I take it home first and foremost. I'll also bring them back two
so you know where it's going to be. Remember to keep this cynder while I have Echo? Cynder: Sure. I let everyone know that we won't last long and you just bring them home. Spyro: Thank you Cynder. Love you! Cynder: Love you too. Echo: Make sure you don't look down or the way you do it because we don't want to spoil anything.
Spyro: I know. So with that... Cynder just goes to the party place quickly to let everyone know... Cynder: Hey everyone! Spyro is back, but he has to take something home before he arrives. He will also be blindfolded, so he won't speak when he arrives until he sees you. Eon: Thank you Cynder. Pop Fizz: Does that mean I have time to eat
beforehand? Stealth Elf: We're going to eat here anyway. Pop Fizz: oh sorry. Stealth Elf: What did Spyro get Eon by the way? Eon: It is a tablet of all known elements. Representing various Skylovers, including you, Eruptor, Jet vac and Sprocket.Pop Fizz: What about me? Eon: You get a magical Skylander pop. The magic element on his
tablet represents him, because it is, after all, his birthday. Pop Fizz: makes sense. Jet Vac: but if that's what his tablet does. What does the Earth element represent for Eon? Eon: The Earth element might... Hm! I don't really know. It must be on the bottom of the housing with light and dark. Stealth Elf: bright and dark? Eon: Yes, it says
when the trap team first came to skylandersKam: like me. Eon: Yes, like Kaboom and SnapShot, two new elements have been created and fixed to protect the core of the light. But there were also bad sides for all elements, but most are on the good side. Stealth Elf: Sheesh talks about the worst thing ever. At home with Spyro and the
girls. Cynder: So where do you want to leave this Spyro? Spyro: not really safe. Echo: I don't know anything about you, but I have, I think I'll hang up in my room and every time I look at it, I know we're together and never break up. Spyro: I like that. Cynder: Why don't we leave it here for everyone to see. She put it on a window sill in the
living room. Spyro: Put it more in an angle. She moved the tablet 45 degrees from where it was and moved it closer to the wall to give more space on the window sill. Spyro: perfect. That's so we can still get some light in it. Echo: And I can get light in here and also. I like that. She says when she went into her room to see herself. Cynder:
That's where we go. Let's now blindfold we will bring you down. Spyro: oh! Ok, are we all mysterious? *Sniffing, sniffing*why do I smell something sweet? Echo: That's what I'm going to be. Sorry.Spyro: Why are you sorry? You smell as sweet as... *sniff, sniff* strawberry and pomegranate. Echo: aw! Want to smell more? She said as she
approached him. Spyro takes the beautiful scent of Echo's body. Cynder could smell it, too. Cynder: That's sweet. What perfume is this? Echo: It's what it says. Strawberry and pomegranate. Anyway, let's go. You can follow my fragrance if you want. (Not sexually intentional) Spyro just sniffed his way and was able to catch Echo's tail.
Echo: Be careful with my dick Spyro. I can be very sensitive there when you pull on it. Spyro: I'm going to try not to do that. The scent of Spyro drove Spyro mad and caused him to crash against a corner of the wall. Echo: You ok there? Spyro: I'm good. Their fragrance is only... So admiring. Echo: I know you love my fragrance Spyro.
(Again, not sexually intentional, nothing is) Well, finally... They've done it. Echo: ok Cynder. Reveal.Cynder takes the blindfold of Spyro and Spyro was shocked with what he saw in front of him as everyone cheered and called happy birthday. Spyro: You guys! *Sniffles* Echo: I see you crying. Spyro: it tears of joy babe. Echo: I know. How
do you like it? Spyro: It's beautiful. I never thought I would have such a birthday. Stealth Elf: Today is your lucky day. Eon: To celebrate, we're going to play a game to start this. Pop Fizz: What kind of game? Cynder: I know a game called Mr. And Mrs. This is a game in which a couple rises up and sits back without looking at each other,
some people ask who is more likely, whatever, and who agrees with each other by showing a person's affiliation at the same time, then there is a point, if not, then it is the opposite. Spyro: That sounds interesting. Why not? Echo: Can we tip right first? Seen how Cynder played this game before it sounds like. Cynder: Earlier. Eon: then we
have panels or something that shows the two elements Pop Fizz: they eon here. Stealth Elf: wow! They actually look like the actual design of the elements. Eon: Why not start? Echo: It feels like it's special to me as well. Spyro: That wasn't their idea? Echo: *giggly* it was. Spyro: Then come and join me. So do we sit back? Cynder: yep.
So we have one question per person. You can only ask who is more likely to ask questions. Pop Fizz: all right! I have! So Spyro and Echo sit back with their tails wrapping around each other. Cynder: so you don't allow each other to see the elements show who is, so if you think you or the other is more likely to do what the question is, then
show this panel for everyone. Spyro: ok. I think I got that. Cynder: Seen as it was my idea, I will ask the first question. Who is more likely to do the other? Both Spyro and Echo lifted the magical element panel. Everyone laughed and Echo blushed. Eon: I have one. *Clarifies throat*, which is more likely to Enjoy? Again, they both lifted the
magic element plate. Echo: I know I said Spyro, but I wouldn't mind going further. Spyro: then we can arrange so e for the near future, can we not? Echo: Sure. Whenever you want. Stealth Elf: I'll take next. Who is more likely to miss the other if others are gone? Both lifted plates from their own elements. Spyro: But we are not wrong. We
miss each other as much as anything else. Echo: that's not true. She wrapped her tail around Spyro tighter. Pop Fizz: Here's someone who sleeps later and wakes up later? Echo: wow! It depends on how tired I am. Spyro: the same here. But I'm going to do it. He lifted the magic element plate to show him. So echo.Echo: The only reason
I say this is that after a good day I get tired until slightly tired and usually don't wake up until it's usually at least sunrise. Eruptor: How about that? Who is more likely to be louder? Echo immediately lifted her water element plate. Spyro raised his magical element panel. Eruptor: Why do you say that? Spyro: I say it because I always amuse
myself when I fly around, when I'm in a good mood. Echo: But I said to myself because I'm a music lover. Spyro: That makes more sense. Eon: I think we should do one more, then we'll do this party like that, who has a question????: I have one! A strange voice could be heard. Here a dark Guardian villain landed by the appearance of it.
Spyro: Who are you? Hooded sickle: I am hooded sickle. A dark guardian who has come back in revenge. Who is more likely to fight me? Echo: I think we are both. Why don't you leave these premises before we set out on your way to your defeat. Hood: *laughs* why don't you test your power against me? And how is it that I was not
invited huh? Echo: uh... Because we don't know you and don't know what you want. Hooded: right. Time to crash this party. Echo: You will never! She used a siren scream and hidden sickle just used his guard to block the attack. Spyro breathed fire, which also stopped Hood Sickle. Eon: Skylander! Cadets! Let's fight! Hooded sickle: good
luck! Stealth Elf: Don't doubt blood thick. Hood: You can threaten my name! It's hooded Nallek and you'll never forget it. Pop Fizz: Sorry what? I did not listen. Was it thickening of blood? Hooded snarled and threw his keeper in Pop's direction, but he dodged just in time. Pop Fizz: Miss me! Cynder breathed electrically, which landed and
Hood Sickle immediately threw his guard towards Cynder, who skilfully dodged her. The Intense held on to Cynder's strike when Hope Sickle hit the back of her head. Spyro: Cynder! You will pay for it! Spyro roars and breathes hot fire. Echo came to Cynder.Echo: Cynder! Are you ok? Does it hurt? Cynder: ow! Why did he do that? Now I
have massive headaches. Echo: Just sit out. We take care of it. The more time is wasted on this fight, the more spyro and echo are left. Hooded Sappel: What You do now? Are you screaming to your mom? Echo growled and her eyes turned sighters. Echo: Nobody talks about anything like this! I've lost my family and I never want to hear
anyone talk about them again! She screamed again, pushing him back against the wall. Hooded: Do you ever stop annoying screams? Echo: oh no, you didn't. Hood hood oh yes, I did. He sat and clicked with his fingers. Echo: I've had enough with you! Just wait until Spyro seismic you to tosses. Hood Nallek: good luck if I mean... Where
did it go? Stealth Elf had it in her hands. Hood: Hand me my guard immediately. Stealth Elf: hmm... Let me think about it... No! I am good. Hood Nallek: *growls* fine. I don't need my sentiel. Echo: Get ready Spyro.Spyro: I know what to do. Hood Nallek throws a double blow in her direction. They jump over, but Hood Sickle Echo on the
tail. Echo: Do you mind? She claws it and leaves traces all over the body. Spyro: You okay? Echo: Yes, I am now. What do you say about your seismic toss? Spyro: You mean what I do when I wake her up in the sky and ram her into the ground? Echo: yep. Be careful, however. Spyro: I will. So he storms in the direction of Hood Sickle
and grabs his body, which holds his arms together so that he cannot move them and bring them to heaven. Hooded: Let me go! You don't know what you're doing. Spyro: Actually, I do. I've done that before. Get ready to be rammed to the ground. Echo gave gas how high they were. Her eyes shone in the sunset. Dat Sun flares though.
Anyway... Spyro was ready for the ground ramming. (Not sexually intentional, I told you before.) He changed direction and had gravity control him as he rammed his horns into the hood. Hood Sickle was somehow able to grab Spyro Spyro horns no. Everyone has guest. Echo: Please be careful babe. Her emotions have already come to
her. Just as Spyro and Hope Sickle were about to land, Spyro made a play in which he beat Hope Sickle with his tail and slammed him to the ground with his horns. The power he had to use for that moment made him dizzy. He had to lie down and let his eyes rest, so he did. The large cloud of dust disappeared when Jet Vac used his Vac
pistol to get rid of it. Echo: Spyro! Everyone saw him unconscious, but he wasn't really. But everyone saw him that way. Hood Sickle admitted defeat because he was actually unconscious when Eon decided to golf him into another dimension. (Not literally) Echo: Spyro? Spyro?! Cynder: Spyro! Background voice: Is he ok? Spyro was just
resting, but everyone else saw him as unconscious. Echo: Spyro! Get up! You're welcome! I love you! She kissed him and she hoped he would let her research his mouth with her tongue, which he did. She thought he must have been awake when that happened. Echo: Spyro... You're welcome... Don't do that to us. We love you! I love
you! She cried. Her tears fell spyro's out of her eyes. Which somehow awakened him. He opened his eyes and Echo her eyes screaming out. Cynder was too. Spyro: I see you crying. Echo: *gasp* Spyro! You're ok! Spyro: Of course I am. I just felt dizzy. I am sorry that you are so worried. Echo: They had sickened us. Why would you do
that? Spyro: I'm sorry. I didn't know what else I could have done. Echo: No. Don't say anything else. It was my idea and it was my fault that they It. I deserve to cry and be a bad friend. Spyro: no! Echo no! Please, don't be like that! Come here. He brought the hug. Spyro: It's not your fault. Echo: Yes, it is. Spyro: No, it isn't. Look at me. He
raised her head to make eye contact. Spyro: We did what we could, and now it's over. You don't have to be sad about anything. Come, let's start this party. Aren't you going to sing for me tonight? Echo: actually... I didn't know at first, but now I'm going to do it. Spyro: That's where you go. That is the spirit. The Echo beautiful Echo I love.
So where's the cake? Pop Fizz: over here! Jet Vac: How could he be like that after such a fight? Eon: You obviously don't know him as much as you think. Let's all celebrate everyone cheered and started the party. Echo and Spyro just went together when Pop Fizz showed them where the cake was. Spyro: It's pretty big. Echo: We wanted
to make it big enough for everyone to enjoy. Why don't you cut it and we can all try some? Spyro: Why don't we do this together? Echo: You're safe? Spyro: Come. We let someone take a photo for us. Echo: ok... Whatever you want. Pop Fizz: Smile for the camera. And they did. But since the camera flashes... Spyro felt dizzy, like a
headache. Echo: Spyro, you ok? Spyro: I'm fine, I just still feel dizzy. Echo: You need some water. Take it from me. Let me give you some. Spyro: Thank you. Echo: *smooch* love you Spyro. Spyro: Love you too. Eruptor: hey Spyro! My husband. Spyro: hey Eruptor.Eruptor: You ok? Don't have fun? Spyro: no no. I enjoy myself a lot, I just
feel dizzy, so Echo finds me so e water. Eruptor: She's a real friend to you, isn't she? When will she ask her to marry you? Spyro: probably not for a while. Eruptor: Do you have the ring on you? Spyro: not at the moment. It's back home. She also knows that I want to marry her too. Eruptor: How does she know that? Echo: It was the other
day that me and she had our date when we were distracted by these Greebles. Somehow I dropped the ring and when we had dinner later that day, she explained to me what had happened and took it home for the time being. I knew that she wasn't ready to get married. But I don't blame her. I had no other intheme of asking her. Echo:
Here you are babe. Spyro: Thanks Echo. You are a lifesaver. Echo: hey Eruptor. What were you talking about? Eruptor: not much. Just say what happened to your last date. Echo: oh... You mentioned what happened to the ring, didn't you? It's okay if you did. We already promised ourselves when we wouldn't get married until a year in
which we are together has passed. Spyro: I don't remember those words, but I know where you're going. Eruptor: So you're going to sing for us tonight? Echo: Why shouldn't I? I just find the right time. Spyro: I bet you'll be amazing. Echo: aw! I'm always amazing, but not? Spyro: yes! Amazing with your singing and your beauty. Echo blush
and her eyes eyes aaaww! Ain't that cute? Spyro and Echo hugged and wrapped tails. The microphone at the other end, from where Spyro and Echo made the noise that normally bursts people's ear drums. Eon: *clarifies throat* I would like to attract everyone's attention. How amused are everyone? Everyone was cheering. Eon: I'm
happy. So Spyro, and I think he has some words for you all. Spyro almost flies over with Echo. Spyro: Thank you Eon. I would like to thank everyone for doing this for me and participating in it. It was really amazing. I had such an adventure today. Eon went on a treasure hunt and I met someone who was amazing with the name Mysticat.
He's awesome, you should see him. In any case, even more important. Thank you seriously. Thanks also to my friend Echo. I think she was the one who arranged it for me, and I had the sneaky suspicion this morning when Eon suddenly engaged me with this adventure. I knew he was going to do it for a reason. But it was really Echo's
idea, wasn't it babe? She blushed and nodded. Spyro: I knew it was. Come up here babe. Echo was nervous to walk at first, but over-the-go and confidence filled her body. Spyro: This beautiful creature with me is the whole reason for this. Thanks Echo.Echo: It's nothing real. Spyro: But don't you have a song for me? Echo: hmhm! I do.
This song is special for you because it shows how much I love you. Spyro: Give it to Echo all. Everyone was cheering. Echo begins to sing Andante Andante, originally by Lily James. (Mamma Mia 2 if anyone has seen it) Spyro wavered and wavered to the music. The rest of the day is just echo singing, pauses here and there and finally
the end of the party. (Outro/Credits) Page 10Twas the day after Spyro's birthday. He and everyone enjoyed their time and Spyro stood at sunrise. Early sunrise, however, the earliest he's ever been awake. Yawning, he had some water with him to wake up. In Echo's room in the living room... Echo awakens to the bright orange sunrise and
she thought why it was so early. She could hear something even though she came out of the kitchen. She gets out of bed and stretches out and takes water swallowers from her bowl next to her bed. Then she looked up to see the necklace Spyro liked to give her last night. However... It didn't hang where she left it. She got crazy fast and
her beat felt broken when her eyes were cat-eyed and she hissed. Her body reacted strangely. She hissed and exhaled heavily again and again. When she came into the kitchen in this way. Echo: Spyro... Spyro: Echo, how come you get up early? And what is wrong? Echo: Spyro... Where. Is. The necklace. I hung up. In my room? Spyro:
oh! I er... I had to borrow it for something. Echo: You what? I thought someone it stole and forced me to fall out, but why? Spyro: just there babe. It's for something you'll like. Echo: Is it now? You worried that you took it because I thought you wouldn't like me anymore. Spyro: Echo Echo It's nothing like that. Listen to me. I asked Pop to
print the picture we took together, and I had to borrow her necklace just to add a few things to this picture frame. Echo: Probable story. Spyro: Echo! Just listen to yourself. You make it hard for yourself. I'm done now anyway. Here! He showed the Echo the picture frame. Shows the image of last night surrounded with hearts and the magic
and water element. Echo gassed and her eyes went straight from the evil cat's eye to the normal and shiny. However, she felt dizzy as her heart literally beat very quickly. Spyro: You like it? Echo: Spyro... It. Looks. Ama... Zing. She fainted on the spot. Spyro: Echo! She could barely stay awake after fainting. Spyro: Echo, are you ok? Talk
to me. No words. Only movement, he could say that she wanted him with him. Spyro: I'm here. I won't let you go. Let's take you back to your bed. He held the portrait he made in his tail as he led Echo to sleep more in her bed. He left the portrait hanging where Echo left her necklace off, then put the necklace over it again, and stayed with
Echo in the hope that it would be ok. Echo tried to call Nachsatos. Echo:...... Spyro? Spyro: I'm here. All ok with you? Echo: I... Feel... Weak... And warm. Spyro: must have come from the time when you were angry with me. I get some water. He wasted no time getting water for them. Literally only 7 seconds. Spyro: here Echo. I filled up
your bowl. She tried to reach for her bowl, but because she felt weak, she couldn't do much. So Spyro brought the bowl closer to her, so she didn't have to do much. After a few sips, she never thought of risking herself, so instead of going back to sleep she goes with Spyro to stay close. Later in the morning, when the sun was at least at a
24-degree angle in the sky... Echo awakens more calmly like. Spyro seemed to be awake beside her all the time. Echo: Spyro? Spyro: Echo, you feel better? Echo: Yes... I'm getting better and better. I'm sorry I'm angry with you. I hope you forgive my rudeness. I didn't mean disrespect or hurt your feelings. I am sorry. Spyro: Echo... I
forgive you. So what if it's just a small fight? I will always love you and support you. You know that. Echo: I know, and I love you for that. It's just... I feel so stupid that I'm crazy about a little thing. Spyro: but hey, at least I did it for you. I am sorry because I borrowed it without you even knowing it. Echo: Yes, you should have asked
beforehand. Spyro: I know. I'm sorry Babe. Do you hate me? Echo: Spyro, I would never do that. You just have to start asking. Why on earth would you think I hated you? You were such an amazing person to hang out with, or in a couple with that, but can I tell you something? Spyro: Go ahead. Echo: You treated me as a good friend, but
for me your path is more than that. You are like a brother to me, but a brother with whom I have a family, although I cannot get pregnant. Spyro: Spyro: doesn't mean that we can't love each other for the rest of our lives, even though it's right? Echo: of course. But, you know, when I was young, everyone doubted me about wanting a friend.
To say that, you are the first friend I have ever had, and I can't believe how far I've come. Spyro: Well, that's life for you. We all experience different things and have our own opinion on things. Look at you. I could say you've always wanted to be a singer, right? Echo: That's one of my dreams. Spyro: but you have more than that. You have
new friends who will always have your back, you have your really endir as your friend. What else can you wish for? Echo: That's basically all I've dreamed of. But I'm going to say this, when I first came here, I did... I was afraid that most of you wouldn't want me here. Spyro: pfft, who would do something so stupid? Seriously? You are
amazing, you are a beautiful singer, and as much as I do, you like to make sure that everyone here is friendly to each other and enjoys their lives. Echo: What can I say? Everyone should live their day as if they were going to die tomorrow. Spyro: and I agree. What do you say that we get breakfast today? Echo: I would love it. What a
conversation, take it from them. Anyway, after such a sweet conversation, they went to decide what to have for their breakfast. They ended up looking for some fancy pancakes and when I say chic, I mean fantasy. They used some other foods around the house to make the perfect breakfast. Who would have thought that someone would
have ice cream on pancakes? Well... That is what they have done. They made the pancake not enough to melt the ice cream to look like a icing on a cake. Spyro: How do you like it? Echo: This is one of the best ideas of all time. At first I was skeptical, but now I'm diggin' it. Thank you for my day Spyro. Spyro: That's what I do. The rest of
the gang stepped in and smelled what Spyro was doing. Stealth Elf: Tomorrow you two. What is this amazing smell? Spyro: these pancakes you smell can be. We had the idea to see what it's like to put ice cream on pancakes. So we cooked the pancakes to a hotter temperature and we put ice melt it so it looks like ice cream. You should
try some. We have done a lot. Eruptor: Ice cream on pancakes? Why would anyone do that? Echo: Excuse me? It was my idea, just wait until you try it. It's like heaven. She explained it simply. Stealth Elf: I don't think it hurts to try something new for a change. Cynder: Yes, it sounds nice. Echo: You'll think it's more than that after you've
tried some. Believe me. Pop Well, I don't care what it is, I'm just hungry. Immediately after Pop had a bite... Pop Fizz: wow! That. Is amazing! You guys. What are you waiting for? Dig in. Stealth Elf: could too. It looks good. She says that, but when she and Cynder end the first bite... Stealth Elf: wow! This is good! Cynder: It's more than
that. It's amazing. Jet Vac: Well, let's see. That was until Jet Vac and and had her first bite. Eruptor: woah! So good! I didn't think I wanted to, but man, I would recommend that to the whole world. Echo: I'm glad you think eruptor. After Echo was finished, it didn't take long, and all those who were about to finish their... Spyro yawned and
really made a loud noise to go with him. ... ... ... Nice? Echo: You ok da Spyro? Spyro: Yes, that really woke me up. Echo: Didn't you sleep when you used to be with me? Spyro: Actually, I didn't. Now I feel dumb. Echo: You're not stupid, you just made a mistake. Cynder: So what is the plan for today? Jet Vac: I'd rather wait and see what
Eon needs from us before we decide. Eon: as you should. Eon stood between the kitchen and the living room in the doorway. Spyro: Since when did you come here? Eon: right now. I came over to tell you that you have no need from me. Echo was confused. Eon: *clear throat* What I mean by that is that you are all free to do what you are
planning today. When something comes up, I call someone. Stealth Elf: That's pretty much what you do every day. Eon: right. I probably don't need to tell you what to do in particular. Jet Vac: but your master. I thought you would give us a few rotors for every day. Eon: Why should I? You are all old enough to do what you want. Jet Vac:
But you're still going to give us jobs, even though it's right? Eon just wasn't amused by him, no one else was really. Spyro: really JV? Jet Vac: What? Everyone just gave him the stinking eye and gave him time. Then he realized what he missed after 5 stupid seconds. Jet Vac: oh! Nevermind. (Introduction) After breakfast, everyone was
finally ready. Even Eon has some of the ice cream pancakes. Eon: wow! That is certainly something. You certainly made something that should die for you two. Echo: It was my idea and Spyro just made it perfect. Eon: You both make a great team. Who knew you had chosen such a wonderful and helpful friend Spyro? Spyro: Don't forget



Cynder. Eon: right! Of course. Two amazing and helpful girlfriends. Where is the ring I gave you? Spyro: It is currently in a raffle in Echo's room. She noticed that I dropped it the day before yesterday, when these Greebles and Kaos became massive problems. Eon: huh that day? The day you had your perfect date, right? That's when it
was perfect date? Spyro: that was it. Wasn't it Echo? Echo: Honestly, I couldn't have a perfect day like then or yesterday. Of this alone, Echo immediately had a reminder of her past, like a sudden flashback from real life. She wavered heavily, but she tried herself to make no one suspicious of her emotions. Spyro: Me not that a day could
be better than yesterday. Cynder: Did you ever have fun yesterday? Spyro: How could I not? It was my birthday, I met Mysticat, which was amazing, We had echo singing for all of us. He noticed how he counted the various things he enjoyed a lot with his fingers. Stealth Elf: I can tell you something else that is amazing. About my time on
the Elfenwald.Spyro: Oh, I can't wait to hear that. When Stealth Elf babbling and continuing her adventure in the Elven Forest, Echo didn't care about her surroundings. Her real life flashback is what to see and nothing is more annoying than that for her, apart from seeing Spyro injured, but that's also worse. She kept trying to move without
anyone noticing. Judging by the fact that Stealth Elf talks too much and engages in it. Echo could say that Elf didn't care about anything else around her. Echo thought it was an opportunity to move. As they laughed, Cynder noticed that Echo opened the door with his head and made her swing herself. Cynder: I'm sorry to disturb you
Eleven, but... I think something is wrong with Echo.Spyro: again? What is it this time? Where is she? Cynder: I just saw her bumping her head against the door as she walked. Stealth Elf: Was it something I said? Spyro: I'll find out. Cynder: We stand behind you when you need something. Stealth Elf: I'm coming with you. Spyro: all right.
Echo?! That was when Echo had her back to everyone who lay down on her bed. Spyro: Echo? ... ... Babe? *Sigh* what's wrong this time? Echo: I'm fine. I just have to be alone for a few minutes. Spyro: Does this have anything to do with what the Elf said? Echo: No. Can I just be alone please? Stealth Elf: We will be somewhere if you
need us. Everyone has left... Except Spyro. Echo: Are they gone? Spyro: They're gone. Do you need me here? Echo: You can stay if you want. Spyro: Even if you told me to leave, I would never leave you. You know that. Tell me now what's wrong? Does something bother you and I have to fight? Echo: No. That's not it... I... I had a real
flashback. Spyro: woah, that can be bad. You didn't hurt yourself? Echo: Don't think I have. But it literally happened right after I said I couldn't have another perfect day like yesterday or that date. Spyro: Wait, how did your flashback come about? Echo: I don't know. For some reason, it showed me something that happened to me that I
never wanted to remember, the day my parents died, not just that, I ran away from my troubles and was afraid to be alone. If I didn't pursue my dreams, I wouldn't know where I would be. Not here, that's for sure. Spyro: I'm sorry to raise it, but how old were you when you lost your family? Echo: I knew you were going to say that? I lost it
when I was at least a year old. After that I was alone, but I remained brave... but I was scared. Just talking about it makes me question my life. Do I deserve to be here? Spyro: Of course you do. I have no idea how that got into your head, but you so beautiful. I don't know who on earth would be so you. Echo: I just want to have a happy
life. Spyro: What are you talking about? It was they who decided to come here. You were the ones who had no one to control your life and follow your life choices. Echo: Spyro that... That really helped. I... I love you. Spyro: I love you too. Echo smiled, smiled, approached and kissed her forehead, then he went down to her to finally kiss
lips and explore mouths. Spyro didn't want to reach his body, so he lays down on her bed. They didn't stop kissing and snogging after a minute, it was longer. They are paws that caress each other on each other's back and chest. Echo broke the kiss to say... Echo: You are such an amazingly kissed Spyro. Spyro: That's how you are. I
never leave your page. Echo: Thanks to Spyro. What should we do? Spyro: Whatever you want my cute dragon. Echo: aw! I don't care what anyone says about you. You are the best person I have ever met. Spyro: I always try my best. And what do you mean by that? Does anyone say terrible things about me? Echo: not that I know, but I
just wanted you to feel loved. Spyro: I am always loved. I always fight against evil. I am always so beautiful that no one gets tired of me. Echo: really Spyro? Spyro could say that she was annoyed with him at the time. Spyro: oh! I'm sorry. *Clear throat* I think I'm ahead of myself. Echo: like their usual, but it's ok. I will always love you.
Spyro: I will always love you. In no sudden second, as they both nuzzed closer, Echo felt something very unusual. Like a sudden spark of darkness in her. She moaned. Spyro: You okay there? Echo: Yes, I'm fine. Why are you asking? Spyro: You just moaned, didn't you? Echo: You must have just had a fantasy. Come on, why don't we
find the others and see what they're going to do? Spyro: good idea. You must be concerned about what you have told me. After you. Echo: so friendly. As she stepped one step at a time and caught up with Spyro, Echo could feel more of the darkness that surrounded her body. Proof of this was her eyes a cool, nasty red. Without Spyro
noticing, she tried to control her own body and be the echo she knows he loves. No darkness will get in her way. She thought... In the academy, all the cadets and Skylovers sat together and formed a circle. Spyro and Echo were confused. Echo was only behind Spyro through half his height and guesswhat? The darkness slowly overtook
them. Staring at the circle formation of Skylanders and cadets, she explored with her newly demanded power of darkness the easiest way to make her all her subordinates for her evil plan, which she would never do in her true self. Spyro: Guys? Why are you all sitting here like this? Stealth Elf: oh! Hey you two. Is everything good with
you? Echo: Is it now? I don't think I have any problems with anything when I have Spyro by my side. Hex: Isn't that sweet? So do you expect any evil to be thwarted? Spyro: Why are you asking? We're on alert. Cynder: She just played Spyro there. Don't do anything about it. She was nimpled under his chin. Spyro: What are you all doing?
Stealth Elf: We were on the training ground, but then we got bored because we all just took too much care of Echo. Echo: Well, there is no reason to fear. Does anyone know where Eon is? I would like to ask him something personal. Hex: He should be in the library. Echo: Be back as soon as possible Spyro: I'm there if you need me.
Echo: Thank you. I love you. She moaned as she walked away. Everyone felt his body return to his original self before darkness filled them. Spyro heard the moaning from where he was. He was concerned about what was going on, at least with echo. He thought if it had anything to do. In the library... Echo: Master Eon? You here? Eon:
ah! There she is. I wondered if you would jump down at some point. Echo: Why? Eon: I found them, which I think is a good idea for your relationship with Spyro. Echo: oh? Ok then. Thank you, but Eon, there's something I want to know about you. I was told by Spyro that you are the one who gave him the ring for custody until he thinks of
a good time to ask me to marry him. Is there anything I miss that I need to know? Do you really want him to marry me for a reason? Eon: I've been eeriating him since he was very young. I was very proud of him all the time, and what's better than giving him what he deserves. I told you about him for the first time when you first came, and
look where you came two. I am sorry if I took it too far for them. Echo: It's okay. I told him that I would like to wait until at least a month or more has passed so that he can ask. Eon: I see. Is that all you needed from me? Echo: Yes, it's all good. See you later. When she left the library, Spyro hid behind the open doors. Echo: I know you're
there Spyro.Spyro: you got me. Is that really what you needed from him? Echo: Well, it sounds stupid now, but... I'm glad I was able to learn something from him. Spyro: the fact that he is technically my father? Echo: Yes. It seems crazy to be under his care. Spyro: Maybe it is, but I'm used to it. At least I was able to meet my real father a
few days ago. Echo: You did it? Spyro: Yes. Ignitus was his name and I think I got my personality from him. Echo: How father and son am I right? Spyro: I think. *Giggles* Echo: come on babe. Let's look for something for us? You can choose and I'm happy with everything you want to do. Spyro: Even if you never did it? Echo: everything.
Just... Nothing to do with you knows what. Spyro: I don't know what. Echo: I'm talking about spices. You thought I was talking about something else, right? Spyro: no! Why should I ever? He questioned sarcastically. Echo: no need to hide it from me babe. Spyro: ok good. I did. Echo: I know how much you might want to try it. I kind of feel
the same, to be honest, and we're still virgins, but I think that can be for a different time. Lassen we don't go into too much detail about what might happen while we're talking? Spyro: You are right. We don't have to rush things, we just have to cool down and take things at our own pace. Echo: exactly. This is the Spyro I love. Now we're off.
Spyro was ahead when he walked in front of Echo, which again half his height, head to tail, behind. At that moment, she was not affected by such But now... Her eyes were red again. I think the darkness in it is beginning to rise somehow. It is amazing how, with her dark ability, which came out of nowhere, she can see everything inside
and outside and control bodies, even though she sees perfectly what is in front of her. When she was staring at Spyro at that moment, she could see the light that Makes Spyro so that everyone loves it. Too bad for him, because this Dark Echo has some plans. However... Eon: Echo! I'm sorry to harass you, but I need your help. Echo: oh,
sure. If you walk along Spyro, I will catch up with you later. Spyro: ok then. Come to me when you're done. Echo: will do it. Love you beautiful. Spyro: Love you too beautiful. Echo: So what do you need Eon? Eon: I'm sorry I brought you back so early. Echo: It's cool. I have a lot of time. Eon: That's fine with me. I know you really enjoy your
ball that Spyro brought you, but do I have to ask? What do you think of Skylander dolls? Echo was already terrified and descended to the ground. Eon: I take that as a No. Echo: Of course not. What kind of person do you take me for? Also for a creepy doll. Eon: Not all dolls are creepy. Echo: Well, they are. I don't know who you think I
am, but I don't stand for it. I have had bad experiences in my past and I would rather not experience these times. You know what? I don't care what you need me for, but I don't stay to find out. She used siren screams that didn't look as usual. There was thunder in it. The range was long and ended with her dropping the books from all the
bookshelves. Eon realized when she attacked that something with Echo was horribly gone. Eon: That's worse than I thought. Echo: Well, it's getting worse. The echo that you thought was taken from the darkness will not come back to anything she loved. If you really want the echo you've known, just try to stop me. Just not in my way.
Besides, I've brainwashed everyone under my command except you and Spyro, but who knows what I'm planning next. See you later. She laughed insanely and stormed out in anger. Eon: She dares to make fun of me? That's worse than I thought. If this darkness has echoed, then the only way to save the one we love is to sacrifice the
strongest light that Spyro would be. I have to find it before it gets worse. As he spoke, Echo was almost at the entrance to the library. She kept moaning with pain, which changed every time. Groaning once to her normal self, but then back to her dark side. Echo: *Groans* what do you want from me? *Groans* don't you know? Ha! So they
call you a weakling. *Groans* calls me Sun. Who is to do this to me? *Groans* if you really want to know. I'm Knightmare. I have the power to control everyone and it was so easy. *Groans* what are you talking about? How did you...? *Groans* simple. You were upset when you had that memory, that was what I did. If it wasn't for me, you
wouldn't be like that. *Groans* *Groans* You've never been here Knightmare, I'm the echo everyone loves and not this demon you make me. *Groans* why not? It's so much fun. Let's see what we can do. This Knightmare, who takes over Echo, what does she want? It didn't matter, as Echo was now completely under wraps, as a grey
stone-looking substance completely covered echo. She was still her normal aqua blue color, but her eyes were a complete red color. Then she broke into the hallway of the library on the floor of the door. Spyro saw her when he handed her over. Spyro: Echo! Oh no! Are you ok? Talk to me. Echo: S... Spyro? Spyro: Echo! I am here. Are
you ok? After that, no more words were said. All the events were behind him. Every single Skylago, cadet, mabu, whoever, hovered all with deep red eyes and approached Spyro.Spyro: Guys? What the hell? Echo! Wake up! Echo laughed badly, which Spyro didn't realize... Until the same thing happened with Echo.Echo: stupid little
dragon. I am not the echo you know. How about taking this elsewhere? As if outside... Here! She slapped her whole body against Spyro, making him dizzy and landing in the middle of a huge circle formed by everyone around her. Echo joined him in the ring. Echo: What is it then? Is it a fight or not? Spyro: I would never fight you, or at
least what I love. Echo: oh! Stupid me. You thought I was the one you loved. Guess again. I don't love anyone, all I want is for all the heavenly areas to be under the hands of darkness. Spyro: I will never allow it! Echo: If you don't want to let me. Then there is probably no other choice. Echo has just hit her ghostly attacks on Spyro. Eon:
Spyro! Speak some sense. Spyro: Don't you think I tried? Echo: Fight yourself. You're weak! She attacks with her claws. Spyro distracts them all by hiding under his wings. Echo: Why don't you resist? Sad... Spyro: because you didn't let me fight. I just want to go back to what I love. I don't want anything bad to happen to one of my friends.
Knightmare: ha! And what? Should I feel loved? Pass if you don't want to fight. Eon: Spyro! If you're going to take your light, you're just waiting and you're going to see what happens. Echo: What he said capitulated, give me your light. I will make you all my subordinates in this world of darkness. Spyro: Say it again and again. That will
never happen. Echo: oh? And why do you say that? Spyro hit Echo and pinned her to the ground. Echo: Let me go! What do you think you are doing? Spyro: What else? I think I know what could happen. It's happened to me before, so here's my light for you. breathed enough fire for Echo to breathe and steal. In the end, when Spyro was
in his dark state... Echo: Yes! All the light in Skylands. Finally mine. Only you see Eon, everything will be fine before you know it. Eon: Don't doubt yourself. Spyro has the strongest light in it. Even if you steal its light, you think you can use it for the rule. You're wrong. Echo: Am I now? Eon: Only you wait. But not true is that a waste? Echo:
Why do you say that? I would say that this is astonishing, to say the least. Just look at yourself. Eon stared Echo straight down. It wasn't until something was going on. Many lights emitted from her body. Was that what Eon meant? Echo: What. Is. Happen? It was flown in the air. Everyone stared in distraught concern. As the light of her
dazzled the whole area, she cried out loud, as if a villain had been defeated. She landed on her feet, but she could barely maintain her balance as she did. Thank God she was her usual self again. Echo: ugh... What... What happened? Eon: Is it good for everyone? Stealth Elf: I think so. What happened to us? Eon: I can tell you what
happened. But also Spyro. Stealth Elf: Spyro? Spyro: yes. I've seen most of it. Eon: Feel free to tell them. Spyro: uh... I think you should. I would rather not say it in front of Echo and Cynder himself. Eon: I understand. I borrowed echo just for something important when she suddenly got angry. Echo: Me? But how? Eon: What do you
remember? Echo: All I remember was that after I asked you what you know, you needed me immediately after that, because I thought you didn't need me after I left somewhere with Spyro. Eon: Well, I witnessed what I experienced, and what I witnessed was that you were angry after I asked you about these things. Echo: oh! I er... I was
scared of what you said, and I still am, but I don't remember groaning or anything like that. Eon: It's because you were controlled from the darkness deep in the hustle and gloom. Echo: What? How could this be possible? I'm so confused. I get dizzy. I believe I... Spyro: whoa da! Spyro caught Echo in time before falling to the ground. She
moaned and whimimmered. Echo: Spyro? Spyro: I have you. All ok with you? Echo: I just feel so dizzy and confused. If I was really controlled by darkness, I'm sorry for everything I've done. Eon: You didn't do much except destroy the library. Spyro: She did something? Eon: It wasn't her fault. Do not blame her for such acts. At least it
gives me a good reason to rearrange all my books alphabetically. Spyro: Well, the most important thing here is that everyone is safe from any damage. Echo: Thank God, too. Even if I... Do you know. Who knows what could be worse? Jet Vac: Let's not get too much in it. Why don't we end our time with lunch? Echo: I'm pretty hungry.
Spyro: We return to my place. I'll cook you something. Echo: Thanks to Spyro. I could do with something meaty. Spyro: We should have something, shouldn't we? Stealth Elf: The we do. If not, I get something. Spyro's stomach rages. Spyro: I'm getting hungry myself. Let's go back? Stealth Elf: could too. Catch them all later. Echo felt
dizzy before Spyro decided to wear it on her back. As soon as they made it home, Spyro Echo gently slithered onto her bed in her area and let her rest while he cooked. Cynder liked to keep her company while they waited. Wait. awakened the feeling of pillows under their paws and bodies. Echo: Where am I? Cynder: You're back home.
Spyro is now preparing food for us. Echo: Thank God. I feel so dizzy. Cynder: You have water here. Echo: I forgot that. Thanks.She drinks like a cat, while she takes a lot of sips each time, which cool down. Spyro returns shortly after 5 seconds with Echo's favorite from the other day. Ice cream on pancakes. Spyro: I have your favorite.
Echo: Thank you very much. Spyro: You feel better? Cynder: She had some water. It begins to cool down. Spyro: That's good. There's something I want to share with you if you don't mind? Echo: What's going on at Spyro? Spyro: it's easy... *sigh* I hate to see all my friends hurt, especially them two, and I think it's best if I always stay
around you two. Echo: They're just too worried. It's not the end of the world you know. You will always have us with you. It's what we do for each other because we all share a relationship. There is nothing and nothing else to say. Cynder: She's right. We love you for many reasons. I know how you feel about us when we are in bad
condition, but for us Spyro, can you stay happy and wish us a life that we both deserve? Spyro: I always am. I just hate to be sad in front of my loved ones. Echo: We know Spyro. Echo got up and cuddled her body against Spyro, as did Cynder. Spyro: I'm sorry I'm a stupid girl. Echo: You're not stupid. Don't say that about yourself. If you
have to tell us something, say it, but you have no need to feel stupid. Can we please stop being down and enjoying our night? Spyro: You are right. Sorry again. Echo: What did we say to Spyro? You're pretty, funny and awesome to be around. Just stay as we know you are. Out of nowhere, Spyro was hit in the head with something.
Spyro: ow! What the hell? Eruptor: Sorry. I just got this great lance. Spyro: What? Eruptor: yep. You heard me right. Not only do I have my firepower, but now I have this great lava lance. Spyro: good for you. Cynder: It looks kind of cool. Echo: what she said. Eruptor: How are you not impressed? Echo: good... To put it simply for me. I'm
uh... Actually afraid of it. Eruptor: oh! Uh... What does this have to do with it? Echo: I'd rather not talk about it. *Nervous giggling* Cynder: Why do you sound nervous? Has anything happened in your past? Spyro: You can tell us. We are all good friends here. Echo: well... *sigh* ok. I will try to make this as simple as possible. It was the day
after the death of my family, I was curious when I Lance soldiers. I followed them behind the attempt not to be seen. I was caught sneaking into someone's room who had many lances. He threw me into a dark room that felt like a dungeon. I could hear a strange voice coming in from deeper. I followed him because I was curious and the
voice told me if I wanted to try a lance for myself, then try it. Did I do... But it was a bad idea. It made me angry and made me these innocent people, whom I would never hurt, not even with reason. I wasn't quite under his spell, but with the side of me that loved the world, I got out of control. There was this one guy who was big. I couldn't
get his name because he just kicked the spell right. But after that he just kept raging towards me. His leader stopped him and released me. But since then I've been scared of them because I didn't want to go through this horrible experience again, so whatever you do, keep it away from me. Stealth Elf: Well, you don't hear that every day.
Echo mocked. Echo: It's because I never put it back on, so you remember better. Pop Fizz: I'm not good at remembering things, so I'll try. Spyro: Well, I mean... I can't believe something like this actually happened to you. Echo: As I said, I didn't want to talk about it. Spyro: I understand. You can eat and go to sleep them directly if you
want. I may have got up for a while. Echo: ok... Thank you. I love you. Spyro: Love you too. For the rest of the night, the rest decided to play a few games. Skipping time... When everyone decided to switch off for the night, Spyro stayed only a little longer to make sure Echo had enough water and also for another reason. What can you
ask? Well, he slowly opened the draw that had the ring that Eon gave him before time and not only did he see the ring and really want to ask her, but he actually leaves something he made in her as well. Something he did during a game. For what specific reason does he make a shell nametag with his and Echo's first letter of their names
on it? Well, maybe it won't be told until tomorrow, because Echo had fallen asleep. Spyro soon cuddled up and slept firmly with her head above her. Feeling comfortable with the fact that she is close, as she has always been since the first meeting. Echo opened her eyes just one look feeling Spyro with her and keep her warm. As he was
close, she simply moved closer so that she could make him more comfortable than herself. Now sound asleep. Sleeping sweet dreams... Hopefully... After what Echo talked about not so long ago. (Outro/Credits) Page 11night. Again. For what it seems to be. Full moon. Midnight. Spyro appeared to be in Echo's bed. Where? Echo
awakens with wind. Echo: *whispers* Spyro... I'm cold. Trying to feel for him... Echo: *gasp* Spyro? Concerned... The window was also slightly open... Upset. She immediately closed the window to warm up herself and the room. Next she knew... Votes. She was able to find out where the voices came from, and when she slightly slammed
her head through the door, her prediction was correct. Spyro and Cynder. Spyro: You ok Cynder? What is going on? Cynder: It's something creepy happens. I suddenly jumped out of such a bad dream and before I knew it. I saw those two lights up there and I thought it was something so close and it literally scared me. Spyro: those
lights? Cynder nodded in horror. Spyro: Spyro: should not be so. Let me see what the problem is. Echo heard it all. Frightened by Cynder, she felt like her best friend. She didn't want to be seen out of bed, she wanted to leave. She knew that Spyro would stay with Cynder for the rest of the night, which he actually did. Echo sighed in
sadness and unsettling. What she thought was what she was doing. Luckily, she leaves without noise. Interestingly, although Echo was down and had her eyes on the floor, her feet allowed her to take it to the academy, near the library where King's pen was. Echo didn't notice you until he spoke. King Pen: Who's going there? Suddenly he
threw out words that first echoed, then she saw him, but never said anything. All in her head was whether King Pen would hurt her. She tried to speak, but her fear took over and couldn't. King Pen: no words huh? Unusual. It doesn't matter. Whoever you are, you're sorry you've crossed the academy. Echo was confused, that was until she
noticed that he was wearing a blindfold... A stupid blindfold! Who would wear something stupid at night? King Pen apparently. King Pen slammed his arm blades. Echo avoided his attack. The same thing happened every time, Echo tried to speak, but fear filled her. Attack after attack, Echo escaped. Echo has counted at least eight attacks
so far. The next two... Ninth, she dodged, but the tenth... King Pen deftly swung his right arm as he turned to the right and landed the hit on Echo. Her crying was somewhat recognizable to King Pen, but... King Pen: I don't know who you are. Whether friend or foe, reveal yourself. She finally got words out. Echo: k... King... Pen... It's... This
is me... E... Echo... Spyro's... Girlfriend. King Pen finally saw that it was her when he lifted the blindfold from one eye, but threw it off when he realized what he had done. King Pen: oh my! What have I done? I'm so sorry. I didn't know. Echo: then... Why were you... *Gasp, moan* Wear that... Stupid... Blindfold? King Pen: I wanted an
excuse to sleep and wake up. Now I realize it was a bad idea. I didn't hurt you badly, did I? Echo: What do you think? You belted me up with good strength. At least you will be strong, but... *Groans* are now looking at what you have done. Now we will worry Spyro and everyone. King Pen: I'm so sorry. It was all my fault. Hey, let me bring
you in and help you recover. However, it can take a while to consider how much pain I have inflicted on you. Echo: Where do you bring me? King Pen: I'll take you to the library. I will put you in a place where no one can see your deep wound. Echo: How would that help with anything? King Pen: Let me just do what I can. He Echo how
Spyro would do it if he didn't fly, and put it on the couch opposite the room of Eon's desk to create a... Dog bed? From where? Or at least the look of a dog bed. The amount of noise he made made made Aurora woke up. Curious and annoyed, Aurora Aurora to investigate. King Pen had the bed ready for Echo to rest. Some pillows were
wet, judging by the appearance of the fluff. King Pen wore it again and this time she placed her lightly on the bed so Echo could use her as she screamed quietly in pain. That was when Aurora came in. King Pen: Aurora? How are you doing? Aurora: Oh, I don't know because you were loud? King Pen: I had to do it for good reason.
Aurora: What's the reason? Why is Echo here? Wait, don't tell me that you wore this blindfold and attacked it without knowing it? King Pen: Yes. I now realize that it was a bad idea to wear it at night. I blame myself, but we can't let anyone know that it was me, or everyone would go for me. Aurora: hmm... You know what? I will play a role
in that. We will pretend that Wolfgang was the one who attacked Echo and left her in so much pain. Echo: That sounds like something he would do. I will also play a role in this. *Groans* King Pen: Try not to move. If you do this, you will not recover. I have a plan for the morning. Spyro and his friends might be worried if they realize she's
gone. I'm going to be out there, so I'm going to explain everything that happened to them. Either that or I just tell them a little thing and say that we're going to sleep here. Aurora: all right. What about Eon? King Pen: I will be with him. Don't worry. I will make sure that everything goes according to plan. Echo: I pray to the gods I am
recovering in the morning. King Pen: I'm afraid it can take longer, depending on how much you move. Echo: *moans*, that gets annoying. She shifted her body side ways, causing a wet fluff to stab her deep wound, her scream being dampened as she hid her face in bed to prevent her from screaming out loud. Aurora: this will get some
san. Is there anything else you need? Echo slowly calmed down and breathed heavily, but she answered. Echo: Spyro usually makes me have some water for me. Aurora: Let me give you some. But I expect you to sleep after that. Echo: I know, but... King Pen: You don't stop just to think of Spyro and how worried he might be. Echo: I
didn't want to say that. I actually wanted to say thank you. I actually came for fresh air and fresh water, but my mind became too caught up in what Spyro had problems with in his room with Cynder. I had nothing to do and I didn't want Spyro to come suspiciously to me when he saw me in the middle of the night. Aurora: I see what you
mean. I've done the same thing in my past, but I'm trying to forget it and live my days well. Echo: But that's the problem. Because of Spyro, I don't know how my would look at the end, unless I remain like my usual self. King Pen: That's only part of life. Everyone has a chance to find out who they really are and where they belong, and I
think that's who you are. A true Skyloner who fights evil with all your friends and spends time with everyone. Echo: and music, of course. Anyway, I will try to sound. See you in the morning. Aurora: What about your it is usually for when I get up in the morning, but I also wake up at random times because my throat is dry, but this is rare. I'm
still making sure I'm having some cases with me right now. Aurora: That makes sense. I'll get you some and if you're going to sleep, when I come back, I'll see you in the morning. Echo: Back? You get water from the well? Aurora: Yes. This is where we sometimes get our water. Echo: didn't know that. Anyway, night guys. King Pen: Sweet
Dreams Echo. We'll talk more to Eon.Echo in the morning: ok. Thank you again for bringing me here after you did it to me. King Pen: You are welcome, and I am sorry that I did that at all. I hope you will forgive me for my actions. Echo: Of course I do. It wasn't all out of security, it was also out of the power you get really good, by the way.
These traits were a sound of victory. King Pen: wow! I am pleased to hear from you. Are you some kind of fighter or something? Echo: I think you can say that, but we can talk more about it tomorrow if we remember it. King Pen: right. I say goodbye. He does it eventually and although Echo still has severe pain from before and every time
she moves her body, she forced herself to sleep sweet dreams. (Introduction) Sunrise in the morning. Flash through the windows to the main Skylanders teams home. A bold orange color of the sun flashes in Spyro's eyes and awakens him all refreshed and happy to start a new day with all his friends. He stretched out his body. He
clicked his neck. He stretched out his legs like yoga. He saw Cynder waking up next to him. Spyro: Good morning nice. He put a paw on her paw. She giggles... Cynder: Tomorrow nice. How are you feeling? Spyro: ah! So refreshed and ready to start a new day. Cynder: What energy! I love that in a beautiful dragon like you. Spyro: Come.
You don't all have to be seductive of me. Or I will all be seductive to you. Cynder blushed as she raised her head and slapped her lips with his. The kiss lasted five seconds. The pause of the kiss revealed common saliva as they used tongues. Spyro: Why don't I make you breakfast this morning? Cynder: You're so nice Spyro. I'd love that.
I'd like to have some of these ice cream pancakes again. They are to die. Spyro: You really aren't? Let me see if Echo is above and wants some too. Cynder: I will be in the kitchen if you need me. As they pass by, Cynder sits in the kitchen, Spyro drives on to the living room. Spyro: Echo, you up? The curtains were closed. Normally,
Spyro could see an echo shadow behind the curtains while the sun is shining in that direction. This time, he was able to Not. He made sure of it by seeing for himself. Once he moved the curtains. Spyro: Echo? You there? Are you hiding in front of me? Stealth Elf came in. Stealth Elf: morn Spyro. What's available for breakfast? Spyro: I
thought the same as yesterday with these delicious ice cream pancakes, but Eleven, you saw Echo the house? Stealth Elf: No. Why? Did she wake up at night? Spyro: I don't think so. I've never heard anything. The only thing I remember was when Cynder woke me up after a bad dream she had. That's it. Stealth Elf: Then maybe she
went for something this morning. Spyro: probably. We can wait and find out. Stealth Elf: That reminds me. The guys are going to be out today, so they're not going to be with us today. Spyro: That's fine. They can do whatever they want. So uh... Ice cream pancakes? Stealth Elf: Yes please. Cynder was waiting to be fed by her lover, not
literally, but... You know what I mean... do you? Anyway, Spyro and Stealth Elf came in... Stealth Elf: Tomorrow Cynder. Cynder: MorgenElf. Sleep well? Stealth Elf: uh! I had a good dream, but what about you? Spyro told me that you woke him up after you had a bad dream!. What happened? Cynder: Yes. It was horrible. It felt like I was
in a haunted restaurant. There were these weird robotic things. I got a strange call that was just a pre-recorded message to talk to me about these events and about the restaurant. He also called these robots animatronics, I think he said. I was literally terrified of what could have happened and not just that. After waking up at midnight, I
could see two red lights that looked to me as if there was something in my face. (Look what I did there. I have set a fnaf reference to it. If no one knows fnaf, who are you? Back to History) Stealth Elf: woah! Terrifyingly much? Cynder: Tell me about it. Spyro: vilé. They are special ice pancakes. He said for some reason in a French accent.
Stealth Elf: I didn't know you could speak French. Spyro: ah! Merci beaucoup madame. Cynder: woah! So... Prima. Spyro: oui. J'adore tu Cynder. Cynder blushed. Spyro jumped on the table and held Cynder's paw. Cynder: I don't even know what you just said. Spyro: I said I love you in French. Cynder: aw! I love you too. Spyro: Now we
eat. We don't want to go on an empty stomach, do we? Stealth Elf: I'm just impressed with how you pulled it off. Spyro: That's all I know. I learned it from a friend I knew until he left this earth. Cynder: Really? I am sorry for your loss. Spyro: It's okay. He was a good friend, but sometimes you have to let things go. Cynder: I will never let you
go. Spyro: I know. I will never let you go. Cynder: Where is Echo? I thought she would join us? Stealth Elf: She just went somewhere we think. We didn't see her leave, but she wasn't in her I'm sure it's just something like wanting fresh air or something like that. Cynder: makes sense. We can find her afterwards and see what she wants to
do, but at the moment I just want to eat it all up. Spyro: woah! Coming out like a dragon hunt it's prey. Cynder: *laughs* sorry. I'm just so hungry. Thank you for doing this for us Spyro.Spyro: you are welcome. Now we eat. Spyro has just put a quarter of it all in his mouth. Greedy or what? At the Academy... Eon was awake and wow is
happy to be awake. He sings to himself to scream loudly. Aurora and King Pen awoke to his male-black voice. Aurora: Did you have to make this master? Eon: I'm sorry. I'm just curious to see what this day could bring us. Aurora: well... Do not bring your hope to high masters. It could come today at a time when evil can try and transgress.
Eon: If that is to happen, we will destroy them and show them who we really are. King Pen: mine, so humble, but what if there was a Skylander who has the worst pain? Eon: hmm... It's weird that you'd drown it King's Pen, but if I answered that, I'd say we'd all have to worry and pray to the gods that they'll stay with us. King Pen: Well,
when you talk about it. I have to tell you something, but you have to follow me first. Eon: next King Pen. What does the problem seem to be? King Pen: Just wait until you see for yourself. King Pen and Aurora opened the door to the library and let him go in first. Eon: I don't see anything out of the ordinary. Why did you bring me here?
King Pen: Keep masters there. We are not at the right level. Eon: oh... Right. Show me what you need to see. King Pen: I wouldn't say it's a must, but it's something that everyone might be worried about. Eon: worried? I do not know what could be more worrying than the celestial areas being attacked. Aurora: I wouldn't say that master
Eon. Just see. Echo! You up? Eon: Echo? King Pen: Something happened during the Night Master. I will tell you more if you see for yourself. Aurora: Echo? Echo: huh? Oh! Tomorrow guys. Tomorrow Eon.Eon: Echo? What brings you here? King Pen: Let me explain Master. As you know, you have put me on guard for the night shift. I
encountered a strange event between two shadows, which I then saw as Echo and Wolfgang. At one point, Wolfgang slapped his hard claws on her, leaving her with a deep wound by her side, leaving her in severe pain. I finished him and sent him to his mom crying when he has one who could be A Golden Queen in this case, but I
brought her in and told Aurora about the events and we picked her up to protect her and she is currently recovering. Eon: that Wolfgang. When will he ever learn? Let me see this wound. Echo tried to lift herself, but she fell and moaned in pain. King Pen: just echo there. Just roll over so he can see. She did so, although it hurt her to do so.
Eon: oh no! That's deep. How did you keep them safe all night? Aurora: We gave her this soft bed and we wet on the pillows to help with the sound, as I know it helps it looks like it hasn't done much. Eon: with how deep this sound is, it can be longer, maybe even all day. Echo: What?! No! I don't want that to be all day. What will Spyro say
about this? He will be worried and want to stay with me. Now I'm afraid of what he could say. She cried and rolled back to lie down on her stomach and hid her wound against the pillow. Eon: Don't worry. I know how this can go faster, it requires your friends to go somewhere away from here. Echo: but... I don't want to lose Spyro, or he
loses me. Eon: Nobody loses anyone. We will try to have this dealt with as soon as possible. King Pen, Aurora, I'll let you go two with the Skylanders to get the required flower from the fairy tulip at Motley Meadows. It is a rare flower that only comes out when the strongest light uses one that uses its powers at a certain point in a cave. I will
give a full explanation when the Skylovers arrive. Spyro: Hey Master Eon! Eon: and here they seem. On time, too. Spyro, Cynder and Stealth Elf looked ready for anything judged by their expression. Eon: ah! Skylander! How is everyone doing? Wait, where are Eruptor, Pop and Jet Vac. Stealth Elf: They have something they need to not
be with us today. Eon: That's how it seems. Spyro: hey Eon, just out of curiosity, did you see Echo? She seemed to have gone somewhere. Aurora: Looking for Echo? Cynder: We all are. Aurora: then come here. She is with us. They all flew suddenly/teleported. Spyro: Echo! How are you feeling? Echo: I'm ok. Getting used to this bed.
Spyro: How did you get here? Echo: ha! It's funny that you ask that. Please don't hate me when I say this, but... I heard you and Cynder at night and I was sorry for what cynder had brought you. I couldn't sleep after what I heard and I gave up trying so I could... Decided to take a walk and get some fresh air from Skylands. But I had an
encounter with Wolfgang as I was. King Pen was there and helped me fend him off. He didn't want me to be out there alone, so he brought me in to keep me warm and comfortable with this cozy bed. Can I keep that? King Pen: Why not? You can keep it if you're happy with it, but what actually happened was that the reason I brought it
in... Was because of her wound. I had to help treat it. That was the point at which Echo was afraid of what Spyro had to say. Spyro: How bad is the wound? Are you sure you're okay? Echo: good... I didn't want to say anything about it because it hurts more to talk about it. I am sorry. Spyro: I just can't believe what you did. I thought you
were asleep all the time. Why were you upstairs? Echo: the same reason you got up. I heard what you both said, and I did not want to make it any worse. Spyro: Well, you could have just opened the window and slept again without having to go outside. Echo: Wait, you think you didn't open the window on purpose? Spyro: What? I thought
I was closing it. Echo: Well, it was when I was awake. Spyro: Maybe I just didn't close it properly. Echo: wow! Excuses. Spyro: I'm serious. I was a bit too cold and I closed the window, but I heard a scream and went straight to find out where the scream came from. Don't you believe me? Echo: *sighs*do we always have to fight like this? I
hate to fight with you Spyro. I thought we had a perfect relationship. Spyro: We have a Relationship. This is not being considered. I will always love you and believe everything you say. Echo: I love you too, and I'm sorry. I should have listened to what they had to say before I did things my way. Spyro: I'm fine, whatever you do. You just
have to tell me. I thought we'd go over it. He says he cuddles his head against her. Spyro: Let me see your wound. Echo: Well, they may not be happy, but... She rolled over to see him. Spyro, Cynder and Stealth Elf. Stealth Elf: oh no! Wolfgang did that? Cynder: That's deep. I can't believe he would do that. Spyro: He will pay for what he
has done. He does not live to take more blood. This disgusting blood-spirited wolf. Eon: Spyro, keep your anger. Revenge may come another time, but there is a way for them to recover more quickly. Listen to me from Skylanders. You have to go to Motley Meadows and look for the cave closest to the city. The strongest light, that is You
Spyro, must use a source of your power to reveal a fairy tulip and retrieve the pollen. The fairy tulip is a rare flower only to be seen by the power of the strongest light. I count on all of you to save Echo before everything gets worse. Now we go, fate is in your hands. Spyro: Don't worry Echo. You will be back with us before you know. Echo:
I hope so. Spyro: I don't know how long we'll be, but I'll stay strong and i'll come back as soon as possible. He says he does the same as last time and cuddles his head against her. Echo: Thank you. I love you, and I will miss you. Spyro: I love you too and I will miss you too. Shall we go? Eon: Skylander, take Aurora and King Pen with
you. Go and find Boom Bloom as she knows the way to Motley Meadows and where everything is. I wish you all the best of luck. Echo: Be careful out there Spyro. I don't want them to be in the same situation as me. Spyro: Don't worry. We should be good? King Pen: Nothing else can stop us. Aurora: exactly. We will find Boom Bloom and
go for our adventure. Spyro: hold. Just a quick thing. For now, he approaches the Echo and kisses her. Divide with tongues and saliva. Spyro: I love you so much Echo. I'll be back for them. Only you are waiting nicely. Echo: Come back as soon as you can see my beautiful dragon. Spyro smiled and made the turn to run off and start the
adventure to Motley Meadows. Eon: You have to be annoyed about that. Echo: I am... But I'm ok with it, too. It gives him something to do because we haven't done much of everything since his birthday. Although it's all because of me, he has to do it. Eon: If talk about birthdays as you raised it, when is you? Echo: oh yes, I think it is...
*Gasp* it's in three days. What are the chances? Our birthdays are close together. Five days apart. My gosh! Eon: so soon? I'm right back. Eon wanted to get Spyro and the group to give the message. Echo shrugged only with his shoulders, had a sip of water, although it hurt her, did, her body to reach for him and tried to rest the pain.
Eon: Spyro! Eon caught up with the group and demanded Spyro.Spyro: Eon? Why in a hurry? Eon: I'm sorry to bother you so early, but while you're out, you might want to find something else for Echo. Spyro: Why? Eon: Your birthday. It's in three days. Spyro: so soon after mine? Cool. I will find something if I can. Thank you for telling me.
Now I will see you later. Eon: Good luck Skylanders. May the Skylands give you luck. Stealth Elf: Thank you Eon. You can store Echo safely. Eon: right. Without another word for Byes, he happily trots back and hums a melody in his head on his way back to the library. Luckily for him he didn't have to walk to Spyro and the group was only
a few meters from the entrance. Echo: So you told him you did it? Eon: I did. He can find you something to celebrate this time when it arrives. I bet you're excited for what he might have in mind. Echo: probably marry him. I have already told him that I would rather wait until at least one or two months have passed before he can ask me. I
hope he keeps that promise. Eon: What is your injury? Better or worse? Echo: Probably worse, to be honest. I had to reach for a drink. What reminds me, this pillow is dried up. Aurora wet it to help my injury. Eon: This is Aurora for you. She knows everything that brings her to first aid. She got it from me. I sometimes worry that it might be
better than me, but at least it's progress. Where did she go to get it wet? Echo: I think I saw them go to the fountain. Eon: ah yes. The cleanest water in all Skylands. She has really good ideas when it comes to that. Even better than me. She really knows her way around. Echo: right... Well, do you have anything against it? Eon: oh right.
Sorry. I only had memories. Echo rolled on her side so That Eon had the pillow taken to moisturize it again. Although they shouldn't be wet, I don't think there was still anything to do while they waited. Echo spoke aloud to himself. Echo: I still can't believe it happened. If only King Pen wasn't an idiot. Will he tell them at some point? ... ...
The truth? *Sigh* that hurts, just thinking about it. She turned around to look at her injury. As she moved her body to see, she whimpered and felt tears roll out of her eyes. Echo: I shouldn't be like that. I have to be brave... For Spyro's sake, but every time I think about it, it hurts so much. Here he comes. Eon came back with wet hands and
the wet pillow. Echo shifted to give Eon space to place the pillow, and kept it stable for to relax, but she screamed out again, muffled again. Eon: Good luck out there Skylander. He noticed. Over with the Skylanders on the way to Motley Meadows... Boom Bloom was found and halfway... Spyro: So you know about Motley Meadows?
Boom Bloom: but of course I lived it before I moved. That's how I know myself from behind at Motley Meadows. Stealth Elf: How long did you live there? Boom Bloom: Bloom: I was born. Although I was adopted by this stupid Dr. Krankcase. But he gave me up and I lived in Motley Meadows for a long time. I also trained to be a ninja as it
was one of my dreams. How does time fly huh? Stealth Elf: You did it right. But then... How did you and Aurora meet? Boom Bloom: We met there in Motley Meadows. I had considered my own business education when I heard some clapping and compliments. Aurora was there and wanted to see how strong I was by having a friendly
fight. Cynder: must be nice to have each other. Boom Bloom: You know. We're almost there. Not long now. ???: Ha! That's what you think Boom Bloom. Spyro: Who was that then? Boom Bloom: Don't be fooled. I know who it is. They make me do the work better. Meet me in the city center. ???: Hahaha! Do you think this is a good plan?
After I set fire? Boom Bloom: Come on Tae Kwon Crow. I know you're there. Tae Kwon Crow: That's how you remember? He showed up before Boom Bloom. Boom Bloom: ha! So weak. Tae Kwon Crow: weak? You are the weak one here. Boom Bloom: We'll see you turkey cheese. Tae Kwon Crow: *growls* are you threatening the
Almighty? The rest of the group sneaked around without Tae Kwon Crow seeing. Boom Bloom: almighty? Ha! You are nothing but a chicken. Tae Kwon Crow: We'll see who chicken is. And what do you know? A fight. Almost close to the 3-minute mark, Tae Kwon Crow noticed that the rest of the group ran around their goal, which he soon
followed. Boom Bloom had the perfect timing with her vine whip (not the Pokémon movement) that turned him off and caught up with the others. Boom Bloom: Go Guys! I take care of him. The cave will be on your left when you see the city for the first time. Spyro: Thank you, but will you be ok? Boom Bloom: Don't worry about me. Just go!
Tae Kwon Crow: one-to-one huh? So foolish. Boom Bloom: Close it! Their fight continues, but the group... Cynder flew over the others and saw the cave in front of them. Cynder: I see the cave. Not too far from here. Spyro: Thank you Cynder. Follow the path. She does it by flying forward and using the way to get herself there. They have
reached their destination. Spyro: hello? Stealth Elf: Nobody is Spyro here. Just keep your eyes peeled. Spyro: Don't doubt Elf.Cynder: Look! There seemed to be a shining spot in the deepest part of the small cave. Aurora: Do you remember what Eon said? Spyro: reveal a source of power through the strongest light... Stand back guys. I'll
test if it's true. He breathes his fire landing on the glowing part and makes the perfect transition for our next scene back in the academy. Echo gave gas and breathed and tried to slow himself down, which took half a minute. Echo: Please be sure Spyro. I miss you. If only I hadn't gone outside, it would have been. Why me? Why King Pen?
Eon: You're on the right echo here? Echo: I think so. I tried to rest my eyes, but I could hear a scream in my head that sounded like Spyro. I hope he's ok. Eon: You don't have to worry Him. He has his friends plus three masters. Aurora, King Pen and Boom Bloom will make sure nothing bad happens to them. Echo: I hope they do. Still, it
was weird that I thought I heard Spyro's scream. Eon: Did something bad happen? Echo: I could only get a glimpse of some kind of crow with legs and he had some ninja weapons and called himself... Tae... Kwon... Crow? Something like that. Tae Kwon Crow, Eon. You don't have to worry about him. He may be there, but he won't target
Spyro. He will actually target Boom Bloom because they are mortal enemies. Echo: oh! Then it's different. I think I'm worried for no reason. Who knew? Eon: What is your injury? Echo: It still hurts when I try to move. I even tried to go to one point, but it was a bad idea. I also used a bubble bomb from me to moisturize this whole bed. Eon:
You thought what I saw? Good plan. Echo: I'm sorry if I accidentally annoyed you with what you did before. Eon: not at all. I just finished my papers and now I need something out of the room behind this bookshelf. Echo: Behind it? A secret room? Eon: Yes watch. He lifted the head of his short Eon statue and lasers came out and
identified him with the words Welcome Master Eon. Which then opened the way into the secret room. Echo: woah! Cool! She admires. Eon: Do you want to see everything for yourself down there? Echo: Man! That's healthy! You have to carry me like just a man! Eon: I take that as yes. He insisted on showing her wearing them and made
sure not to hurt Echo any further. The first sight for Echo was amazing for her. Echo: woah! Cool! Are these all secrets? Eon: they are. Even ancestors like Spyro. Echo: He must be glad to know about his ancestors now. I know he is. Eon: He wasn't happy not to know. He always bragged about it and never stopped until this tragic time.
Echo: What tragic time? Eon: It's just a long story. I kept away from him that his family was in the Dragon Kingdom, but when the time came when Strykore appeared and we all revealed our secrets, I told Spyro about his family and he didn't like what he needed to hear. What's worse? I revealed a secret of my own that I am the father of
Kaos. Echo: What?! The evil Mcbaldie? How do I know I believe you? He gently lowered her to her feet and took off his helmet. Echo...... I don't get it? Eon: The sign on his forehead is his birthmark from birth. It's exactly the same as mine. Echo: woah! Ow! She fell over when she was shocked by the news. Echo: Who..? What...? Ow! Eon
tried to pick her up... Echo: Hands off. Who are you to do evil? Eon: You have to understand. He was not born as he is now. He turned around after learning what evil was, and wanted everything for himself, so his mother and I made the decision to lock him up in my wife's castle. Echo: I... I still don't know what to say. I mean... You keep
him away so that he doesn't harm innocent people? Eon: That's the reason. We we wanted our boy to be like that, but it seems to be. Echo: good.. if that is the truth, then... I think I'm ok with that. If you had told me earlier, we could have done something to be aware of it. Eon: I think for you, you should just sleep it out. I am sure that Spyro
will return soon. Echo: *sigh* I hope so. I miss him. Just back with Spyro and the others. Boom Bloom finished Tae Kwon Crow with a great blow and joined the others, where Spyro admired the fairy Tulip. Cynder: This flower is beautiful. Spyro: it's safe, but how can I...????: Boo! A little fairy popped out of the tulip's bud and dropped
Spyro on her back, she also giggled. Cynder: woah! This is unlike anything I've seen in my whole life. ???: Because we grow silly only out of the strongest light, and we take advice from them. So Spyro, what do you want? Spyro: Wait! How do you know my name????: We tulip fairies know everything about who is master until we lose
flowering. I know about your dragon type, I know that you have two girlfriends and one of them is in painful pain and you need pollen from us to heal their deep wound. Spyro: Yes! That is what we need. Thank you Fairy. Dawndra: There is no need to call me Fairy. My name is Dawndra. Stealth Elf: It's nice to meet you Dawndra. We're
kind of in a hurry, so have you mindless to lend us some pollen? Dawndra: I only accept what my Lord says. Spyro: Please, we need your amazing pollen. I hope you have no objection to us having to cut this. Dawndra: not at all. You can come back whenever you want, but I'll tell you now that every time you do it. You can have one wish
per day, so let it count. Spyro: good to know. Thank God this is not too far from home. We should come back before we know. Dawndra: Here's the pollen you need. The tulip fairy rubbed her buggy hands and made a throwing motion that landed in the pocket that Aurora had on her. Dawndra: Now go and save your love. I am waiting for
your next arrival. Remember, it's only once a day. Spyro: Thank you. We say goodbye. And off we go back to the academy. As Echo waited for her to return... Echo: ow! *Groan* they really think this will help? Eon: Trust me. I've done something like this before, but not with a wound as deep as this one. Echo screamed and moaned and
moaned as Eon repeatedly put her wound under pressure with the wet pillow. Spyro heard her scream from where he was when he was near the academy, so he rushed over. Spyro: Echo! Echo: Spyro? I'm so glad to see your back. She could say even though she was in agony. Spyro: Are you ok? I am Here. Echo did not respond and
only held on to Spyro when Eon was still putting pressure on her wound. Aurora: We have the pollen master. Eon: good. Throw it quickly at them while I release pressure. Aurora did. All pollen on Echo's wound and bite into Spyro. Spyro: just echo there. I don't want you to bleed me. Echo: I am... To try... Not too. She muffled. Fortunately,
the heal the wound more quickly. Only within a minute did the wound disappear almost completely. Echo took some deep breaths to relieve herself of her earlier torment. Spyro: You're better? Echo: Spyro... I... I'm glad you... Back... Earlier... When I thought. Spyro: We tried to rush as much as we could. Are you ok now? Echo: I... I think
so. It really hurt. Eon: It would have been one way or the other. Let's take a look here. He released less and less pressure from the pillow until the ups and downs on Echo's side was show, but it was smaller and not as deep as before. Echo: What is it like? Is she still there? Eon: It's still there, but it's not as big or deep as before. You
should be able to go. Echo: Thank God. I'd rather rest it more so that it can recover more. Eon: I understand. Spyro: Shouldn't we take revenge on Wolfgang? Echo: Leave it Spyro. Spyro: Why? He deserves punishment for what he has done to you. Echo: No. I mean... It's actually... Wasn't Wolfgang... Who did that? Spyro: What? Who
else could it be? No one but Wolfgang is for your blood. Echo: That may be true Spyro but... No... It wasn't him... It was... Accidentally... Of... King Pen.Everyone gasped and immediately saw King Pen's expression of immediate sorrow and pity for what he did. Even Eon was shocked. Eon: is... That's right? King Pen: Let me explain. Last
midnight during my night watch I tried to stay awake, so I wanted to wear a blindfold to see if it would help. It wasn't long before I heard my left getting louder and louder. I didn't realize who it was, and I suddenly felt my instincts and forced myself to do my job and protect the Skylands as usual. It wasn't until I landed an attack that I
realized it was Echo. I'm sorry what a stupid thing I did. I understand if you want to throw me out and never want me to be included in your Skylander team. Spyro remained speechless. Stealth Elf: You should remove the blindfold beforehand. If you did, we would never have to. Echo: It was the biggest guilt. I saw and heard what Spyro
and Cynder said last midnight when I woke up after hearing Spyro's voice. I didn't want to interrupt, so I tried to fall asleep again, but I couldn't, so... Went for a walk for fresh air. When I first saw King Pen, I thought I saw a statue, but when I heard a voice and saw some movement, I was scared and I couldn't say anything. The fear just
overtook me and nothing came out. I was so confused and terrified. Spyro was still speechless, but he was also annoyed and just a bit crazy at Echo. He didn't know what to do... So he did what his mind told him, and went Echo: Spyro?! What are you doing? King Pen: I'm sorry. Eon: There is nothing to regret. It was just a mistake. Just
remember never to wear the blindfold during your night watch. King Pen: Yes. I learned this lesson. Eon: continue on Echo. Talk to Spyro and give him meaning. Echo: I would do, but... She tried to get up, but with her small deficiency Power right now, it was hard for her, so she had to help Cynder and Stealth Elf. She could pass herself,
but her towing didn't help. She got Spyro, who sat down at the entrance and stared at the afternoon sun and signed the floor with a crazy tone. Echo: Spyro? Please... *Groans* talk to me. You're not crazy, are you? He did not want to say that it was him, Echo could say that he was through his expression. Echo: Spyro, please. Don't be
mad. It was just a mistake. Spyro: You should have told me. Echo: What did they say? Spyro: You should have told me you were going to be out. Echo: I didn't want to interrupt you. I am sorry. No. I don't want to say that. Spyro: How are we up there anyway? Echo: Well, I said I heard your voice, but I was actually awake after feeling a
massive design on my neck. Spyro: a draft? How? Echo: The window was wide open? Spyro: I thought I'd close it? Oh well, I'm just glad to see that you're ok, but wait, did you run here? You could have hurt yourself. Echo: I know. I also limped and that didn't help at all. I feel stupid to do that last midnight. I make stupid ideas. Spyro: Don't
call anything stupid of you. You fess me. You just have to tell me where you're going, I know where you went if I want to come with you or not. He says when love replaced rejection in him and brought echo in for a hug. Echo: But I don't want to interrupt you when something bad happens, or even if you don't know I'm awake. Spyro: You
make a good point. He simply sighed again in an annoyed tone, as if he were the one who made a bad choice. Echo: Spyro, please, if there is anything I can do to make it for you, then tell me. You don't have to keep things away from me. If there is absolutely something you need to show, then you can just tell me. You fess me. Please
Spyro, I just want a relationship that I deserve. She cries. Spyro: hey. Come on, where is this beautiful happy music lover I love? Where is this echo? Echo: I don't know. After all this, I am not one of them. Spyro: Don't tell yourself. Just listen to what you just said. That's not the echo I know and love. Surely you've cried a few times since



we met, but there's always a way to make a bad thing a good thing? Echo: I don't know. If only I could get it all out. What can I do? Spyro: You can start wiping away those tears. He says as he swept tears to her face. Echo: That's nothing. Is there anything worth making it up to you? Spyro: if it helps. I found you something on Get back
here for your birthday. Echo: You did it? Spyro: yep. Eleven has it on them at the moment, but I have something. Echo: Well, that's great! I can't wait to find out what it is, but... This has nothing to do with it. I mean at this moment, if there is something worth it to make it up to you. Spyro: *sighs* the main thing you can do is promise me to
always tell me where you will be if you want to be alone or when you need to be someone while I'm busy with something else. Echo: I always promise! I love you and I would do anything to keep you as I have always loved you. Spyro: and so do I. Well, I think you should get more rest and give yourself more time to recover from this
wound, which... King Pen. He helped her walk back to her bed from the top of the library. When they left... Echo: Please tell me you're not crazy about him yet. Spyro: Honestly, I'm a little bit. Echo: I know it's... *Groan* still a shock, but... *Gasp, moan* you don't need... To be crazy. Spyro: Save your breath. We are now almost at your
bedside. Echo: Spyro... Why do you do... Must... So... Hot? Spyro: That's just how I am. Echo: No. I mean... Warm. She thought she was going to faint, but thanks to Cynder, who caught her in time, she helped lift Echo on her bed without hurting her. Spyro: there we are. Rest now, I'll be here. She immediately fell to sleep, breathing
heavily and her eyes closed. Eon: She sleeps fast. Spyro: I realized that she does a lot. Eon: all right. Are you ok to stay with her Spyro? Spyro: I wanted one way or the other. Stealth Elf: We are here if you need us Spyro.Spyro: Thank you Eleven. What about you Cynder? Cynder: Can I stay with you? I'm worried about Echo as much as
you are. Aurora: We will take a leave of absence and explore the skyscapes for all evil affairs. Aurora, King Pen and Boom Bloom left the scene. Spyro: Don't worry about some echo. Cynder and I are right here for you. The two sat together again and again, controlling Echo's wound, and they all stayed together for the rest of the day.
(Outro/Credits) Page 12Night passes the day before all Mabu and Skylandereinen bring a brand new day. The sun rises a bright orange dazzling echo in the library. She wakes up, but not only that, she stretches her body forwards and backwards and took a few sips of water that woke her up more. Her senses came back to her and the
first sound she heard was... Moaning and giggly? Curiously, she approached the gap in the railing, although it hurt her to walk lightly because of her wound, and she saw Spyro and Cynder walking past him. Making out and everything. Her facial expression said it all. Cute but annoying. Echo: Can't you please do that? As cute as it is. It
starts to annoy me? Spyro broke the makeout session and heard Echo's voice say what she had to say. Spyro: Echo, you ok? What about that tone? Echo: Sorry Spyro, I'm just... I'm just still annoyed after yesterday. Spyro: Well, I couldn't say more. Cynder: Are you at least better at Echo? Echo: I'm slowly getting there. Come here and
let's see the injury. Echo: Instead, you can Come? It hurt just to try to go before a moment. Both flew up and landed to Echo's left side as she had her back to the railing and her tail hung on the edge. Cynder: It doesn't look as bad as it was. Spyro: We should still treat it with caution. Let me find something to and you can rest on it. Echo: If
I have to. He borrows a pillow from Echo's bed. Flying so that he did not waste any time, he wet the pillow with the well in front and without an attempted drip, he just flew back and got his angle exactly where he used to sit. Spyro: amazing or what? Cynder: perfect angle. They were amazing Spyro. Echo: Can we please survive this?
Spyro: Yes. Just rest on it, We're there when you need us. Echo: What do you mean? Where are you going? Spyro: I wanted to find something for breakfast with Cynder. Cynder: The restaurant makes breakfast dishes. Spyro: Then we go there. Would you like to bring something back while we are echo there? Echo: If they do something
meaty, that's fine for me. Spyro: then all right. Rest good beautiful. He says he buttoned his head just above her and kissed her forehead. Spyro: We will try to come back as soon as possible. Echo: Thank you very much. I love you. Spyro: I love you too. The two dragons went together and headed for their breakfast appointment. Echo
already missed Spyro. Eon came out of the secret room in the library and read a book. Echo: Eon? Eon: hm? Tomorrow Echo. Feeling ok there? He interrupted his reading to speak to Echo. Echo: I'm getting there. I heard some smooching and moaning that woke me up, but when I found out it was Spyro and Cynder who found out, even
though it was cute, it was also annoying because of what happened yesterday. Eon: I understand how you feel. You're just not about what King Pen did to you. Echo: It wasn't just that. I saw Spyro upset and anxious and I wanted him to stay with me. Eon: Well, I think you just let the grief flow through you and made yourself... What is the
word? Echo: *sigh* you don't have to say it. Eon: Are you sure you're okay? Echo: Yes, I am fine, although I have to admit that now that I meet here, I feel loved and protected, but when I am alone, I do not feel any of these positive emotions. Eon: You just need some time to think about things you enjoy to keep your mind positive. Echo:
*giggles* now no lies there. I like to go to the beach in the Leviathan lagoon, alone when I need it, I also love my ball, which Spyro was so sweet to get me. Eon: That's the spirit I like to see. What is your injury? Echo: It's still there. It doesn't hurt so much anymore, but it does when I go. Eon: It should be almost over now. Let me take a
look at this. Gently lift up so that Eon could witness. Eon: What do I see here? I see only a scar and nothing that sheds blood. Echo: Really? Eon: Try to go. How do you feel? She did, and although she was slightly humbling, only light but maybe she has to leave. Echo: You know, it's not that bad anymore. Maybe I just have to go down
now. Eon: Why don't you test when you go to the beach? Echo: Do you know what? I think I will. I can also try swimming. Eon: Then I let Spyro and Cynder know where you went when they come back here. Come back. thanks to Eon. That's what I needed. As she walked down the hallway to the entrance, she met Aurora and King
Pen.Aurora: Echo! Happy to see that you are going again. Echo: Well, it was thanks to spyro in the end, but whatever that pollen was, I think it helped. Aurora: good to hear. King Pen: I'm sorry I put you in this situation. Echo: Not to be. Just never wear this blindfold during your safety night watches. King Pen: *nervous giggly* yes. That's
what I learned. I promise. Aurora: Where are we going? Echo: I was on my way to the beach in the Leviathan Lagoon and found something to eat on the way. Can you let Spyro know if he's coming back? Aurora: Sure, but you're going to swim ok there? Echo: Actually, I had gone there for this reason. Wish me luck, I think. King Pen: Just
don't take risks. Echo: Would I ever? See you later. Aurora: later then. In doing so, Echo is making its way to follow. She went some Mabu, which waved hello to Echo, but low and behold. She waved back, but she had music in her ears. She sang along the way that the first song was Bad Romance originally by Lady Gaga, followed by
others. (Introduction) Spyro and Cynder in the restaurant and admire each other. Keeping paws, eyes narrowing to explore each other's bodies, literally everything you could imagine when admiring another on a date. What about Echo? Sure, she's ok with these dragons that fall in love insanely, but why doesn't Spyro Echo show so much
love for a while? Probably mainly because they have separated for the time being. He in the restaurant and Echo on her way to Leviathan lagoon beach. Cynder: I think it's time for us to go back to Spyro. We enjoyed ourselves here, of course, but we don't want to forget Echo? Spyro: no lies there. Let's go to check them. Eleven! Me and
Cynder are yeadhea back to check on Echo.Stealth Elf: You don't finish your meal? Spyro: We save some for Echo. She asked us if we could give her something when we come back, and I don't like breaking promises. Stealth Elf: Isn't that nice? We hope she feels better. Spyro: It will be. I know she will. Hey! I see King Pen. King Pen
actually saw Spyro and Cynder in the restaurant and waved to them. Both dragons leave and do small talk with King Pen.Cynder: hey King Pen. What are you up to? King Pen: not much. I just gave myself some time on my walk. What is this meat for? Spyro: It's for Echo. I promised her that I would give her something while we were in the
restaurant. King Pen: very nice, but maybe you want to catch up with her. She said she was on her way to Leviathan Lagoon Beach. Spyro: hm? Probably to see if she can swim well. Thank you very much you have informed us. We will be on our way. Talk to you later. King Pen: later Spyro. *Sigh* these two look cute together. Then
again, so do Spyro and Echo.After the Small Talk, Spyro and Cynder follow the same path to Leviathan Lagoon Beach to catch up with Echo, while King Pen continued his patrol if you allow it. Transition to the Echo, they found in Leviathan lagoon beach and the first thing she enjoyed was the feeling of the wind slowly blowing over her
face. She sighed as if she had seen Spyro right in front of her, where she actually enjoyed the breeze. Echo: What a breeze. Her mind went straight from quiet enjoyment to slightly unsettling because of her previous injury. Echo: *sigh* now or never. Don't let me fail. As much as I love water, please don't make it worse. So what she
wanted to test was what she did. Starting with checking how hot or cold the water, it was just right. Second, by lowering herself so that she just let her head out of the water so she can speak when she needs it. The injury came to her when she was stabbed. Echo: hnnng, I knew that would happen. Where is he? I need him with me. She
was talking about Spyro. (As no one knew) she went on and came and made her squeaky. For some reason, she felt something pulling on her tail. She turned around when she saw it was a crab. Echo: Get out of your stupid crab! It immediately loosened his grip, which released her. Echo: *sigh* why can't anything be right for me? Only
once, only once can I not have such a thing? She felt tears rolling out of her eyes, but she could feel a wind blowing her off. The wind picked up, causing her to tremble. Echo: brr, this wind increased quickly. Nothing here can keep me warm... Unless...... She stared behind the sand, had strange ideas, but she was really best put on her
and felt that it was best to cover her whole body under sand and leave her head out so she could breathe. So that's what she was trying to do. She made only a quarter-foot pile of sand so that she can get warm at this point and sleep for the time being. Next, she covered herself, her head was left outside so she could breathe and feel the
soft wind blowing over her face. Although she has never done this in her life, she was comfortable where she was. Spyro and Cynder approached the beach as they could stab something blue over the sand from afar. Cynder: Do I just see it or do you see it? Spyro: I see it. It has echoes of blue tone. Cynder: Do you think it could be?
Spyro: If it is them, then what does she do. Cynder: From the looks i see, she might feel comfortable under the sand. Spyro: But what if there is something under the sand that could hurt you? Cynder: *gasp* oh no! I didn't think about that. Spyro: Let's get them out. Instead of walking, they ran. As they approached the scene, she actually
saw echoes. Spyro: Echo! Out. Something could pinch you! Echo just slept and not even that woke her up. Oblivious or just in a deep slumber? Cynder: She can't hear us. She can't sleep fast, can she? Spyro: To be fair I did something like that myself when I was young. It was stupid, but when I got sand over me and I felt something
creeping on to me. Cynder: No wonder we help her then. They are afraid that it could hurt to do so. Spyro: I've had worse experiences on a beach, but yes. Now help me get them out. Who knows if the sand is hardened. Cynder: good point. Ready, one, two... Thy lifted Echo out and quickly held Spyro Echo on the sand under his wing to
keep her warm as it was before. Echo thought something strange was happening, but she let it slide and shifted more towards the heat than the cold. Cynder: I see why she did this when the wind increased, but I also understand that I can worry about her if she gets hurt under this sand. Spyro: As long as she is safe with us, nothing can
hurt her. Just as Spyro finished his sentence. A whale caused a splash in the water and everything that splashed over the three dragons. Not only that, Echo awoke and freaked out. Echo: ah! No! Don't eat me! She hid under the next big rock she could find. Spyro: just echo there. It was just a whale splashing water over us. Echo: Spyro?
Cynder? When did you come here? Spyro: not so long ago actually. Echo was still terrified for some reason. Spyro: Babe, why so scared? Echo: Sorry. I don't know what happened. I heard a voice first and the next thing I knew I could see myself in the sea and eat alive. Spyro: just echo now. You are safe now. Echo: I was comfortable
even under this sand. Did you get me out? If you did, why? Spyro: We wanted to get you out because we didn't want anything or anything to pinch you along that line. Echo: What? What do you mean? Spyro: I'm just saying there could have been sand crabs there and you could have hurt yourself. Echo: but... I was so comfortable and
warm. That's the only way I could imagine staying warm. Spyro: Well, it's a good thing that we got here in time, isn't it? Echo: ok good. I'm stupid. Spyro: What? You're not stupid? Why do you keep doubting yourself? Echo: I don't know, by the way, you got some meat for me. Spyro: Cynder did it. Echo: Then it bothers you to stop it? I don't
like sandy meat. Cynder: Don't blame yourself. Cynder held the flesh in her mouth and had Echo chew on the other side. Spyro: but Echo, I thought I love you for good reason, and I do, but I need you to catch up, to doubt little things. Echo: There is not even small. How do you know if it's small or not? Spyro: I only know what is best to
make my friends happy. Sure, all the other days were heartbreaking, but can this stop now? Echo: How can it be if it happens to me again and again? Spyro: hey, knock it off. Want a beatdown from my dick? He screamed, but all three gasped, they all recognized what he was saying. Echo: Spyro... do... Just...? Spyro: no! I am sorry. I
don't know where that came from. Echo: No! You only... Said... Tears rolled. Spyro: Echo please. You have to understand. Echo: No! You have to understand. I cannot believe that you have just told me that. Spyro: I would never mean anything like that. Echo: not of how you shouted at me. I can't believe you Spyro. Spyro: Echo! I am
sorry. I me Never really say anything like that to you. Echo: Don't lie to me. You know I hate liars. Spyro: Would I lie to you? Echo: You just did it. You know what? I've had enough of it. Just... Leave me alone. Spyro: Echo, please. I love you. I would never say that. You have to understand it. Echo: I understood enough. Just leave me
alone! She released a siren scream at Spyro, to which he flew behind the rock. Cynder: Spyro! Echo: I've had enough of you Spyro. *Sniff, cry* I thought I love you. Spyro: Echo please! Echo: I'm sorry Spyro but... We're done! Echo ran away crying. Spyro: Cynder, do you know I didn't mean it correctly? Cynder: of course not. You just
couldn't control yourself as if the darkness you've taken over has taken over. Spyro: ugh, I feel so stupid. Ugh... Cynder: Spyro! All ok with you? Spyro: I... I think so... Ugh.Er tried to stand, but his weight didn't allow it. Cynder: That scream was strong. Come to Spyro. I'll bring you back and we'll see what we can do with what just
happened. Spyro: ok. Echo... Cynder was absolutely sorry for Spyro. Echo broke with him and she ran from him. Cynder helped keep Spyro alive when she helped him return to the academy. Speaking of which, Echo came back to the academy when she met Stealth Elf and Eruptor. Stealth Elf: Echo? What is going on? Echo: Eleven?! I...
I can't talk... I'm too upset... I'm crazy. Stealth Elf: Who was it this time? Echo: Who else do you think? Eruptor: Well, it could be Wolfgang, but I can't think of anyone here who would drive you crazy. Echo: ugh, good! It was Spyro! Stealth Elf: Spyro? What did he do? Echo: What else? He screamed at me and said to my face that he would
give me a punch with his cock. It was hard for her to breathe with her anger. Stealth Elf: What? He would never say that. Echo: as you would know. You weren't there to hear itSpyro: I'm sure he wouldn't really mean anything like that. He loves you. She said she was approaching Echo's front. Echo: Why should he? I parted with him.
Stealth Elf: What? There must be a misunderstanding. Echo: Misunderstand this! She screamed as she pushed Stealth Elf as her arm landed on the edge of the well. Echo just cried and ran to her bed in her house. Eruptor: Eleven! All ok with you? Stealth Elf: ugh, damn. My arm. Eruptor: That looks bad. You're going to be ok? Stealth Elf:
I think so, but she doesn't have to. Ugh... Eruptor: Just take it Eleven. I will go Eon.As Eruptor ran to find Eon, Stealth Elf saw Spyro and C arrive again. Stealth Elf: Spyro! Spyro: huh? Hey Elf.Stealth Elf: Spyro! Are you ok? Spyro: No. I went crazy to Echo and she attacked me. Stealth Elf: I Collected. I had an encounter with herself and
she wasn't happy. Just look at what she did to me. Spyro: She did that? Oh no! I made a big mistake. It will hurt more people if they stand in their way. Have you seen where she went? Stealth Elf: I think she went to cry in her bed with us. Spyro: great. It's going to be harder for me. Eruptor: Here she is Eon.Eon: my goodness. Eleven, are
you okay? *Gasp* Spyro! You too? too? it was Echo Master Eon. I inadvertently threatened her with words and annoyed her, and before you ask, she broke from me. Eon: Echo did both of them do that to them? Stealth Elf: She has Master Eon. I tried to stop her, but she couldn't be stopped. Eon: oh no, that can be worse than I thought.
You can all stay in the library to heal. Eon could then hear crying and screaming. Echo ran past everyone and for her it looked like she was going to Mabu village, but Echo herself didn't know where she was going. Jet Vac: Master Eon. I tried to stop them. Eon: You too? Spyro: What did she do to you? Jet Vac: She strapped me on and
now I can't walk properly. Pop Fizz: That's why I'm his legs, and I enjoy it. Eon: I thought it couldn't get any worse, but it did. Stealth Elf: What should we do? Eon: We need to calm them down and talk things through. Cynder: But she's on her way to the village. What can we do to stop them? Spyro: the only thing we can do. Eon: explain.
Spyro: We have to catch her and leave her in a cage so that she can calm down. Eon: *sigh* if it's the only way you can think, then I think that's what we need to do. Spyro: When she goes to the village, she has to attack the Mabu, so we should surround her and carry out a capture. Stealth Elf: I would help, but I can't deal with this injury.
Spyro: Then we let Cynder do the work for us. Cynder: Me? But what if she tries to attack me. Spyro: Don't worry. All you have to do is catch them in a bag. Cynder: but... It will... Spyro: Trust me. You want your girlfriend back as much as I want her back. Please, help me get them back to the echo I love. for me? Cynder: *sigh* I hate to
see you sad. I will do it for you my love. Spyro: Thank you Cynder. I love you. Don't worry. We will stand behind you. Cynder: ok. We are doing this now? Spyro: Does anyone have a bag? Jet Vac: I should be able to get one from my Vac-Gun. Spyro: Isn't that a hay bag? Jet Vac: What if it is? It's big enough, right? Spyro: it is, but there
are these holes in the sides. Eon: They should be there. Let us not waste any time. Spyro: right. We are right behind you Cynder. They know what to do. Cynder: Well, nothing is possible here. With Echo, as she found herself in the village of Mabu... Echo: From my way Mabu or you will all get some pain. All Mabu screamed and locked
themselves in their houses. Echo passed slowly this time. She lost her breath crying and ran all the time. Only her crying kept her going, which makes no sense, but she stopped at the end of the village where the grass began, and there crying out loud. Male Ermabu: Is she ok? Female Mabu: I don't think she is. We should not disturb
them. Male Ermabu: The Skylovers are here. Echo: Oh my God! Why? Can they just leave me alone? Echo continued to run in the meadows, almost out of sight. Spyro: and that's where she goes. Go to Cynder. Show me these sexy moves you have. Cynder: I'm not going to let you down. I will get them back for you. Cynder follows after
High. Echo stopped running as she hid behind a rock she hoped no one could see her, but little did she know Cynder was over her. Cynder slowly descended over Echo. Echo: Cynder, I know you're there. Can we talk? Cynder was shocked. She stared at the Skylovers, which Spyro gave her a thumbs up. Cynder gave them the index
finger to give them a minute. They were all confused. Cynder: What's going on? Echo: I want him back. I hate myself because I break away from him. I would like to apologise to him for everything I have done to make this even worse for him. I love him. I... I... Cynder held her for a hug and wrapped her wings around Echo. Echo: I'm sorry
if I made you awkward. I would like to start all this again from scratch. Do you think he still loves me? Cynder: Of course he does. He would never hurt. I love him because he is. Echo: I know what you're going to say, but you don't have to say it. I'm just angry with him, but I need him. Cynder: I know exactly how you feel. Echo:. How would
you know? You have never experienced such terrible things that have broken your heart. Cynder: That may be true, but he even annoyed me once when he thought I had to be saved when I told him he shouldn't be there because my father had killed him. Echo: Your father Malefor right? Cynder: Yes. How do you know? Echo: I'd rather
not talk about it. I'm just so crazy. I just have to be alone for a while. Cynder: *sigh* I'm afraid I can't leave you. Echo: what?... Why? Cynder: You've already hurt Spyro, Elf and Jet Vac. I'm afraid I can't hurt you any more. Echo: I can't help it. They never leave me alone. Now you can please only...? Cynder hit Echo and tied the bag to her
to catch her. Echo squirted and screamed. The Skylovers remained calm. Later, when they came to the Sheep Ball Arena... Echo was thrown into a cage and locked up. Echo: What does all this mean? Just leave me alone. Eon: Echo, that has to stop. Echo: How can I stop after this dragon has done? Don't you know what that feels like?
Useless! I'm not needed, just finish me off. Stealth Elf: We are not here to finish you, We are here to help you. Echo: Help me with what? I am doing well, as I thank them very much. Spyro: no echo! You are not doing well. I want to say something if you all don't mind. He screamed first. Echo: Spyro please. I don't want to hear it. Spyro: No
echo, you listen to me and you will listen well. She had her back to him, but for some reason she insisted on hearing what he had to say. Spyro: Echo, I love you. You're welcome. I never wanted to show that up when it came to giving you my cock Beatdown. I would never really tell you anything like that. It was my fault. Can we please
start from scratch? You are the strongest, most beautiful water dragon I have ever seen. *Tears high* please... I want to... The echo I love back. Echo heard him crying behind her. Stealth Elf: Spyro ... Spyro: Echo... You're welcome... I... I love you. Echo sorry for him... Wanted to hug him tightly. Echo: Spyro... I... I am sorry. I had been
having a They didn't mean it. I should have known better than just getting rid of you. I... I'm so sorry. I love you. *Sniffing, showers, alleys* please let me out. Pop Fizz unlocked the cage and Echo immediately hugged Spyro. Spyro: Echo, I'm sorry. Can you ever forgive me? Echo: Unless you prove to me how much you really love me.
Spyro: Echo, I want... To see your face. Echo didn't want to let him go, but she insisted on letting him see her face. Spyro immediately went straight into the make-out session. Echo could taste strawberry on his tongue as she explored his mouth with her tongue. Cynder: Aren't they sweet together? Eon: You are sure, but I think we should
leave it to their meeting. Spyro broke the session for what?... Spyro: Wait, before you do, don't you have to tell them something? Echo: For what? Until then, she asked what she had done to her friends. Echo: oh my! Have I seriously caused these incidents? I'm so sorry. Stealth Elf: Not to be. Everything will be fine. Jet Vac: I'm sure we'll
make smooth progress if we just take it. Jet Vac said it was easy to take, but a sera was heard when Stealth Elf was unconscious this time. Spyro: Eleven?! Eleven can you hear me? Echo: What just happened? Cynder: Will she be ok? Eon: Everyone is calming down! I'm sure it's nothing serious. That was until he checked Elf's
temperature. Eon: She's on fire. We have to take them somewhere cool. I'm going to take them to the library. For the time being, all of them will continue without them. Eon wore Stealth Elf to cool them down in the library. Echo: Spyro... Is it... Going to be ok? Spyro: *sigh* I don't know Echo. Echo: uh *gasp, shiver* it's... It's all because of
me. Spyro: *sigh* I would usually say not doubt ingenuity about myself, but... If that is what we have been told, then I do not know what to think. Echo: Spyro... I er... I go to the beach to cool off. You can come with me if you want, but... Spyro: I'm also coming along. I'm sorry I'm angry with you, so I come and cool myself. Echo: Thanks to
Spyro but ... Are we... Back together? Spyro: What are you talking about? We were always together. We will be together forever. Echo: Thank you. Can you fly me to the beach? I don't want to lose strength when I go after the romp and run. Spyro: I don't see why not? Come here beautifully. Along with Cynder, Spyro carried Echo back to
the beach to restart what they started. In the library where Stealth Elf cooled down, she woke up to wriggle over her body. Stealth Elf: What? Where am I? Eon: Eleven! How are you feeling? Stealth Elf: What happened to me is the real question. I just remember catching Echo and her and Spyro. They seemed to be full of temperature and
fainted in front of us. Stealth Elf: Did I do that? Did I worry everyone? Eon: They've all done their own thing and they're trying not to worry. Stealth Elf: really? Impressive! Suddenly I feel full of energy. Eon: That may be because I gave you an energy tablet while you cool down. Stealth Elf: hm?! Now thank you Eon. I suspect be off. Eon:
Take care of yourself Eleven. Leviathan Lagoon Beach, Spyro, Echo and Cynder, all three dragons together, this time different from before. Spyro: I'm sorry about the last time Echo. Echo: Don't be a spyro. I know that you just tried to make me happy and not doubt me after every petty thing. To be fair, all this anger has made me forget
about it. Although... Spyro: Although what? Echo: No matter. It's not important. I go swimming. Spyro: Just don't go too far. Echo: I wouldn't even think about it. In fact, I don't like it usually go into the sea unless it's somewhere I know or if it's somewhere near shore. No lie there. Spyro: Well, I like to hear that. Go for some fun. Echo hugged
Spyro first whispering... Echo: I love you. A small tear rolled down her left eye. Then she swam a little. Relaxed on her back, hovering on the spot, she stared at the clouds above. A former imagination appeared before her eyes as if the clouds were making a screen that showed off her previous hurtful moments. Spyro: Do you want a
beatdown on my cock? The imagination screamed. Echo was scared at the time just because she could imagine the alternative to what just happened. She destroyed more and she would never see Spyro again. She was glad that this happened. She closed her eyes and shoved herself with her hind paws, which swam closer to the rocky
ridge in front of the sea. Spyro: Echo! Watch your head! Spyro warned when she hit her head on a rock in the back. Echo: I forgot that it was there. Well, not the worst thing that happened. However... Good listen, little splashes. Curiously, she followed the noise. Spyro and Cynder noticed that she went further out. Spyro: Echo! What are
you doing? Come back. Echo, however, was forgotten. Her mind was just set on the suspicious splashes. She stopped when the squirting stopped. Spyro: Echo! What are you doing out there? Echo: Sorry! I thought I heard something strange, but I think it was nothing. Spyro: Good back. We do not want to lose sight of them. Echo did so
by pushing waves and waves along that pushed her. She thought she was safe near the shore. Cynder: What did you hear? Echo: I heard a weird injection that I've never experienced before. Cynder: You're ok, though right? Echo: Yes, but now I'm hungry. Spyro: Should we find a place to eat? Echo: I don't see why not. Spyro and Cynder
didn't go much ahead, so Echo could catch up. Echo swam out and slipped along the cool sand, but suddenly stopped when she felt something pulled on her tail. Echo: What is the big idea? She asked to look behind her. Tentacles she had. It pulled them into the water again and again when they tried to run again, but the sand was too
slippery. Echo: Spyro! Help me! Spyro: huh? *Gasp* Echo! He flew on the tentacle, but no damage was done, no damage was done, so he flew upstairs and tried to pull echo out, but the tentacles of an octopus pulled more on her and pulled in at the end. Into. Echo and Spyro. Cynder: Spyro! Spyro was not much of a swimmer, but he
was at least able to open his eyes underwater. Echo was not only worried, but also concerned about himself. Spyro was the madman this time. His anger built up, which did not make him use his breath of fire, but to use all the strength he had in him to loosen the grip on Echo. That was possible and done. Do you call it intense or what?
The Octo slammed Echo aside and changed his grip on Spyro. Echo tried to keep himself stable to swim back and save Spyro. What are the chances that Echo will save Spyro for a change instead of the opposite? Echo was frightened at first, but quickly at risk of a siren scream. Spyro immediately thought why she would risk saving him.
It was the only way for them to save them both. The Octo met Spyro, whom he could no longer hold, and began to lose his life. Echo immediately swam for him and helped him out. Cynder: Spyro?! Spyro?! Echo swam as quickly as possible as she heard Cynder shouting for Spyro and splashing out in sight. Cynder: Spyro! Echo: He's
doing well. Come now Spyro. Nng, help me out here. Spyro coughs uncontrollably, almost suffocate. Echo: Cough it BisSpyro. You are safe now. Spyro: *retches* Echo... You only... Saved me. *Cough, cough, clears the throat* I thought I would save you. Echo: But you saved me. I just saved you in return. Spyro: but you... *cough, cough*
you used your siren scream. You could have killed yourself. Echo: I risked my life for you. It's the least I could do after this stupid separation. Promise me you wouldn't do it again. You really broke my heart. Spyro: I know. I should not have told you that. You did not deserve those words. Cynder: Spyro, please say you're ok. Spyro: I'm
fineR Cynder. Just caught some water in my *throttle* pipe. Water poured out of his mouth and cleared his pipe. Spyro: uh, that's better. For some reason, he struggled to keep himself. Echo: Spyro! Sure you're okay? Spyro: Trust me. I am fine. Echo: Don't lie to me Spyro. I know you are. They know I don't like lying. Spyro: *sigh* I think it
was the Okto. It pulled my legs. I think I either pulled a muscle or something else was pulled. I basically can't feel my legs. Echo: uh, we came here and for what? More pain? Cynder: Rest da Echo. It is not common place for the days to be worse. Echo: But since I came here, things haven't looked up for anyone. I didn't deserve to be here.
Spyro: Listen to echo. They were the ones who all first day here. Sure, Wolfgang has targeted you, but that doesn't mean you should talk about yourself. Echo: but what if... What if...? Spyro shook her by kissing her deeply and gently. However, it did not take very long. Spyro: enough of this crap babe. Now uh... What are we going to do
about it? Cynder: You have to be seen by Eon. Don't try to move your legs so much. We wear you. Echo: Don't worry about a soul Spyro. Spyro. be back with us and feel full of energy before you know. Spyro: I am always full of energy. What would I do without at least having a sense of humour from time to time? Echo: *giggles* well, you
have a good point, but let's clarify the important things first. The girls wore Spyro carefully. In fact, they decided that the best way was to have Spyro on Echo's back. Why? Well, Cynder was worried that her prickly body would invade him. They came back to the academy and they saw Stealth Elf all rested and well. Cynder: You seem to
be doing well. Stealth Elf: yep. All thanks to Eon and everyone. What happened to Spyro? He looks worn out or something. Echo: Let's just say he tried to save me from being dragged under the sea by an octo, then I saved him and something from there next door made him unable to walk. Stealth Elf: ugh, first the separation, then me
and now that? Cynder: only one day of disasters. Echo: *sigh* tell me about it. Can we now please have someone to help Spyro? He starts to be a bit hard for me. Stealth Elf: Just leave it here. I'll bring Eon over. Gently lay Spyro on the ground under their feet, Echo thought this must be bad when Eon is needed. Stealth Elf: Eon! Eon: ah!
Eleven! I'm looking for Spyro. Have you seen him? Stealth Elf: he's here Eon but... He doesn't look good. Eon: Show it to him. Eleven showed him where Spyro was laid. Eon: *gasp* Spyro! My child! What happened? You look awful. Spyro: Tell me about it. Long story short, I tried to save Echo from an octo when low and behold, it ended
to save me. I think I've pulled something, but I can't feel my legs, so I don't know what it is. Eon: It's worse than that I'm afraid of. They are paralyzed. Echo, Cynder and Elf gassed. Spyro: paralyzed?! Ow! Eon: carefully there Spyro. If you try to move it, it gets worse. Spyro: You could have said that beforehand. I can't feel anything. Eon:
Just don't move on. If only we had those berries that cure paralysis. Echo: Wait, do you mean Cheri berries? Eon: Yes. Do you know where some are? Echo: There were some back in my hometown, but I don't think they'll be there any more. Stealth Elf: Cheri berries huh? I'm right back. I'll see if Boom Bloom knows anything about where
to find some. Eon: Good idea Eleven. Do it quickly. Eleven teleports. Echo: Spyro... I cannot believe that this has happened to you. I'm glad I'm saving you in time, but... She felt her body warm up a bit and tears rolled into her face. Spyro: Echo, please, wipe away those tears. None of this is your fault. I saved you and that's the main thing.
Echo: I know, but... Look at you. It's almost as if you other than a kind of carpet that someone would have in their house. Spyro: Should this be an insult? Echo: I tried not to make it an insult. I am sorry. Please don't hate me. She turned her back before receiving a response from Spyro. He couldn't do anything to keep her quiet at the
moment that neither he nor she was. Stealth Elf was back with Boom Bloom that Cheri had Boom Bloom: good news. I have some Cheri berries. Eon: perfect. Eat Spyro. Boom Bloom left the berries in front of Spyro so he could pick on the berries and eat them. Stealth Elf noticed that Echo turned her back. Stealth Elf: Did I miss
something? Because I don't remember seeing Echo like that. Eon: Just a bit of love drama, that's all. Stealth Elf: woah! Now I wish I could have seen it. Echo: very funny Elf. I will be in the library if someone wants to see me as soon as Spyro is back to normal. Stealth Elf: Why there? Echo: because the bed I slept in last night, King Pen
krafuckle is really comfortable. If only I could have it in my room. That would be awesome. Stealth Elf: If you want, I can come with you and move it there. Echo: You would? Stealth Elf: of course. Call it something for a great friend. Echo: wow! Uh... Thank you. It's like a sudden surprise from a birthday. Eon: Your birthday is tomorrow.
Echo: true. Everyone has something right? Spyro: I know I do, but I'm not sure about anyone else. Cynder: I was able to get something. Echo: Well, don't spoil me. I love surprises at unexpected times, although I expect most of you to have something ready. Spyro: You believe it better. He said he will be able to move his right front paw.
Cynder: Spyro, did you just...? Eon: Paralysis is cured. It may take a long time, but you will begin to feel slow movement. Echo: Spyro, that's great. Spyro: ha! I hope it will be soon enough for me to move again. Boom Bloom: Cheri berries usually cure paralysis in an instant, but this one I got can take longer. Spyro: As long as I can move
until the morning, that's perfect. Stealth Elf: It's great to hear about it, but if it's going to take longer than we expected, then me and Echo will move their new bed to their room. We should still be there when you can finally move. Echo: And this time Spyro I don't mind if you tell me or not whether you want to sleep with me tonight. Spyro:
What? I thought you told me to tell you. Echo: That's only if I don't expect it like last night. Spyro: oh... ... He was speechless when he felt guilty. Echo: Why the Look Spyro? I know you feel guilty because you don't tell me, but please, if I've already fallen asleep and you want to sleep with me, you just have to show your affection so I know
you're there. Spyro: But how would you know I'm there? Echo: only through the feeling. How do you say, if you were squealing against me before cuddling with me, then I would immediately know it is you by the feeling of your scale. Anyway, I wanted to say that only for the when I sleep when you recover and return home. Spyro: ah!
Gotcha! He said he pointed to a fake gesture of the weapon that showed full understanding. Echo giggled. Stealth Elf: Let's bring your new bed to its rightful place. Echo: right. Later nice. Spyro: later beautiful. Cynder: You don't mind me staying with you? Spyro: not at all. I'm ok if I have one of you two, as long as I know where the other
is. Is. makes sense, but what if we both have to be somewhere? Spyro: Then just tell me. There is no holding of them two. Just he's careful with where you're going. Cynder: Of course we will. We love you and we don't want to worry you. She said nuzzling forehead with him. Spyro: exactly. That's mostly what I want. Cynder: What do you
mean most? Spyro: I say mainly because I don't want to worry you, and also because I want you both to have the best time of your life. Cynder: We always do Spyro. They always keep us happy and that's all we need. Spyro: Yes, but nevertheless I love you both very much, like... Alot, but don't you think I'm cheating you both for the
other? Cynder: I know that normally no girl allows it, but she's my best friend, so I'm ok with it. Spyro: Sure? Because... I thought it was a bad idea at first. Cynder: You don't make bad ideas except from the past, but that's past. Ask Echo yourself. It comes back in this way. Spyro: hey uh... Echo.Echo: hm? What's going on at Spyro?
Spyro: Don't you think I had the bad idea of going out with you and Cynder at the same time? Echo: not at all. We are both friends and as long as we know that you love us, then it's ok with us. Cynder: Did it tell you. Spyro: ALL right. You beat me. And how is it that you have not been paralyzed by this octo? Echo: Now that you mention it,
I don't know. I think Maybe I'm immune? Spyro: Either that or it only takes a while for your body to react. Echo: To be honest... That is the case. It's happened to me before. Spyro: What? Exactly the same? Echo: Yes. In fact, now that I remember, I think it was the same octo as the one that has dragged us under land from before. Spyro:
seriously? Talk about chance. Echo: Random or not, I'm afraid to just think about it. What if I get paralyzed first in the morning? Boom Bloom: if it is, I will now find a few more Cheri berries and you can save 'em up for you. Echo: Thanks Bloom. This is almost as bad as this pit boss situation. Eon: This situation that you are talking about
would actually be worse than this. If we had no one to save you or Cynder, you wouldn't be here. But that's not so bad. You just wouldn't be able to feel your body for a while until something is in it. Echo: It's still a scary thing. When I say that, I can imagine this time when Pit Boss caught me and hypnotized me. She could feel how her
body reacted to this past experience. Hypnotic vertebrae were literally shown in their eyes. She kept her head down to show no one. If I hadn't, none of it would have happened and you'd sleep for eternity. Her mind was in her hypnotic state. Cynder was the first to notice this when Echo raised her head. Spyro: uh, hello? Earth to the
Echo? Cynder: Spyro, stop. I think her mind is set on hypnosis. Look at their eyes. Spyro: I know. They are beautiful. Cynder: Spyro! Can't see their eyes showing hypnosis without even seeing anything Your. Eon: Actually, it has to be her memory. If you think too much about hypnosis, you can hypnotize it again. It's a side effect to
remember everything Pit Boss has done to a person. Cynder: If I were thinking about it now, would I be hypnotized as it is now? Eon: exactly. Spyro: not on my watch. Echo, knock it off. Can you hear me? Eon: She won't be able to hear you unless you kiss her like the first time. Spyro: Help me here Cynder. Cynder nodded and forced
Echo to approach Spyro. Just as Echo felt the weight on her neck and dropped her head, Spyro caught her for a kiss. Echo felt her mouth being researched and returned the favor. Break after a short minute... Echo collapsed. Echo: woah... What just happened? I feel... Dizzy. Spyro: Just take it echo. You're ok now. Eleven: I'm back. I
have moved everything so that your room is now complete Echo.Echo: uh... Thank you. She whispered with her head. Stealth Elf: is something the thing? Spyro: She feels dizzy. Can you take her back, make sure she has some water and rest? Stealth Elf: of course. Come to Echo. You need some rest. Echo: Thank you... I... I'll send you
all... In the morning. She was breathing heavily. Spyro: Rest well babe. I'll be with you tonight, so don't worry. Echo: ok... *Heavy breathing* I love you. Spyro: I love you too. And so Spyro calls a day for all Skylovers, slowly recovers, but gets there every minute, and Echo rests sweetly. Stealth Elf: Spyro will return soon. Hopefully sooner
than you think, but rest and everything should be fine until the morning. Good night birthday girl. Echo: Thank you Eleven. Good night also for you. Deep in the slumber, Eleven with a quick snack before bed, but tomorrow is a big day for Echo. Who knows what surprises are coming? Stay tuned to find out how the journey continues with
the Skylanders... (Outro, Credits) Credits)
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